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Abstract
Global climate change is largely caused by greenhouse gas emissions from anthropogenic 
sources. The building industry is responsible for over 40% of global carbon emissions. Almost half of the 
energy consumption in buildings is from space heating and cooling. The incorporation of energy 
efficiency in homes has a large potential to mitigate future climate change impacts while at the same 
time aiding household members to adapt to the effects of global change. This dissertation explores this 
potential in Alaska, where in addition to climate change impacts, residents are vulnerable to high oil 
prices affecting not only their energy security, but also their health, food security, and sense of place. 
This interdisciplinary dissertation explores the viability of Alaskan energy-efficient homes from social, 
economic, and environmental perspectives.
In the following chapters, I first use a conceptual model of energy security that is adopted from 
the food security literature to determine that a significant segment of Alaska is in an energy-insecure 
state. This is predominantly due to expensive fuel, overreliance on fuel imports, inefficient uses of 
heating fuel, and a legacy of inefficient homes.
Next, I provide a historical survey of Alaskan homes from pre-contact dwellings to modern era 
homes. Some of the pre-contact homes' energy efficiency features have been reintroduced in some 
modern homes, such as a small square-foot-to-occupant ratio, passive solar design, arctic entrance, 
round or octagonal building layout, using earth berming, sand dunes, and snow banks as natural 
insulation, permafrost lined cellars, subterranean building style, thermal mass, and shared stone walls 
between rooms.
Third, I discuss interviews conducted with homeowners of highly energy-efficient homes and 
other stakeholders in the building-, real estate- and financing industry, which reveal several barriers to 
the adoption of this building style innovation. The predominant barriers are lack of information and 
education on this building style by homeowners, designers, and builders; economic disincentive due to a 
low appraisal value; and a psychological mindset resisting change.
Finally, I use a case study of a highly energy-efficient home in Dillingham, Alaska to exemplify 
the carbon payback point. Using a life cycle assessment approach, I calculated that within 3.3 years the 
highly energy-efficient house has reached carbon parity when compared to a conventional counterpart 
house.
iii
Collectively, I build on these findings to recommend improvements in education about the 
benefits of energy efficiency, an overhaul of the appraisal system, and a careful consideration of the 
psychological aspects of embracing innovations in an effort to facilitate wider adoption of highly energy- 
efficient homes in Alaska.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
"What if  we could make energy do our work without working our 
undoing? Could we have fuel without fear? Could we reinvent fire?"
Amory B. Lovins 
"A 40-year Plan for Energy" TED Talk, May 2012
Scientific evidence gathered since the mid-19th century indicates a warming of the global climate 
system (IPCC, 2013). The main culprit fueling this warming is an unprecedented increase in greenhouse 
gas concentration in the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide concentrations alone have increased by 40% 
when compared to global pre-industrial levels. This escalation can be attributed to multiple 
anthropogenic factors; increased fossil fuel emissions and emissions from changes in net land use. The 
adverse effects of climate change impact not only atmospheric systems and ecosystems but the human 
population as well.
1.1 Global Impacts of Climate Change
On a global scale, oceans warmed by 0.11 °C from 1971-2010 (IPCC, 2013). Glaciers are 
shrinking, Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets are losing mass, and spring snow cover is decreasing in the 
Northern hemisphere (IPCC, 2013). Permafrost has warmed by 3 °C between 1980-2000 in Northern 
Alaska. Globally, sea levels rose by a mean 0.19m from 1901-2010 (IPCC, 2013). Not only do these 
changes affect human systems, but also hydrological, terrestrial, and marine ecosystems (van Aalst, 
2006). Changes to hydrological systems, including but not limited to changing precipitation, permafrost 
thaw and melting snow and ice, are affecting water resources for drinking and agriculture, and 
impacting crop yields (IPCC, 2014a). Climate extremes such as floods, landslides, cyclones, heat waves, 
drought, and wildfires are bringing into question the vulnerability of ecosystems and exposure of 
humans to natural hazards. The upsurges in extreme weather events are predicted to increase human 
injury, illness, and death rates as well as create a higher risk of food, water, and vector-borne diseases 
(ibid). Furthermore, planned or forced migration and displacement of vulnerable population groups 
increases with the extreme weather events such as droughts and floods, and rapid landscape change 
like coastal erosion (Parenti, 2012). Malnutrition is another adverse effect of climate change, resulting
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from lower crop yield and food production, due to changes in weather and soil erosion (Wheeler & von 
Braun, 2013). Violent conflicts can also be indirectly fueled by climate change as well as national 
security issues due to the transboundary effects of climate change, sparking natural resource 
competition or affecting the integrity of country borders (Parenti, 2012).
1.1.1 Climate Change Mitigation
Projections made by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2013) are clear that it will 
require a substantial reduction in greenhouse gas emissions to mitigate climate change. Globally, the 
U.S. is responsible for 18% of world carbon dioxide emissions, ranking second, after China (U.S. 
Department of Energy, 2012). In 2010 the U.S. building sector accounted for 41% of primary energy 
consumption nationally, and 7% globally. This was higher than the contribution of the industrial sector 
at 30% and the transportation sector at 29%. In the U.S., the primary energy consumption by buildings 
has risen by 48% between 1980 and 2009, and consumption is expected to rise a further 17% by 2035 
when compared to the 2009 level. This increase is projected to be due primarily to increased 
households, floorspace and population numbers in the U.S. Since the building sector has a 
comparatively large contribution to U.S. carbon emissions, a substantial reduction in this sector would 
have a significant impact on mitigating climate change.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has named energy efficiency measures as a key 
climate change mitigation strategy (IPCC, 2014b). Specifically, in the building sector, the usage of more 
efficient heating and cooling methods, improved insulation, passive and active solar design for heating 
and cooling, and integrated building designs are stated as key mitigation technologies and practices.
The research presented in this dissertation contributes to knowledge about these technologies and 
practices, through a focus on energy-efficient homes in Alaska from a sustainability perspective. 
Sustainability in the specific context of an engineered building system encompasses not only 
environmental resource consumption and waste generation, but also considers human needs and 
economic value (Fiksel, 2003). The arctic is often described as the climate canary (Duyck, 2012; Foley, 
2005, Larsen et al., 2008) because global change effects are most strongly felt in that area, forcing the 
inhabitants to adapt before other population segments are faced with the urgency to do so. A 
subsection of Alaskan builders and homeowners are exploring highly energy-efficient home design for 
various motivations, from wanting to adapt to existing conditions to a desire to influence future 
abatement of carbon emissions. This research investigates building infrastructure, to provide both rural
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and urban community members in Alaska with information on energy-efficient choices that they can 
make.
As I explore in the next chapters, possible benefits of the adoption of energy-efficient home 
building in Alaska include not only monetary savings, but also reduction in carbon emissions and 
improving people's capacity to adapt to climate change. This research further delves into the details of 
building, financing and operating highly energy-efficient homes, and also calculates when carbon parity 
is reached, since typically these types of homes require more building materials than conventional 
homes. Furthermore, the legacy of incorporating energy efficiency features in dwellings in Alaska is 
explored through a look at vernacular homes, reviewing cultural and social influences. Vernacular 
architecture refers here to a building style that accommodates a households' needs and values as well 
as adaptability to external stressors. This research furthers the discourse on the viability of a strategy to 
abate carbon emissions from the building industry and explores the feasibility of highly energy-efficient 
homes as an adaptation option from a social perspective.
1.2 Built Environment
Buildings consume energy from a variety of avenues, from multiple sources. The production and 
assembly of the building materials, transportation to the building site, construction, operation of the 
building, decommissioning and disposal of waste materials all contribute to the life-cycle energy of a 
building, or the emissions footprint if the impact is translated into emissions equivalent (Li et al, 2012).
1.2.1 Buildings and Energy
Understanding the life-cycle emissions of a building can help in the evaluation of building design 
choices. To begin with, the building materials themselves embody a significant amount of energy (Li et 
al., 2012). Production of raw materials, such as stone, wood or metal, requires energy in the form of 
infrastructure, machinery, and human capital. Energy is required for transportation to and for the 
operation of factories to process raw materials and assemble them into building materials. Since 
buildings can be composed of over 2,000 separate components and 60 basic materials, the building 
materials' energy impact is noteworthy in a building's energy equation (Kohler & Moffatt, 2003). 
Construction of a building requires transportation of building materials to the site, construction
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infrastructure, machinery, and human capital. Furthermore, during the construction of a single-family 
house anywhere between 2-7 tons of waste is generated, the disposal of which must also be accounted 
for in term of building energy requirement (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012). Yearly, the U.S. 
construction industry produces 30-35 million tons of waste from construction, renovation, and 
demolition of buildings.
Operation of a building requires energy for a variety of purposes (figure 1.1). In the most recent 
version of the U.S. Department of Energy's Building Energy Data Book, among all the energy end-uses in 
U.S. buildings, including water heating, lighting, cleaning, cooking, electronic devices, and ventilation, 
space heating and cooling made up almost 50% of energy use (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012).
Energy End Use Consumption in U.S. Buildings 2010
■ Adjust to SEDS, 7% 
Other, 8%
Wet Cleaning, 2%
■ Computers, 2%
■ Ventilation, 3%
■ Cooking, 3%
■ Electronics, 4%
■ Refridgeration, 4%
Lighting, 9%
Water Heating, 12%
Space Cooling , 10%
Figure 1.1: U.S. Buildings consumed energy broken down by end uses in 2010 (SEDS: EIA's State Energy 
Data System). Sourced from the Building Energy Data Book 2011 (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012).
The carbon dioxide emissions from space heating and cooling in U.S. residential buildings in 
2010 were 533.5 million metric tons (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012). Reducing this heating and 
cooling energy consumption through energy efficiency measures, such as improved insulation or air 
tightness, could help reduce these carbon emissions. The Energy Information Administration (EIA) 
surveyed residential households in 2001 asking respondents to judge their house based on insulation 
quality and drafts felt indoors (Hojjati, 2004). The airtightness of homes not only reduces drafts but also 
significantly increases heating efficiency in winter. Similarly, the quality of insulation used in homes 
relates to heating efficiency as well as to indoor thermal comfort. Of the roughly 107 million nationally 
surveyed households, 48.3% reported feeling a draft in their home and 19% either had no insulation or
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thought their house was poorly insulated. Unsurprisingly, newer construction homes, built after 1990, 
had the largest percent of households that indicated their home was well-insulated (63.4%) and was not 
drafty at all (65.7%). In contrast 27.9% of occupants of homes built before 1950 indicated that their 
home was well insulated and only 39.6% did not feel a draft in their home. While newer construction 
homes seemingly improve upon air tightness and insulation quality, there still appears to be a range of 
homes that are lacking these two essential elements to increased heating efficiency.
1.2.2 Buildings and Health
Health of building occupants and communities within which buildings exist are also tied to the 
energy consumption of buildings. Over the past decade both physical health and mental health have 
been linked to the built environment (Hood, 2005). Both the external and spatial aspects of buildings 
play a part in the indoor contributing health factors. For example, spatial analysis relates to health 
impacts of occupants by assessing a home's proximity to public services (such as hospitals, schools, 
grocery stores, public parks), housing segregation, condition and availability of sidewalks, or bike paths. 
Reducing heavy traffic, especially from diesel trucks, in residential neighborhoods can have a positive 
effect on asthma incidence and other respiratory illnesses. Zoning residential areas to limit industrial 
pollution can be another factor contributing to positive health outcomes.
If a house is not cared for and maintained it can lead to a state of dilapidation, resulting in lead 
exposure, and increased indoor triggers of respiratory illness, including mold, moisture, dust mites or 
rodents. Additionally, indoor air quality in commercial and residential buildings alike influences the 
health of its occupants. Using building materials that contain toxic chemicals, including paint, that leach 
chemicals over time further contributes to indoor air pollution (U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission, 2017). Indoor air quality can play a large role in occupants' health, as humans spend 
approximately 90% of their time indoors. Influences to indoor air quality include home heating choices, 
poorly-, unvented, or not properly combusted fuel sources such as kerosene or heating oil, stoves, 
fireplaces, gas stoves or space heaters. Heating methods that are well ventilated and properly 
maintained improve indoor air quality, however, they contribute to outdoor air pollution. In cold 
temperatures sealing a home for airtightness improves indoor temperatures but can also lead to 
improperly ventilated homes and increased moisture and mold build-up (Younger et al., 2008). Long­
term poor indoor and outdoor air quality have been correlated to increased cardiovascular and 
respiratory illnesses and increased mortality incidents for both types of illnesses (Anderson et al., 2012).
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Because most conventional buildings last between 50-75 years, the emissions of buildings during 
operation have a long lifespan. Building designs are legacies that impact future generations; 20% of 
residential homes in the U.S. in 2005 were built prior to 1950. Their design choices still affect the region 
today (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012). Reducing building-related emissions would lead to fewer 
health impacts as well as overall carbon mitigation.
In high-latitude climates, the amount of fuel a home requires to maintain comfortable indoor 
temperatures is a contributing factor to occupant health. In regions where fuel prices are high, fuel 
poverty can negatively affect wellbeing. Fuel poverty, or energy insecurity as it is also described, is the 
inability of a household to meet the World Health Organization's minimum indoor temperature 
standards, 21 degrees Celsius in living rooms and 18 degrees Celsius in all other rooms (WHO, 2007). 
Living below these indoor temperature conditions is considered unsafe and adverse to human health, 
generating significant health risks (WHO, 2007; Liddell & Morris, 2010). In a study conducted by Liddell 
and Morris (2010) the potential for fuel poverty of a household is traced back to household income, or 
the ability to afford a baseline thermal efficiency of a home. The scale of energy-efficient improvements 
or updates made over the lifetime of a house significantly impacts affordability of home heating and the 
choice of home indoor temperature, which in turn has potential for positive impacts on mental and 
physical health of the occupants.
1.2.3 Buildings and Environmental Impacts
Voluntary green building programs are urging building design towards energy efficiency to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions (Kwok & Rajkovich, 2010). The building industry and associated 
stakeholders are increasingly paying attention to the negative environmental consequences of buildings 
(Bayer et al., 2010). The immense impact a building can have on the environment, regionally and 
globally, is an important consideration during all building stages, from sourcing building materials, the 
design and construction process to how the materials are disposed of at the end of the building's life. 
With the projection of over 14 million new homes to be built by 2030 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2005) the 
need for professionals as well as homeowners to conduct an environmental impact assessment of 
buildings is ostensible. Determining the carbon payback point as well as comparing the carbon emissions 
in all building phases of the house to a conventional counterpart house provides researchers, 
homeowners and building professionals information on building homes to meet climate-change 
concerns.
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1.3 Alaska - the Canary in the Coal Mine
Vulnerability of humans to the impacts of climate change is driven by multiple interacting 
variables and circumstances (Bankoff et al., 2004; Oliver-Smith, 2004; Adger, 2006). Typically, there are 
social, cultural, economic, political, and ecological drivers and determinants of vulnerability, including 
disparate power relations and equity issues. Vulnerability in the context of this dissertation is described 
as a function of the exposure and sensitivity of a system to external stress (Adger, 2006). The arctic 
region, which includes a large portion of Alaska, has a high vulnerability to external stress, including 
climate change impacts, oil price fluctuations, transportation disruption and other socio-, economic, or 
political divergences. Due to the strongly felt impact of warming temperatures, affecting sea ice melt, 
thawing permafrost, and changes in cold weather cycles, the arctic is considered particularly sensitive to 
the effects of climate change (Duyck, 2012). Local temperatures increase at a faster rate than in other 
areas of the globe (IPCC, 2007), having proportionally large repercussions since the majority of sea ice is 
present in the arctic, and affecting the lifestyle of the arctic inhabitants in some population segments 
and communities drastically. In Alaska, some climate change impacts have the potential to disrupt the 
entire transportation system (Larsen et al., 2008). For example, thawing of permafrost can cause roads 
to buckle making them impassible. Sea-level rise can damage harbors and adjacent infrastructure, such 
as receiving docks. An increase in floods could lead to damaged bridges, roads and airplane landing 
strips, and an increase in wildfires could directly damage built infrastructure and make some roads 
impassable. A disruption in imported goods leads to impacted food and energy security in the state.
1.3.1 Energy Security in Alaska
Energy security in Alaska is closely interconnected with other areas of wellbeing, such as food 
security, physical and emotional health, subsistence lifestyle, and maintaining population levels in rural 
villages. Both rural and urban Alaska are dependent on fuel and food imports. The Alaska Farm Bureau 
estimates that if transportation of goods to Alaska were halted, for example due to a transportation 
disruption, there would be 3-5 days before grocery store shelves would be completely empty, including 
canned and packaged food, and fresh produce (Alaska Center for the Environment, 2008). Delivering 
fuel from the refineries throughout the state depends on open transportation routes (EIA, 2016). Most 
of rural Alaska is not located on a road system, leading to a high dependency of fuel delivery for all 
aspects of livelihood from heating and electricity generation to fueling transportation modes and food
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delivery by either barge or plane (Szymoniak et al, 2010). Alaska ranks third in the nation for per person 
energy demand (EIA, 2014). The high-energy needs are related to the extreme climate and the remote 
location. Rural communities rely heavily on diesel for power generation and for space heating needs 
(EIA, 2016). Alaska ranks second, after Hawaii, in electricity generated by petroleum liquids in the 
nation, adding to the carbon emissions load of the state. The environmental costs of consumption of 
fossil fuel in Alaskan communities are riddled with externalities, not only adverse health impacts but 
also environmental degradation caused by emissions and spills from diesel engine operation. Chapman 
(1996) estimated this cost of environmental degradation to be $3/gallon, further escalating the cost 
associated with burning fossil fuels.
1.3.2 Effects of Energy Consumption on Food Security and Health
Food systems and health are closely conjoined with energy consumption in rural Alaska. Not 
only does an increase in fuel cost affect heating capacity of homes but also impacts food security, 
especially in rural Alaska where subsistence lifestyles depend on snowmobiles, four-wheelers, and boats 
(Loring & Gerlach, 2009). Furthermore, high fuel prices lead to an elevated cost of imported goods, due 
to increased transportation and food production costs (Brinkman et al., 2014). Decreasing reliance on 
subsistence food sources is leading community members to consume larger amounts of imported foods. 
On average, food sold in local grocery stores travels 1,500 miles before reaching Alaska (Meadow, 2009). 
Studies have been conducted investigating the decreased nutritional value of food items that are sold in 
rural villages, which are predominantly pre-packaged to have a longer shelf life. Additionally, fresh 
produce especially loses nutritional value during the long import journey north (Gerlach et al, 2011; 
Meadow, 2009; Fazzino & Loring, 2009; Reed 1995). The lack of nutritious foods impacts health, leading 
to high incidence rates of obesity, diabetes, cancer, and heart and respiratory diseases. The cost of 
imported foods sold in village stores is relatively high, as much as 600-1,000% that of food sold in the 
contiguous U.S. (Gerlach et al, 2011; Reed 1995). High fuel consumption at increased fuel prices 
coupled with the high cost of food may be linked to rural outmigration to urban centers (Martin et al., 
2008). Coupled with climate change impacts to village infrastructure, such as increased risk of flooding, 
seal level rise, coastal erosion, thawing permafrost, and amplified hazardous weather patterns, the 
safety of homes, utility infrastructure, and inhabitants are all impacted (Hamilton et al., 2016; Penn et al, 
2017). Despite net out-migration rates in Alaskan communities that are especially vulnerable to these 
effects, the birth rates are above replacement levels (Hamilton & Mitiguy, 2009; Hamilton et al., 2016)
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resulting in growing arctic communities. Typically, families and individuals with higher financial capital 
are able to out-migrate, leaving behind a socio-economic vulnerable subset of the population (Hamilton 
et al., 2016). Energy-efficient homes, both new buildings and retrofits, will play an even greater role in 
enhancing climate change adaptation in these communities.
1.3.3 Residential Housing Legacy
The legacy of constructing houses inappropriate to the sub-arctic and arctic climate in Alaska 
can be traced back to the first settlers and has been perpetuated in the modern era through 
governmental agencies such as the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (Stefansson, 1913; Slaughter, 1982). Design choices, engineering practices and 
construction materials not customized for the Alaskan climate and culture have increased household 
and community vulnerability to global change. Academic researchers are in agreement that rural 
Alaskan communities need support to adapt to changing conditions and what is more, community 
members themselves are reaching out and asking for assistance (Gerlach et al., 2011; Chapin et al.,
2006; Ford, 2008; Walker et al., 2004). Alaskan residents are aware of the high usage of fossil fuels that 
living in the arctic and sub-arctic climate demands. The financial burden of a high cost of oil coupled 
with concerns over their personal contribution to the carbon balance leads many to seek out alternative 
options (see Chapter 3 for further discussion). Energy-efficient home designs can be relatively high in 
cost, and are certainly more costly than conventional homes. Additionally, perceived modern designs 
can detract from the cultural considerations of what a home should look and feel like, and the sense of 
place it provides. One of the reasons for failed buildings in Alaska that are not maintained or utilized, is 
the emotional attachment to a home is not taken into consideration by the design and construction 
companies (Cooke, 2014).
The external stressors exerted on households in Alaska contribute to a reduced adaptive 
capacity of households (figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: External stressors exerted on households living in conventional homes in Alaska.
As figure 1.2 shows, conventional Alaskan households are confronted with numerous external 
but related influences. The high price of oil leads to reduced household budget to spend on food or 
other essential household items, and also reduces subsistence livelihoods that can be dependent on gas 
powered modes of transportation. Climate-inappropriate house designs lead to leaky homes that are 
not well-insulated, thus requiring more fuel to be burned to maintain indoor thermal comfort, leading to 
indoor and outdoor air pollution and negative health impacts. Housing legacies in Alaska can also be 
partially attributed to inappropriate heating stoves fueled by resources that are not sustainable or 
available locally, thus leading to a dependence on imported fuel. Climate change affecting 
transportation routes leads to a high vulnerability of households. The feedbacks are reinforced by the 
high amounts of fuel burned per household, emitting more carbon emissions that in turn exacerbates 
climate change and adds directly to lowering air quality, adversely impacting human health.
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1.3.4 Adaptation Strategies
The strategies that people employ to adapt to the external stressors illustrated in figure 1.2 vary 
based on the make-up of the household's available capital, cultural and historic contexts, environmental 
conditions, as well as decision-making and political power (Smit & Wandel, 2006). The International 
Panel on Climate Change recognizes that adaptation and adaptive capacity are very similar in their 
definition (IPCC, 2014a). Their working definition of adaptive capacity and adaptation are, respectively, 
the potential, ability, or capacity for a system to cope with changes in the climate and environment, and, 
the long-term effects of those changes. For the purposes of this dissertation, Alaska, especially in rural 
regions, is highly vulnerable to changing conditions (Hossain et al., 2016). Several influences limit the 
adaptive capacity of households. High poverty rates, limited employment opportunities, reliance on 
subsistence lifestyle, high dependence on imported food and fuel and a colonial legacy limit the 
inhabitant's capacity to adapt and apply alternative coping mechanisms if the original ones fail, such as 
relying on imported fuel for home heating. When exploring home design options for adapting to climate 
change in Alaska, it is important to take into consideration not just the mechanics of the building design, 
the material choices and the interaction with the ecological systems, but also pay attention to the social 
structures, such as the demographics of households, their willingness and ability to pay for energy- 
efficient features of a home and the emotional connection to a home that is important in the upkeep 
and maintenance of the home.
The arctic is often viewed as the canary in the coal mine in light of climate change (Duyck, 2012; 
Foley, 2005, Larsen et al., 2008). Alaska is not only impacted by changes to the ecology as climate 
change progresses at faster rates than in the south, but is challenged with a vulnerable population. 
Because of this, the north can also be viewed as a test bed for how to address these challenges. For 
these reasons, Alaska as a research region is on the extreme end of the spectrum of not only adapting to 
but also mitigating adverse climate change impacts. I chose to research the viability of highly energy- 
efficient homes in Alaska because the research results represent the extreme end of the spectrum and 
can thus be applied to a wider geographical scale.
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1.4 Research Goal and Methods
The overarching theme of this research is to explore how energy security relates to climate change 
mitigation and adaptation by Alaska residents. The research drills down into this large topic by focusing 
on the viability of energy-efficient home design features as a mitigation and adaptation technology, both 
in previous housing legacies as well as current and future trends, and how reducing energy demand 
addresses climate change mitigation and challenges to vulnerability in the North, as discussed above. 
This dissertation utilizes interdisciplinary research methods from both the social and natural sciences. 
Due to the complex nature of climate change and sustainability, tackling vulnerability reduction and 
adaptation questions involves drawing on multitudinous disciplines. Both quantitative and qualitative 
datasets are examined.
The main research question is: How do energy-efficient homes, particularly highly energy-efficient 
homes, provide a sustainable infrastructure from economic, environmental, and social/cultural 
considerations in Alaska? The term highly energy-efficient house in the context of this research denotes 
buildings that are close to having annual net zero fossil fuel requirements achieved through mass 
insulation, passive solar design, and a tight building envelope. Highly energy-efficient homes are on the 
far end of the spectrum of energy-efficient homes that reduce energy demand through technology. The 
research is based on an assumption that reducing fossil fuel needs for home heating by increasing 
energy efficiency will significantly lessen the dependence on imported fuel, thereby reducing community 
vulnerability by addressing energy security in the context of global change and carbon emissions 
abatement. In other words, this dissertation explores how highly energy-efficient homes contribute to 
the adaptive capacity of their occupants.
The objectives of this study correspond with chapters 2,3,4, and 5 in this dissertation. They are to:
(1) evaluate the state of energy security in rural Alaska and how it relates to residents' wellbeing;
(2) explore the evolution of home energy efficiency and vernacular architecture in Alaska;
(3) assess affordability, barriers, and motivations for the adoption of highly energy-efficient homes 
in Alaska;
(4) calculate the carbon emissions equivalent of the life-cycle of a highly energy-efficient house, 
enabling the determination of a carbon payback period when considering the carbon emissions 
saved from reduced heating fuel usage.
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The objectives are achieved through employing case study research, historical records analysis, 
interviews, and life-cycle assessment.
Case study analysis is utilized in research to address contemporary phenomena situated in real- 
life context (Yin, 1989). Currently, there are a limited number of operational case study homes in 
Alaska. At the time I began this research process, the only known example of an operational highly 
energy-efficient home was in Dillingham, Alaska in the Bristol Bay region. Other highly energy-efficient 
homes in Alaska were still in the design phase or under construction. By the conclusion of the research 
phase, several additional highly energy-efficient homes became operational as well. The Dillingham 
case study house is representative of a home built in a rural community on the mainland that is only 
accessible by air or water (see figure 1.3).
Figure 1.3. Map depicting case study house location. Source: CNN.com
As part of assessing the social and cultural viability of highly energy-efficient homes in Alaska, I 
used historical records research to explore the historical legacy of Alaskan homes, starting with pre­
colonial homes wholly not reliant on fossil fuels and ending with modern era home designs. Parallels or 
differences between these homes provide intellectual and cultural insight into the viability of the 
modern highly energy-efficient homes currently being built.
Furthermore, I conducted qualitative semi-structured interviews with key informants, 
homeowners, builders, architects, and other stakeholders as well as experts in the building, mortgage, 
and lending industry. Snowball sampling was used to widen the pool of interviewees.
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Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a quantitative cradle-to-grave calculation of environmental impacts 
from the input, operation, and waste output of products (Bayer et al., 2010; Huberman & Pearlmutter, 
2008; ISO, 2006). For buildings, each phase of construction can be evaluated separately or combined in 
a whole-building analysis. The building phases commonly begin with material sourcing and 
manufacturing, construction, operation, and maintenance, and conclude with decommissioning or 
recycling where appropriate (Bayer et al., 2010; Assefa et al., 2007; Bribian et al., 2009). Understanding 
the environmental impacts of different building techniques can justify design decisions and long-term 
payback periods, thus allowing for a holistic view of design decisions. The case study analysis in this 
dissertation includes an LCA of the carbon emissions equivalent both expended and saved through the 
lifetime of the house. To calculate the carbon payback rate of the highly energy-efficient case study 
house, a model of a comparable house in Dillingham built according to minimum R-value recommended 
standards for the region is used for comparison. Access to quantifiable data is pertinent for policy 
creation is especially relevant for policy makers and intergovernmental bodies (Ginetti, 2011). In the 
realm of new energy efficiency legislation my hope is that this type of data will be of great value.
1.4.1 Conceptual Framework
This research is nested in the larger theoretical framework of the sustainability triangulation of 
social, economic, and ecological research (Gibson, 2006). In this dissertation, I adapt Fiksel's (2003) 
definition of sustainability: an engineered system, a house, and its occupants "contributes to 
sustainability if it constrains environmental resource consumption and waste generation to an 
acceptable level, supports the satisfaction of important human needs, and provides enduring economic 
value" (p.5330). Rather than addressing each of the pillars of sustainability separately my dissertation 
surveys all three and recognizes the integrated relationship among them, including linkages and 
feedback loops. The research into cost and affordability of highly energy-efficient homes and the role of 
the mortgage and financing industry addresses the economic pillar of sustainability2. The research of 
vernacular homes in Alaska, the motivations, perceptions of highly energy-efficient homes, and the 
needs of its occupants provides social science information, and quantifying carbon emissions in the life 
cycle of a highly energy-efficient house addresses the ecological pillar.
The framework integrates the nexus of energy-efficient home design, climate change mitigation 
technology, and the adaptive capacity of a household in the face of global change, including
2 See Appendix D for a case study of the affordability of a highly energy efficient house in rural Alaska.
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environmental, economic, and social change. Figure 1.4 draws the interrelated nodes and connections 
providing a bridge between these concepts. The connection is explored between energy-efficient 
homes contributing to carbon abatement, which furthers climate-change mitigation, which in turn can 
enhance adaptive capacity of households and communities. The increased adaptive capacity, especially 
in economic capital, could lead to a further uptake of energy-efficient homes, thus completing, and 
perpetuating the positive impact cycle.
In this research, human adaptation to external stressors is defined as a process or action taken 
to help cope with, manage, or adjust to change, either current or anticipated (Smit & Wandel, 2006).
The components that make up adaptive capacity are forms of capital, either individually possessed or 
collectively: social, cultural, natural, political, and economic capital along with technology and 
infrastructure (Folke, 2006; Holling, 1973; Chapin, Folke & Kofinas, 2009). The amount, interplay, and 
relationship, including power relationships, between these forms of capital determine the degree of 
adaptive capacity. For example, if a household is endowed with a high amount of all forms of capital it 
may be expecting external stressors and is quite resilient to changes in its environment. In general, 
households or communities that have diversified capital resources can respond to changes or stressors 
quickly and easily, and are considered to have high adaptability (Denevan, 1983). While engineered 
systems, such as buildings, can be structured to address stressors, they cannot be designed to anticipate 
all future possibilities (Fiksel, 2003). Therefore, energy-efficient buildings are considered a contribution 
to active planned adaptation strategies, addressing some forms of adaptive capacity but not all (Loring 
et al., 2016). Energy efficiency is viewed not as a panacea to climate change and other global change 
conditions, but rather as a contribution to vulnerability reduction, not only of human systems but also 
ecological systems.
In the context of this paper, home design choices, such as heating method, insulation choices, or 
building materials, inform the adaptive capacity of the household (see figure 1.4). The design choices in 
turn affect the share of the household budget, for example the share used for heating fuel. Design 
choices also affect the indoor and outdoor air quality, which is linked to health conditions of occupants 
and community members. Indoor thermal comfort is related to both physical and mental health of 
occupants, and additionally facilitates an emotional connection to a home. Occupants are more likely to 
value a home that is year-round comfortable to inhabit. An emotional connection to a home in turn 
facilitates improved maintenance and upkeep of a home, which also enhances health conditions. In the 
event of a transportation route disruption, highly energy-efficient homes are able to maintain indoor 
temperatures for longer periods of time than conventional homes without the need for heating fuel.
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Households with high adaptive capacity are less vulnerable not only to a changing environmental 
landscape but also changing social, and economic circumstances.
Figure 1.4: Nexus of energy-efficient home design, climate change mitigation and household adaptive
capacity.
This analysis method and framework will be either wholly or in part modifiable for effective place- 
based responses to similar global change challenges in other regions of world (Ostrom, 2007; Loring et 
al., 2008). The analytical frames of reference will be portable to communities within Alaska, throughout 
the arctic region and even in other global latitudes. My hope is that this research will provide a 
framework for action research in geographic areas particularly vulnerable to global change that affects 
their energy security.
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1.5 Chapter Outlines
Subsequent to this Chapter 1, the general introduction of this body of research, Chapter 2, 
"Defining energy security in the rural North— Historical and contemporary perspectives from Alaska," 
provides background on the energy demand and supply equation of rural Alaska. The paper proposes a 
place-based definition of energy security that is applicable especially to the challenges faced in rural 
Alaska, and concludes that a significant segment of the population in rural Alaska is energy insecure.
Chapter 3, "The Evolution of Home Energy Efficiency in Alaska," delves deeper into the socio- 
historical review of vernacular homes in Alaska, already touched upon in Chapter 2. Beginning with pre­
colonial homes the paper surveys energy-efficient design features, space syntax, and the influence 
changing demographics has had and continues to have on home design choices in Alaska.
Chapter 4 "To Build or not to Build: Highly Energy-Efficient Homes in Alaska," utilizes stakeholder 
interviews to drill down into the motivations, challenges and benefits of building and owning highly 
energy-efficient homes in Alaska. Particular emphasis is placed on affordability, both from an upfront 
cost perspective but also relating to financing options and resale value of these types of homes.
Chapter 5, "Conducting Life-Cycle Assessment to Determine Carbon Payback: A Case Study of a 
Highly Energy-Efficient House in Rural Alaska," presents a case study of an operational highly energy- 
efficient house in Dillingham, Alaska. Using life-cycle analysis the carbon emissions associated with the 
life of the house are quantified enabling the determination of a carbon payback point, considering the 
savings in heating fuel when compared to a comparable conventional house.
The concluding chapter 6 summarizes the key findings from this dissertation, and provides broad 
recommendations based research findings.
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Chapter 2
Defining Energy Security in the Rural North - 
Historical and Contemporary Perspectives from Alaska3
2.1 Abstract
In this paper we discuss the historical dimensions of energy in rural Alaska to argue that energy security 
in rural locations involves different considerations than in urban areas, and as such a definition of 
energy security needs to be downscaled to a place-based perspective, addressing individual and 
household needs as opposed to national issues of supply, consumption, and distribution. The definition 
of energy security for local communities that we propose is adapted from the food security literature: 
having sufficient access to energy generation or provisioning services to conduct a sustainable life. Also 
similar to the food security literature, the framework we propose includes four dimensions to energy 
security: availability, access, quality, and stability. This paper applies the proposed definition and 
framework to the example of rural Alaska. Alaska has an abundance of energy sources, from oil and gas 
to a host of renewables, however due to colonial legacies, lack of infrastructure, policies and social 
structure a number of communities in rural Alaska struggle with energy insecurity.
2.2 Introduction
Energy security is an oft-discussed but rarely elaborated upon component of environmental security 
and community sustainability [1, 2]. Its importance has been elevated by research on the so-called food- 
water-energy nexus [1, 3], but questions remain regarding what exactly constitutes energy security at 
the household, community, or regional level, as compared to global and national levels where energy 
security primarily involves whether state governments have control over their energy generation and
3 Hossain, Y., Loring, P. A., & Marsik, T. (2016). Defining energy security in the rural North—Historical and 
contemporary perspectives from Alaska. Energy Research & Social Science, 16, 89-97. 
doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.erss.2016.03.014
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provisioning resources [2,4, 5, 6, 7]. Like its counterparts in the nexus, energy security has different 
meanings depending on the level and location of analysis; energy security in rural areas often involves 
different features than in urban ones, and household and community energy security have little in 
common with energy security when construed in a militaristic or statist sense. For a rural community, 
energy security can mean resilience and self-sufficiency through an escape from the global carbon "lock 
in" [8]; for an individual, it may well mean something as simple as being able to survive a cold winter or 
having a light at home so that children can study at night [9, 10].
Sovacool and Brown [4] argue that energy security may ultimately prove to be the most important 
component of human environmental security, in that energy influences so many different aspects of 
people's lives, including food production and the distribution and treatment of drinking water. As was 
the case for making progress on food security research and policy [11], we argue that new place-based 
perspectives are needed on energy security that scale down focus to the issues facing individuals, their 
households and livelihoods. As we describe below, this means paying attention to such diverse issues as 
breaking out of historical legacies of colonialism and development and the political ecology of energy 
resources [12, 13].
In this paper, we illustrate some of the place-based contours of energy security through a discussion 
of historical and contemporary energy security in the high latitude North. Alaska and the Arctic are well 
known to the energy security literature because of the oil and gas reserves in the region, but relatively 
few academic studies to our knowledge have been published that evaluate the energy security of 
communities in the North. Studies we are aware of for Alaska are government publications and 
assessment reports for non-governmental organizations [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The North, while unique, is 
an exemplar of remote rural issues elsewhere in the world: complicated and unreliable supply chains, 
limited employment and economic development, a history of boom and bust economic development, 
and rapidly shifting demographics. Alaska is also rich in colonial legacies influencing the local energy 
discourse directly undermining indigenous practices, which is explored in this paper. In terms of 
infrastructure, the North shares a number of features with other rural and developing parts of the 
world, specifically distributed power generation (usually diesel) and the unfeasibility of extending 
electrical grids [19, 20, 21]. Therefore the discussion in this paper has applicability to a wider context 
than the case study used for illustrating purposes, for example the challenges to energy security that 
Alaska faces are not unknown to countries in Africa and in South Asia [20,21, 22].
We propose and justify both a definition and framework for energy security that attends to these 
complex circumstances at the local level. We draw guidance from the food security literature, which as
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noted has undergone a similar "scaling down" in focus in the last few decades from global and state- 
level issues to those facing individuals, households, and communities. To illustrate the usefulness of this 
conceptual framework, we discuss the historical timeline of heat efficiency of homes and food 
production in rural Alaska and the effect this has had on energy security. We believe there is value in 
exploring the linkage between the role historical behavior plays in present day energy use and attitudes 
and how this relates to energy security. We also examine contemporary issues of energy, 
transportation, and food security and how they relate to each other directly affecting the vulnerability 
and resilience of communities of the region.
While some examples given in this paper refer to specific forms of energy, such as electricity, it 
should be clarified that the paper as a whole, including the energy security definition, is concerned with 
household energy use in a broad sense, including electricity, heat, and transportation.
2.3 Conceptual Background
The concept of energy security can be interpreted in a wide variety of ways based on the level and 
scale of interest, as well as the cultural context, which involves expectations regarding energy 
availability and also ethics regarding how energy ought best be generated and provisioned. 'Energy 
generation' as used in this paper describes technologies that convert energy resources into a form 
useful for human activities. At a national level, energy security is often linked to economic policies, 
foreign relations, financial affordability and even environmental policies [6,7]. From the perspective of 
Saudi Arabia, for example, energy security can be construed as securing global demand for their oil and 
gas resources; conversely in the U.S., energy security has come to mean securing the supply of oil at low 
prices, at a predictable and sustainable rate and, increasingly, from national rather than foreign sources
[4]. Similarly, for transnational oil and gas producers, energy security is linked to securing access to new 
reserves and widening the distribution or consumer network, giving them control of the pipeline 
infrastructure and access to the consumers. Whereas for consumers it likely involves both access to 
energy supply without disruption and affordability on a reasonable household budget.
On a local level, people's concerns about their energy reliability and affordability also feed into 
concerns about societal and ecological trade-offs related to electrical power generation and other 
aspects of their environmental security. For example, local air quality can be severely impacted by 
emissions from power plants [23], and household air quality can be compromised where people rely on
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fuel lamps for lighting [10]. Some have proposed biofuels as an alternative to carbon-based energy 
generation, but biofuel production can usurp land that would otherwise be used to produce food crops. 
Similarly, some consider hydroelectric energy to be an environmentally friendly form of energy 
generation, but hydroelectric dams can interfere with fisheries that are important to local food security 
[24]. Dams can also alter downstream hydrology and affect the flow of tributaries and floodplains [25].
These examples illustrate the many ways that energy security interlinks in a 'nexus' with food 
security, water security, and environmental health [1, 3, 26]. This nexus approach is relatively new to 
the research and development literatures, and is arguably useful because it highlights linkages and 
potential trade-offs or synergies among these domains.
2.4 Energy Security Definition and Framework
Energy security is purported as a concept hard to define especially in a global context [27, 28, 6, 29]. 
Energy supply and demand varies largely based on the size of a country or community, the available 
local resources, economic development and geopolitical factors and jurisdiction, to name a few [30, 31]. 
What energy security may encompass for a developed country in Europe with a northern temperate 
climate may not apply to a developing country in Africa with a warm desert climate. The heating needs, 
fuel resources, economic development, population size and geopolitical factors would likely all be 
different. One other noteworthy challenge in defining energy security is that developed countries' 
definition of energy security may not work well for rural communities, in that the latter may have a 
standard of living closer to a developing country, as our case study of rural Alaska exemplifies. As 
Martchamadol's [30] research states developed countries' understanding of energy security is often "a 
resilient energy system and securing the amount of energy required for people's lives, economic and 
social activities, defense and other purposes for acceptable prices." Developing countries, by 
comparison, have a differing understanding; "enough energy supply (quantity and quality) to meet all 
requirements at all time of all citizens at an affordable and stable price, and it also leads to sustain 
economic performance and poverty alleviation, better quality of life without harming the environment." 
Furthermore, the energy security literature often focuses on indicators of energy security in a 
nationalistic sense [2, 6, 31, 32, 33] that may not be appropriate for a local community.
We define energy security as a situation in which people have reliable access to socially acceptable 
energy generation or provisioning services, at a level sufficient to conducting a sustainable life. This
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definition is adapted from contemporary definitions for food security [34], with our goal being to 
"downscale" the energy security discussion to the household and community level in order to capture 
the varied and often inequitable experiences that local households and communities can have with 
energy [11].
While not explicitly mentioned in our definition, it is important to clarify that energy efficiency is 
implied by the definition as a possible means to help achieve energy security. While energy efficiency 
doesn't directly affect the access to energy generation or provisioning services, it does decrease the 
amount of energy considered sufficient to conduct a sustainable life. As a result, there are two basic 
ways to increase energy security: a) increase reliable access to socially-acceptable energy generation or 
provisioning services; or b) use energy efficiency measures to decrease the amount of energy needed to 
conduct a sustainable life.
2.4.1 A Framework for Energy Security
Hughes [27] distills three indicators from the Information Energy Agency's definition of energy 
security; affordability, availability and acceptability. Similarly, Giampetro and colleagues [26] discuss 
issues of availability, viability, and desirability as being central to energy security. Here, we follow Loring 
and colleagues, who synthesize literature across the domains of food, water, and energy, and argue for 
four main components (see Figure 2.1) of energy security:
1. Availability on a local level, which may relate to whether communities are located in grid 
service areas or if there is sufficient grid infrastructure
2. Access, which involves equitable access to energy by all members of a society; this relates to 
the economic cost of purchasing energy as well as if individual households have connection 
to a utility grid
3. Utility, which involves the reliability, efficiency, and social acceptability of energy harvesting, 
distribution, and utilization
4. Stability, which refers to the sustainability of energy sourcing and generation, policies that 
regulate extraction, environmental laws and policies, local governance and the direct 
environmental impacts, such as bad air quality.
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There are a number of ways that the four components interact with each other, in some cases 
creating feedback loops. Limited energy generation in an area can increase the price of energy, thus 
limiting equitable access to it from all community members. Similarly, drivers that affect the stability of 
energy sourcing will interact with access, but will also affect the availability of energy sources: while 
energy resources may be available, such as oil, policies and laws prohibiting its extraction will impact the 
utilization of the energy source. Or, if there is limited support of the use of renewable energy by 
existing utility companies, this can affect the access to using this energy source by driving up cost. In 
turn this may diminish the social acceptability of using renewable energy sources thus erecting social 
and economic barriers to connecting renewable energy to the utility grid. Additionally, if extracting an 
energy resource, such as tar sands, has environmental concerns, the utility or social acceptability of 
using the energy source may be affected. Adding some of the feedbacks together can also produce 
cumulative effects, in addition to individual interactions, locking communities into fewer options or a 
trajectory of energy development that they do not support [8].
• Grid Infrastructure
• Existence of renewable 
energy sources
• Existence of fossil fuel 
support systems
Energy Security
• Reliability
• Efficiency
• Social acceptability
• Economic cost
• Connection to 
utility grid
Feedbacks, 
interactions, 
cumulative effects
National policies
Environmental
impacts
Figure 2.1. Components of Energy Security
Availability, accessibility, utility, and stability are used throughout this paper as shorthand for 
understanding the facets of energy security in Alaska at a household and community scale. In addition,
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we note four categories of energy use for which these four components should be evaluated in order to 
assess energy security (adapted from Reddy and Subramanian 1979 [19]):
1. Food production and harvest involves the energy needs of agriculture (fuel or animal 
traction) or of hunting, gathering, herding, etc., including transportation
2. Household activities including cooking, heating, lighting, and personal transportation
3. Municipal activities, where relevant, include energy needs for water treatment and 
distribution and other public services, and lighting and heating of public spaces
4. Manufacturing and commerce, where relevant, which can have energy needs at a scale 
different than the previous three.
2.5 Energy Security in the Pre-contact North
Prior to Euroamerican contact, indigenous Alaskans utilized locally sourced energy sources such as 
seal oil and firewood, had limited energy needs and relied highly on heat-efficient housing to keep fuel 
requirements low. This changed with the advent of colonization, which is elaborated on below. Of the 
four categories of energy use proposed above, only two (food production and household activities) are 
relevant in a pre-contact setting.
Differences in cultural adaptations for energy use are found throughout Alaska, in a distribution that 
not surprisingly coincides with the different climatic regions of the state (see also Moran 1981 [35]). 
Energy adaptations in the Arctic, Interior, Southwest, and Aleutian regions of the state are all expanded 
upon below. A recurring observation is how these energy adaptations are interwoven with climate and 
biogeography and also patterns of subsistence and mobility.
The climate in Alaska is influenced largely by the high latitude environment [36]. The northern half 
of the state experiences limited daylight hours in the winter months and almost constant daylight during 
the summer. Mean temperatures have a relatively large range in the state; from 4C in a southern 
maritime region to -12C north of the Arctic circle [37].
2.5.1 Homes and Households
The Inupiat Eskimo tribes inhabiting the Northern region of mainland Alaska typically inhabited 
insulated sod dwellings in the winter and movable homes in the summer with a tent like structure and
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caribou hides [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. The winter homes were dug into the sides of sand dunes, hills or river 
embankments to maximize natural insulation features in the landscape. The sod insulation layers were 
up to one meter thick. Homes were heated primarily with sea mammal oil lamps and body heat from 
the inhabitants. Up to 15 people would occupy the winter homes, comprised of multiple families, 
constituting an occupancy rate of 1.1 to 1.7 square meters per person [43, 44]. Summer tents were 
usually occupied by only one family, allowing for more space per person at 2.6 square meters per 
person. As a comparison, in 2005 the average occupancy space in the U.S. was 57.5 square meters per 
person [45].
Energy use in winter was kept at a minimum with design features of the dwellings. For example, the 
entrance to the main living area was dug into the ground with a long tunnel of 3 to 9 meters in length 
serving as a cold air trap [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. Meat and other perishable foods were stored in this 
tunnel, utilizing the natural refrigeration of the winter air and the permafrost walls. Nooks in the tunnel 
closest to the tunnel entrance were carved into the permafrost for further storage. These combined 
techniques kept the indoor room temperature between 10-15 degrees Celsius during the coldest winter 
temperatures, which often reached -51C, roughly a difference of 60C between the outdoor and indoor 
temperatures achieved without the use of burning wood or oil. Energy security for the Inupiat Eskimo 
was therefore closely linked to successful seal hunts, having large families and the ability to build well- 
insulated sod homes.
In the interior of Alaska, by comparison, Athabascan people were historically highly mobile, moving 
from camp to camp with the hunting and fishing seasons. In summers they built tent dwellings similar 
to the tents used by the Eskimos in the North of Alaska [46, 47]. Some families chose to live in the tents 
year-round and added an extra layer of animal hide to the walls of the tent with the fur attached on the 
inside to act as additional insulation. Some also used semi-permanent winter homes, though this varied 
slightly across the interior region based on differences in climate and natural resources. Most 
commonly, such structures were similar to the sod homes described above, built semi-subterranean 
with wood framing covered with spruce or birch bark and a layer of soil for extra insulation as well as 
moss. Other versions included wood boards covered with woven grass on the outside. When it snowed, 
the snow blanket functioned as additional insulation over the dwellings. Wood, as well as animal oil 
fires were built for cooking and heating. Wood and cooking oil were readily available and the small 
scale of burning wood did not lead to unmanageable air pollution. Energy conservation, in the form of 
multifamily dwellings and shared cooking were also practiced. It is noteworthy however that while there 
is no evidence that outdoor air quality was poor as a result of these fuel uses, indoor air quality
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problems from lamp smoke has been identified as a likely cause for emphysema among some pre­
contact northern peoples [48].
The Yup'ik of Southwest Alaska also occupied similar sod homes year-round [40, 44, 49]. Milder 
temperatures than in the Interior allowed for the homes to be built above ground in many cases. 
Entrance tunnels, while shorter than in Inupiaq homes, were still used as a cold air trap. Some homes 
had two entrances: one tunnel below ground as the winter entrance and one above ground as the 
summer entrance. In some instances, the only heat source in the sod homes was that generated by the 
bodies of the residents. This was mainly possible in homes where interior square meter-to-inhabitant 
ratio was relatively small, on average 0.8 square meters per person, and for homes with sufficient 
insulation [43, 44, 50]. Other heat sources came from lamps and fires.
Aleut and Alutiiq people in the Alaska Peninsula and Aleutian Islands region lived typically in 
multifamily dwellings that were made out of primarily grass and turf layers coated on the outside with 
mud, earth, clay or bark. These homes were called barabaras by early Russian settlers, a name later 
adopted as the common term for this type of house [43, 44, 51]. Heating and light was provided with 
sea mammal oil lamps and cooking was done over a fireplace also fueled by sea mammal oil. Some 
homes included stone foundations and had stone slab hearths with stone channels capable of funneling 
heat and steam through the floor to create an efficient form of floor heating [43, 52]. These homes 
provided 1.9-2.8 square meters of living space per person [43, 44].
2.5.2 Food Systems Linkages
Historically, Alaska Native food systems provided people with a high measure of food security 
through adaptive strategies tailored around high levels of seasonal variability, mobility, and innovation 
[61]. These food systems activities have also been particularly energy-efficient, relying primarily on 
human energy (labor) and innovative methods of food storage. Transportation was key, given the 
emphasis on hunting, fishing, and gathering of diverse botanical resources; Athabascan people relied 
heavily on dog teams for hauling wood and other supplies and for transportation to winter hunting 
grounds; Aleut people similarly traveled the coastal environment extensively with kayaks, and Yup'ik 
and Inupiaq whalers navigated the ice-filled waters of the Arctic Ocean with the impressive, hand-made 
umiaq skin boats.
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Energy use for food storage was kept relatively low. As mentioned above, during the cold months 
ice, snow or permafrost was used as natural refrigeration in cellars and nooks. In warmer months, foods 
were mostly eaten fresh, fermented, dried or smoked, requiring at most small wood fires.
2.5.3 Colonial Changes
Alaska Natives transitioned to living year-round in fixed villages primarily as a result of government 
policies requiring that their children attend school [53]. The social impacts of the transition have been 
noteworthy and lasting: food security was impacted because living in fixed villages reduces people's 
ability to move across the landscape [62] water security and sanitation emerged as problems [54], and 
as we discuss here, energy security was impacted in myriad ways.
Wood frame houses, for example, arrived with the first Euroamerican settlers in the Arctic region 
near Barrow over one hundred years ago. These houses were drafty and not well insulated by 
comparison to traditional structures, and as such they required large amounts of fuel for heating [38, 
55]. The advent of the sheet iron stove, using wood as a fuel source, also drastically changed home 
heating practices in the North [55] because it generated a substantially larger amount of heat compared 
to the sea mammal oil lamps and was also lightweight and portable. Arguably, the shortening of tunnel 
length and elimination of the cold trap and the subterranean characteristic of the Eskimo sod houses 
that has been observed in the historical archaeological record can be attributed to the introduction of 
colonial housing elements, such as the new wood stove, above ground housing with windows and larger 
area per occupant [56]. However, since trees in Alaska's Arctic North were not abundant and driftwood 
was of short supply, lumber to build the new wood frame houses and to fuel sheet iron stoves was 
scarce. Residents were thus forced to use imported lumber for construction and later imported coal and 
wood to fuel the sheet iron stoves for heat.
In Southwest Alaska, the Russian settlers brought with them a change in architecture as well. The 
first features adopted were Western-style doors and windows for the barabaras made out of imported 
wood from Siberia or Europe [43]. Gradually throughout Alaska, homes were built above ground and 
included more and more timber and less of the locally available turf and sod. Overall the house design 
the settlers introduced to Alaska was better suited for a European climate and fuel source availability.
The U.S. Government pressured Alaska Natives to leave their traditional homes as early as the 1800s 
offering financial help [57] though the promises for assistance for these "development" initiatives were 
often not realized [58, 59]. Aid that did come was used to build homes that were often substandard, not
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meeting the requirements of the local climate or the culture of the inhabitants. In the mid-20th century 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Department of Housing and Urban Development funded a massive 
housing boom for all Indigenous tribes throughout the U.S. [58]. The homes were all modeled after 
post-World War II tract housing, in an attempt to help Indigenous people assimilate into the prevailing 
culture. These types of homes were clearly not suitable for the Alaskan climate, built to federal codes 
rather than local construction standards. The homes were similar to the new home designs the settlers 
introduced. In addition to inadequate insulation and imported building materials, heating appliances 
were generally powered by fuel oil, which also had to be imported. Additionally, many of these homes 
did not have adequate ventilation, which created mold problems and impacted the respiratory health of 
residents [58].
The legacy of the homes built by the federal government is still visible in Alaska today. In 2005, a 
study found that over 21% of households in Alaska were unable to maintain an indoor temperature of 
21 degrees Celsius, both due to the high cost of heating fuel as well as inadequate construction or 
condition of the house [60]. Out of this subsection, 45% had a household income of $30,000 or less, 
indicating that affordability of fuel oil is an important driver. For nine percent of homes surveyed, 
however, the single biggest problem for effective heating was found to be the condition of the house.
2.6 Contemporary Energy Security Concerns in Alaska
In rural Alaska, dependence on fossil fuel permeates all of the categories of energy use noted above: 
subsistence and food production, household activities, municipal activities, and industry. Today, 
imported diesel and gasoline are the primary energy sources for rural Alaskan villages [61]. Diesel is 
used for electricity and heat for household, municipal and industrial activities, and gasoline is used as 
fuel for snowmobiles and four-wheelers for subsistence activities as well as transport of imported 
goods, including food and supplies from hub communities. Energy and other municipal infrastructure in 
rural Alaska is also relatively new, designed when fossil fuel was inexpensive, abundant, and not 
implicated in climate change. Indeed, Alaskans now are locked in to an overreliance on imported fuel for 
all aspects of rural life, which makes them vulnerable to any environmental, economic or social change 
that affects the supply or price of fuel [62].
Rural communities have a unique challenge in that a large number of rural areas are accessible only 
by plane or barge as they are not on the road system. This increases the general cost of living when
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compared to the urban centers [63] because the majority of goods, including fuel, building supplies, and 
food has to be imported long distances. Likewise, the cost of energy in rural regions can be as high as 
$10/gallon of diesel and over $1/kWh for electricity [64, 65]. Colt et al [66] estimate that the 
consumption of diesel fuel and gasoline in rural Alaska equals roughly 1,000 gallons per person annually, 
including fuel consumption for heating, electricity and transportation, but not including the indirect fuel 
costs associated with imported foods. Electric utilities in rural areas receive high subsidies from the 
state, such as through the Power Cost Equalization Program, to be able to lessen the cost of energy such 
that local utilities can be sustainable [67]. Nevertheless, even temporary fluctuations in the cost of fuel 
can drive local families into an energy insecure state [63].
Fossil fuel use in rural Alaska also has impacts on local ecosystems. For example, storage of diesel is 
key because fuel can only be barged to many communities in the summer months because of river and 
sea ice (most rural communities in Alaska are not on the road system). Due to aging and inadequate 
infrastructure, storing a year's worth of diesel and gasoline can lead to leaking storage tanks, spills and 
discarded drums that all have adverse impacts on the ecosystem and human health [68]. Chapman [68] 
estimated the cost of remediating the environmental impacts caused by emissions and spills from diesel 
engine operation at an additional $3/gallon.
Finally, the community power plant equipment is likewise often at risk of failing, leaving entire 
communities without power for weeks. Maintenance and repair is difficult in remote communities that 
are not accessible by road and often don't have skilled technicians living in the community. Moreover, 
in the event of a disaster or other shutdown of all transportation modes to Alaska the import of fuel 
would cease and the overall livability of remote communities would be considerably impacted. This 
scenario happened in a community in Northwest Alaska in the fall of 2011. The annual fuel delivery by 
barge to Nome could not occur due to a severe storm in the Bering Sea making the water impossible to 
navigate [69]. By the time the storm died down Nome was already locked in by sea ice. The residents 
did not have enough fuel to last through the winter. With no other way to get enough fuel for the entire 
town a Russian ice breaker had to make the trip to transport the fuel to Nome. Flying the fuel in by 
plane would have raised the fuel prices from $5.40 to $9 per gallon and as such been cost prohibitive for 
the residents [70]. The emergency fuel did not reach the community until January 2012 [71].
2.6.1 Food-Energy Interactions
Alaska's rural community food systems, including both subsistence and small-scale agricultural
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production, are also now much more energy dependent than they were in the past, with transportation 
as one example. The predominantly subsistence lifestyle requires fuel for hunting and fishing with 
snowmobiles, all-terrain vehicles, and motorboats. Climate change is also affecting the subsistence 
lifestyle of many rural Alaskans [62] retreating sea-ice, shorter freeze periods of rivers and lakes and 
changing vegetation patterns leading to changing game migration patterns are impacting the availability 
of fish and game and safety of transportation across land, rivers, and the ocean. Due to these factors, as 
well as the creation of federal and state parks, restricted hunting and fishing on private land and the 
high cost of fuel, the reliance on subsistence foods in rural Alaska is continuously decreasing [72]. With 
reduced access to and availability of subsistence foods, community members rely on larger amounts of 
imported foods. On average food sold in local grocery stores travels a long distance from the lower 48 
before reaching Alaska and as such the price of food and fuel in these communities is tightly coupled 
(Figure 2.2), with the cost of the foods sold in the village stores is as much as 2-5 times that of food sold 
in the contiguous U.S. [62].
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Figure 2.2: Comparisons of food and gasoline prices/gallon (2013 USD) for Portland, OR, Fairbanks, AK, 
and Bethel, AK. Note the spike in costs during the 2008 fuel crisis.
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2.6.2 Household and Municipal Uses
Energy for heat, lighting and running electric appliances is important to both household and 
municipal buildings. Families often feel energy insecure if they cannot afford the high cost of electricity 
and heating fuel to be comfortable throughout all of the seasons of the year. With the upkeep of a 
modern lifestyle that includes using electronics such as TV, computer, mobile devices and game consoles 
electricity use is furthermore increased. Municipal energy use has similar concerns, such as being able 
to keep offices heated adequately and have enough budgeted to pay for electricity without needing to 
cut-back on other areas. Aside from the availability factor of fuel in rural Alaska, increasing fuel prices 
coupled with the high cost of food are leading some low-income families to decide whether to spend a 
large portion of their income on either food or fuel to heat their home because they can't afford both 
[63, 73]. Rural low-income families spent up to 47% of their household income on home energy use in 
2008, as compared to urban families who spent up to 18% [74].
2.6.3 Stability
One way to evaluate the question of whether or not the existing energy economy in rural Alaska can 
be maintained over time is with the concepts of resilience and vulnerability. When energy security is 
viewed through the lens of resilience it can be interpreted as energy self-reliance and independence. 
Resilience in this context is the magnitude of a change in supply and demand, delivery or affordability of 
energy services that the system could withstand without experiencing a fundamental change in the 
energy security baseline [75, 76]. For example, the resilience of a household is determined by how long 
they can continue generating and using power if an ice storm prevents shipment of fuel to their region if 
their sole power source is imported fuel. Increased resilience can take the shape of additional fuel 
drums that a household has in storage but could also be their ability to adapt, reorganize and innovate. 
One example is if households join forces and share cooking and other electrical needs they can stretch 
their combined fuel reserves, thus increasing their resilience to the system shock.
An increased dependence on imported food also increases the reliance on fuel for the 
transportation of the food to the store and the electricity to power the freezers, fridges and lights in the 
store. An example of a situation where aging infrastructure in a local community power plant failed and 
affected food security occurred in the fall of 2014 in the village of Tuluksak, near Bethel in Southwest 
Alaska. All three generators in the local power plant failed at the same time, leaving the village with no 
power [77, 78]. The main concern was keeping the villages' food supply in freezers from thawing. Many
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families store the bulk of the food they consume throughout the winter in freezers. The school and the 
village store have private generators and can remain open, however the village clinic did not have any 
power. None of the generators were salvageable and new generators are very costly. The state of 
Alaska flew in an emergency generator to turn the power back on in the village, but the residents were 
without power for over two weeks.
In January 2016 another village in Alaska was left without power for four days [79]. The only 
generator in Newtok, a rural community in Southwest Alaska, failed leaving the entire community 
without power. The main concern for residents was keeping warm. The state flew in an emergency 
generator. In total roughly $30,000 was spent restoring power to the community. This scenario again 
addresses the availability component of energy security, but merely replacing the generators does not 
address the access, utility or stability of the future energy security of the village.
Vulnerability of rural energy security increases if there is a sole reliance on imported energy sources, 
such as oil and gas. If there are diversified energy sources combined with energy conservation measures 
the resilience is increased multifold. In parallel with issues surrounding food security, availability of raw 
materials for generating energy is often not the culprit; it is access and distribution that needs to be 
improved upon [80]. The natural resources of Alaska provide a host of energy options: aside from oil 
there is solar, wind, hydro, geothermal, biomass, tidal and natural gas, but access to technology to 
harness and use these for generation is limited and slow to progress [81]. Potentially due to its nature 
as an oil and gas supplying region, coupled with the legacy of climate inappropriate home heating and 
construction models the vast majority of households are largely dependent on oil and gas in the rural 
areas. Affordability often rules out exploring alternative energy sources on a household level, though a 
number of organizations and state programs are on the upswing to provide assistance in the adoption of 
renewable energy and climate appropriate house designs [82, 83].
2.7 Discussion
The contrast of historical and contemporary energy uses and needs in rural Alaska illustrates the 
importance of adopting a place-based approach to energy security. While the state itself is a major oil 
producer and urban households are all connected to energy grids, the picture in rural Alaska is one of 
vulnerability more than resilience, a result of expensive imported fuel with unreliable import schedules, 
inefficient homes and inefficient use of heating fuel. A significant segment of the population is
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therefore energy insecure, specifically within three out of the four energy use categories proposed 
above. Food systems, household activities, and municipal activities -- such as water supply and heated 
public buildings -- are all vulnerable.
The categories of access, availability, utility, and stability add clarity to our assessment. There are 
abundant energy resources available in Alaska including oil, natural gas, geothermal, solar, wind, 
biomass, hydro and ocean/tidal power [84] but most people do not have widespread access to these 
options. While some subsidies exist, they are often not sufficiently high to make these options 
affordable. Since the current predominant fuel type in remote Alaskan communities is diesel, increasing 
access in the current system would mean purchasing and storing additional drums for fuel or facilitating 
cheaper fuel transportation to rural communities on a more frequent schedule. This however, can 
affect stability through the environmental impact, since this increases the risk for leaking fuel drums 
causing polluted ground and water resources. It would simultaneously impact the affordability of 
energy as more upfront payment would be needed to purchase the fuel drums. Branching out into 
renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar and hydropower would afford a larger availability of 
energy. However, installing renewable energy in rural Alaska can also be cost prohibitive because of the 
high costs of shipping the equipment. A number of non-profit organizations and state funded grants are 
providing assistance in installing wind turbines and tapping into geothermal power, as well as utilizing 
solar energy for community buildings, to heat greenhouses and provide hot water [85]. This is in 
alignment with Alaska's energy policy to obtain half of the state's electricity from renewable sources by 
2025 [86].
As stated earlier, energy costs in rural Alaska are relatively high compared to urban areas in the 
state. Rural inhabitants therefore are often confronted with trade-offs, in some cases choosing between 
heating or eating. This raises the important question of how much energy is required to maintain a 
sustainable standard of living. While that amount can vary from household to household, we believe 
that most would agree that having to choose between food and heating a home is not consistent with 
any possible definition of energy security.
The utility dimension of energy security encompasses both the energy efficiency of the technologies 
at use as well as the social and cultural acceptability and appropriateness of those technologies. 
Historically, technologies used in rural Alaska for housing, hunting, even clothing embedded aspects of 
energy security; today, we argue that new energy options would likewise need to be place-based, that 
is, designed according to locally available energy sources and governed locally. The efficiency of 
technologies used for the four activities above play an important role as well, whether for buildings,
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appliances, transport vehicles or machinery.
Energy efficiency is supported by Alaska's energy policy to decrease energy use per capita by 15 
percent by 2020 [86]. If homes are heat efficient, less of the heating fuel will be required, thus lowering 
the yearly cost, thus increasing affordability, which allows for less trade-offs and arguably can increase 
the standard of living if tradeoffs between using fuel and purchasing household goods or food does not 
need to be factored in any longer. Education to increase the energy literacy of homeowners is also an 
important part of the solution, especially when it comes to simple measures such as replacing light bulbs 
for more efficient ones [87]. Energy literacy also gives homeowners more control over their energy 
security.
It is important that an indigenous and decolonized conversation be had about energy security in the 
North and how it ought to be pursued, with some skepticism at least about whether new technologies 
developed outside the North make sense for northern people and places. As elaborated above, 
colonialism of Alaska and the invasion of settlers significantly changed the fuel sources, energy uses and 
home energy efficiency of the indigenous populations. Households went from using appropriate, locally 
available, affordable, and very efficient methods of using energy sources with a relatively fuel secure 
situation to a complete conversion using imported fuel sources. Additionally, the imported fuel was 
used at a much higher rate due to energy inefficient homes, which impacted affordability of energy 
directly leading to a questionable if not energy insecure situation for most households. The colonial 
legacy cannot be underestimated when reviewing the energy situation of a region. As can be seen with 
organizations building homes with features of pre-contact homes, sometimes the way forward to 
increase energy security is to take a look backwards.
Finally, and as noted above, rural energy systems are lacking stability, both in terms of the 
vulnerabilities that communities are exposed to through current systems and also because of the 
inherent unsustainability of those technologies. The carbon pollution associated with oil and gas 
extraction, transportation and burning fossil fuels for its end-use is well known, and the climatic changes 
that are resulting are impacting livelihoods in rural Alaska in myriads of ways. With the effects of 
climate change already visible, the local environmental consequences of fossil fuel-based energy 
generation multiply the problems. However, due to limited availability and access to alternatives, 
residents don't usually have a choice in the matter. Implementing energy efficiency measures is one 
possible exception. Though there is typically an upfront cost associated with energy efficiency 
improvements and the payback rate is low, especially when oil prices in rural Alaska are relatively high.
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Whether the place is rural Africa or rural Alaska, the primary drivers, and determinants of energy 
security at the household level will invariably involve some combination of historical, economic, 
political, geological, cultural, and ecological dimensions. As has been previously done for food security, 
we offer here a framework for "downscaling" the energy security discussion to bring clarity to these 
dimensions and how they interact. In so doing, we have illustrated the highly place-based nature of 
energy security and how it interacts with other components of the food-water-energy nexus. If energy 
democracy and/or energy justice are the goals, it is imperative that policies take these localized 
contours into account.
Alaska is fruitful with oil and gas reserves (which benefit the state's treasury) but its people are 
lacking in rural energy security. In this Alaska is similar to many other oil producing nations that lack the 
infrastructure, policies, or political will to ensure that outcomes are equitable and their people are 
secure. Many government and non-governmental organizations in Alaska are working with remote 
communities to lessen their overreliance on imported fuel through renewable energy generation, 
though the costs remain high and institutional support is only nascent. What we learn from the 
discussion above is that building energy security in these places is not just a matter of implementing the 
latest and greatest alternative energy technologies, but also of confronting the structural and built 
legacies of colonialism. To that end, it is essential that local governance and decisions regarding the 
cultural appropriateness of technologies must play a central role in shaping a region's energy future. 
Planners and policymakers must look at the local discourses surrounding alternative energy when 
developing these solutions such that local people are literally and figuratively empowered by reforms; 
the alternative is to repeat past mistakes by implementing technologies that do not meet local needs 
and that lock people into a posture of dependency.
2.8 Conclusion
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Chapter 3
The Evolution of Home Energy Efficiency in Alaska4
3.1 Abstract
This paper is a review of Alaskan homes, with emphasis placed on energy efficiency features. The 
review begins with pre-contact homes in the north, interior, and southwest regions of Alaska. The 
changes brought by early settlers and the influence they had on architecture is explored, as well as how 
energy efficiency evolved in home design through the 20th and 21st centuries. Special attention is placed 
on indoor thermal comfort, occupancy rates, and sense of place. Several energy efficiency features in 
pre-contact homes have been re-introduced in modern homes. Housing legacies reveal that energy 
efficiency is not enough to provide a vital sense of place to its occupants, the social and cultural aspects 
of a home need to be considered by designers in addition to energy conservation. I use the term 
'vernacular' building style in this paper to describe homes throughout the history of Alaska adapting to a 
range of external stressors. I posit that the vernacular design of historical homes fostered the capacity 
of households to adapt to changing conditions. Homes tell stories about historic legacies, 
socioeconomic conditions, ecological conditions, politics, and cultural influences, and the importance 
placed on feeling a sense of place.
3.2 Introduction
This paper provides an overview of 'vernacular homes' in Alaska and considers not only 
architectural features of homes and how they have evolved over time, but also draws connections to 
cultural considerations such as occupancy rates and sense of place. Vernacular, in this case, refers to a 
building style that references so-called 'organic' design: choices that are adapted to suit the local region 
as well as the living patterns of previous generations (Fewins, 2013). As I describe below, in Alaska, 
people have different approaches to the incorporation of energy efficiency features in their homes and 
this tells a tale of diverse regional cultures that are rich in tradition and ingenuity in acclimating to both
4 Hossain, Y. & Loring, P.A. In Preparation. The Evolution of Home Energy Efficiency in Alaska. Northern 
Review .
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a cold climate, as well as concerns over surviving arctic and subarctic temperatures. Human adaptation 
to environmental circumstances can be observed in the home designs spanning the history of the state; 
from adapting to the changing seasons, invasion of settlers, changing subsistence economies, fluctuating 
oil prices, to poverty trends and rural outmigration. Vernacular homes in Alaska tell a tale of a socio­
political environment where more than one fifth of households are unable to keep their homes at 70 
degrees Fahrenheit (Rogers & Lister, 2005). This may to some degree indicate a discrepancy of 
government assistance programs and the need for government intervention. The modern local home 
designs, and future trends, also point to a society that has a rich indigenous culture but the continued 
use of lumber and other imported building materials also reflects the influences from a settler culture, 
utilizing natural resources that are not locally available and are very expensive to transport to the 
building site.
I begin this essay by describing pre-colonial homes in the northern, interior, and southwest 
regions of Alaska, looking at the influences settlers had on vernacular homes and ends with a survey of 
homes built in the 20th and 21st century. Throughout this essay, I focus on heating efficiency features of 
the dwellings as a common thread in the history of vernacular buildings in the state. Since Alaska spans, 
geographically, an arctic and subarctic climate, indoor heating is a paramount feature of Alaskan homes, 
and heating costs can be substantial. Today, Alaska's cold climate coupled with high oil prices, sparse 
transportation modes, socio-economic conditions and changing climate are creating energy insecurity in 
many areas of the state (Hossain et al., 2016). Energy-efficient home features, especially heating 
efficiency can arguably be seen as a step towards regaining energy security, especially on the household 
level. Finally, I posit that vernacular homes serve as an example of planned human adaptation to a 
changing world.
3.3 Concepts and Methods
Glassie (1976) makes a case for studying architecture of different cultures as a way of 
comprehending their history. Homes have the potential to encode a household or culture's worldview, 
from social relations and meaning to cosmological, and ritual connotations (LeMoine, 2003; Tanner, 
1991). Architectural structures are commonly analyzed in archaeology, cultural geography, sociology, 
and anthropology to provide insights into the culture of a region (Abrams, 1989; Tester, 2009, Spencer, 
1959; Cutting, 2006). This is because interrelational aspects of a culture such as gender, for example,
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can be reflected in the spaces in which household members spend most of their time, and these 
patterns invariably influence building design features (Dawson, 1995). A residence can therefore be a 
wellspring of information about its inhabitants, evoking insights into family structure, gender roles, 
political organization, socio-economic conditions, and social hierarchy (Blunt, 2005). The clues that 
homes provide the researcher are often as simple as the building materials that were used, construction 
design, use of space, and how the home was heated.
In this essay, I engage with the following concepts, which I explore in more detail below: 
vernacular architecture, sense of place, space syntax as it relates to sense of place, and human 
adaptation to global change. The historical survey that follows spans the northern, interior, and 
southwest regions of Alaska, and does not include the southeastern region. This is due to the vastly 
dissimilar and warmer climate of southeast Alaska making it difficult to compare heating and other cold 
weather requirements with the other regions.
Vernacular Architecture
Vernacular architecture describes designs that are based on traditions in a culture and are built 
utilizing local materials and resources without an architectural design plan (Zhai & Previtali, 2010; 
Fewins, 2013). Commonly, this term is used when discussing indigenous buildings, but in this paper, the 
term is broadened to include contemporary homes as well as to inform thinking about future designs, as 
it arguably relates to a more expansive description of vernacular architecture as given by Paul Oliver 
(1997, xxiii):
"Vernacular architecture comprises the dwellings and other buildings of the people.
Related to their environmental contexts and available resources, they are customarily 
owner- or community-built, utilizing traditional technologies. All form s o f vernacular 
architecture are built to meet specific needs, accommodating the values, economies 
and ways of living o f the cultures that produce them."
There is a case to be made that in Alaska not only pre-colonial dwellings, but also modern homes can be 
considered built in the vernacular style. I posit that the term vernacular building style in Alaska can be 
likened to vernacular language. Vernacular language represents regional or cultural patterns of 
language modification to meet local conditions of expression. Vernacular buildings in Alaska point to 
regional, cross-cultural patterns of adaptability to extreme cold temperatures, fuel source scarcity and 
high costs, while accommodating occupant values. Indigenous homes as well as modern homes that 
place emphasis on energy efficiency are accommodating not only environmental resource availability,
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but also considerations of the economic needs of occupants. Some modern energy-efficient homes 
even repurpose pre-colonial energy efficiency home design features, as I explore in this paper. I 
recognize that technological innovations are not customarily included in the concept of vernacular style 
architecture, however, in the context of this paper, technology not only represents the external 
influences of a changing culture but also a means of planned human adaptation.
Human Adaptation
The concept of adaptation is often applied to changing environmental conditions (IPCC, 2014). 
Its usefulness can also be applied to changes in the political landscape, as well as economic- and 
demographic change. Taking into account multiple drivers of change, the definition can get murky, as 
climate change adaptation is considered anticipatory and geared towards planning and policy, while 
behavioral and cultural adaptation is observed over time (Thornton & Manasfi, 2010; Loring et al.,
2016). The intricacy and usefulness of adaptation theory is beyond the scope of this paper, but see 
Loring et al., 2016 for further discussion. In this overview paper, I use Thornton and Manasfi's (2010) 
description of human adaptation as
not a single strategy but rather a set o f diverse, intersecting processes that may evolve 
autonomously or through planning in response to the panoply o f climatic and non­
climate stressors. (p. 148).
This definition does not limit adaptation to a specific temporal referent as immediate adaptation 
strategies and long-term planned adaptation are included. In the event of a slow change, such as a 
changing climate, human adaptation can encompass innovation of new technologies. Or in the event of 
a sudden shift in conditions, such as loss of employment of the head of the household, coping strategies 
can be utilized instantly. Human adaptation is dependent on a variety of factors, none of which would 
suffice on its own for successful adaptation (Boyd et al., 2011; Thornton & Manasfi, 2010). Human 
cognitive abilities coupled with detailed bodies of knowledge, social arrangements, market exchanges, 
technological innovations, institutional and community governance, cultural influences, and utilization 
of tools from the environment are important. However, for one single human to acquire all the 
necessary skills for successful adaptation strategies in one lifetime is not feasible. The most successful 
adaptation strategies hinge on knowledge acquired across generations and the unique ability to learn 
from others (Boyd et al., 2011). For this reason, in this paper I survey not only the physical elements of 
current homes, but widen the scope to encompass the housing legacy in Alaska passed down since pre­
colonial time. While vernacular style homes may be an outcome of adaptability of humans, specific
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features that form a pattern not only regionally but also throughout history can be considered a human 
adaptation.
Sense o f Place
Research conducted on residents' sense of place as it relates to their home, community, or their 
place in society is linked to both the physical structure of a home and a sense of identity that is 
subjective and unique to each individual (Hay, 1998; Tuan, 1979). Additionally, the social context of the 
community, cultural connections, and the ancestral connection to a geographic place are important 
factors that can influence an individual's identity as it relates to a place (for a further detailed literature 
review of the concept see Hay, 1998). The difference between an ancestral bond to a place and a 
cultural bond, is that the former exists through generations of family living on land and having spiritual 
ties, while cultural connections are formed through being raised in a place. Both, however, can 
contribute to a sense of identity.
Sense of place is not always dependent on the length of time spent living in the place; a 
superficial or partial sense of place can exist for transitory households as well. While this type may not 
exhibit as longstanding a connection, the personal quality of the connection may run deep nonetheless. 
On the flip side, a sense of place can be negatively impacted by feelings of being trapped in a place, due 
to economic or family circumstances. This is an important factor when considering emotional ties to a 
place that form place identity (Hay, 1998).
Residential homes can foster a connection to human wellbeing, as they are physical spaces that 
allow us to control nature, or rather create our own indoor microclimate that is not related to the 
natural exterior climate (Tuan, 1979). In high latitudes, the sense of place connection to a home can be 
an especially deep connection as it ties directly into human survival, at least during the long cold winter 
months. Within a building, the sense of place of inhabitants can also be influenced by space syntax. The 
study of space syntax of buildings was developed by researchers at University College London as a way 
of investigating the influence of spatial layout on social interactions between household members 
(Dawson, 2002). Space syntax can inform gender roles, social hierarchies, and household organization 
within occupants of a dwelling (Dawson, 1995; LeMoine, 2003).
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3.4 Historical Survey of Home Design in Alaska
3.4.1 Pre-Colonial Home Designs
Northern Alaska
In the northern region of Alaska, the arctic, Inupiat Eskimo tribes typically had a summer 
dwelling and a winter home. The permanent winter homes were insulated with sod and were 
sometimes dug into the sides of sand dunes, hills or river embankments utilizing this feature as natural 
insulation (Slaughter, 1982; Giddings, 1952; Murdoch, 1852; Mauss & Beuchat, 1979). In summer most 
families inhabited lighter, movable dwellings allowing them to be mobile for subsistence hunting, fishing 
and gathering purposes. The summer homes consisted of a tent-like structure with caribou hide walls 
(Spencer, 1959). Some families inhabited the tents year-round, especially if the inhabitants went 
caribou and moose hunting in the winter months.
The permanent sod homes of the Alaskan Inupiat were anywhere from 130-210 square feet 
(Slaughter, 1982; Spencer, 1959; Giddings, 1952; Murdoch, 1852). The height of the living area 
characteristically only reached about 5 feet. They were entered through an underground tunnel which 
was anywhere from 10-30 feet in length. In some houses around Barrow the tunnel sloped slightly 
downwards to create a cold trap directly before the trapdoor like -entrance to the main room. The 
trapdoor was placed around 4 feet above the tunnel floor to minimize the heavy cold air that stayed 
close to the ground from entering the main living area when the trapdoor was opened and closed. The 
tunnel entrances in the homes found along the Kobuk River were oriented south facing, presumably to 
maximize sunlight and avoid wind gusts. The tunnel entrances were closed with animal hide or a 
wooden cover. In spring when the snow and ice melted the tunnels were often filled with water forcing 
the residents to move to their summer dwellings. In the fall the water froze and the inhabitants were 
able to chip the ice away from the tunnel thus enabling them to take up residence again.
Closest to the outdoor entrance of the tunnel storage nooks were carved out, often into the 
permafrost layer, to store frozen meats and other perishable goods utilizing the natural refrigeration of 
the cold air at the entrance to the tunnel as well as the exposed permafrost. Closest to the entrance to 
the main room was a kitchen alcove, where food was prepared over an open fire using blubber and sea 
mammal oil as fuel. An opening in the roof above the fire acted as a smoke hole. The main living room 
had a similar ventilation system, where a small area of the roof was left uncovered, or covered with a 
plank of wood that could be removed to regulate ventilation needs. Additionally, an area in the roof 
above the entrance to the main room was covered by stretched walrus, grizzly bear or seal intestines 
and in some cases an ice sheet functioning as a skylight for natural lighting. Additional light and the
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primary heat source for the room came from sea mammal oil lamps that kept the indoor room 
temperature between 50-60 degrees Fahrenheit during the coldest winter temperatures. Anecdotal 
information indicates that keeping the house cool was more of a challenge than keeping it warm.
The tunnel and the storage chambers were insulated by the surrounding sand dune if built into 
one or by sod bricks. The layer of sod could be up to three feet thick. If the sod dried out, water was 
poured over it to moisten the sod and when the water froze it provided a windproof ice insulation layer. 
The sod bricks were stacked on top of each other in layers, with the grass side turned inwards. Some 
houses also added a layer of snow or soil to the outside of the sod bricks as additional insulation. The 
floors were either sand or earth, covered with organic material such as wood chips, shavings and twigs 
for added insulation.
The household members slept either in the living area or in the tunnel alcoves or the tunnel 
itself. There was no separation of sleeping areas, which didn't allow for any privacy. The sleeping place 
of highest honor was in the living room furthest from the trapdoor entrance, which was presumably the 
warmest spot. Families sometimes built double sod homes comprised of two living areas connected by 
a central tunnel and a shared kitchen and storage facilities (Spencer, 1959). This was mostly for 
economical purposes. Similarly, families at times made agreements to cook and eat meals together for 
higher efficiency and to save on fuel oil.
Temporary winter houses for visitors or for a family on a hunting trip were built completely out 
of snow (Murdoch, 1852). The homes were typically built into a snow bank when possible or made by 
piling up blocks of snow. The layout was similar to the sod houses, with an entrance tunnel and a living 
area higher than the tunnel above the cold trap. The structures were framed with wooden poles and 
canvas. A fireplace in the living area provided most of the heat. The first fire caused a large initial snow 
melt but once the melt froze it created a thick ice layer, the fire only melted a minimal amount of snow 
from then on. Animal intestines served as window coverings of the openings left in the roof. These 
types of homes were built in a short amount of time and easily biodegraded and assimilated back into 
the environment when they were no longer in use. These types of snow homes were often also built in 
villages as workrooms or as additional food storage sheds.
The summer homes were tent-like structures and were easy to erect and transport and were 
especially convenient as mobile homes during migration or hunting (Spencer, 1959; Giddings, 1952; 
Murdoch, 1852; Lee & Reinhardt, 2003). Inland Eskimos, such as the Nunamiut, often lived in the tents 
year-round due to their migratory lifestyle. The main frame was made from willow branches covered by 
roughly 20-25 caribou hides or other animal skin weighed down at the bottom with sod blocks, stones or
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gravel depending on what was available in the area. The hides were positioned so that the fur was 
turned outward and in winter an additional layer of hides with the fur side placed inward was overlaid. 
The two fur sides back to back created an air chamber between them that utilized the trapped air as 
insulation. The footprint of the tents was oval or round, running between 10 to 15 feet in length and 8 
to 10 feet at the widest part accommodating roughly 10 inhabitants. A grizzly bear hide, if available, 
covered the door opening with the fur side turned inward. This hide was typically heavy and thick 
enough to keep out cold air from the outside. Similar to the permanent homes and snow houses, the 
tents had a skylight covered with animal intestine. The tents were heated primarily with lamps or fires 
built by the door area if the tent had an indoor smoke-hole. In summer the cooking fire was outdoors.
Interior Alaska
Athabascan people living in the Interior of Alaska had a lifestyle based on seasonal migrations 
since their food source came from hunting, fishing, and gathering (Deer et al., 2008; Partnow, 1985). 
Their migration patterns influenced their home structure greatly as they needed a dwelling that was 
easily movable. The Athabascans had tents similar to the tents used by the Eskimos in the north of 
Alaska (Deer et al., 2008; Partnow, 1985). The tents were built with long poles up to 24 feet long and 
secured with animal intestines and then covered with overlapping animal hides from moose, caribou, 
and bears. The floor was insulated with grass and brush and then covered with additional hides. A fire 
in the middle of the tent served for heating and cooking. One of the poles was attached to a flap above 
the fire and could be moved to open the flap and regulate the ventilation and smoke-hole of the tent. 
The tents served primarily as housing during the summer at fishcamps, during hunting trips year-round 
as well as moving to new gathering locations for berries and roots.
In winter, Interior Alaskans inhabited more permanent homes similar to the sod homes, with 
the exception of extended hunting trips that the entire family would engage in (Partnow, 1985). The 
types of winter homes varied slightly throughout the Interior based on differences in climate and natural 
resources. Most commonly the structure was semi-subterranean with wood framing covered with 
spruce or birch bark and a layer of soil for extra insulation as well as moss. Other versions included 
wood boards covered with woven grass on the outside, instead of bark and soil. Once it snowed, the 
snow blanket functioned as additional insulation over the dwellings. Some Athabascans lived year- 
round in tents, which were also dome-shaped. For additional warmth in winter an additional animal 
hide was often added to the tent. In some regions, the dwellings were constructed for one family only,
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including extended family members, and in others co-housing with several different families was 
common.
Southwest Alaska
In mainland southwest Alaska, the homes of the Yup'ik were built similarly to the sod homes of 
the Inupiat but with minor variations (Murdoch, 1852; Lee & Reinhardt, 2003; Ray, 1966). The shapes 
were often rectangular or hexagonal with an average 100 square foot indoor space (Lee & Reinhardt, 
2003). The milder temperatures in southwest Alaska compared to the northern region would mean less 
snowfall and hence in spring the entrance tunnels were not flooded by the melting snow. This enabled 
the residents to inhabit the sod homes year-round. In some of the warmer locations the sod homes 
were even built completely above ground instead of subterranean or into the sides of hills or dunes.
The tunnels were also not as deep as in the Inupiaq winter homes, or there were two entrances, one 
subterranean tunnel for winter use and one above ground covered walkway which could be sealed off in 
winter. In summer the square smoke-hole in the roof also acted as an entryway. In addition to the sod 
insulation in the walls and ceiling the floor was covered with grass or spruce and overlaid with grass 
mats for comfort to walk, sit or sleep on.
In some instances, the only heat source in the sod homes was the heat generated by the bodies 
of the residents. This was mainly possible where the interior square foot-to-inhabitant ratio was 
relatively small and the home had sufficient insulation (Fienup-Riordan, 2000). Other heat sources came 
from lamps and interior hearths. Since their homes had less insulation than the Northern Alaskan sod 
homes and were often built above ground, keeping the home warm in winter was more of a challenge 
than keeping it cool. Especially when the smoke-hole was opened to ventilate the indoor air it would 
significantly cool down the indoor temperature.
When summer dwellings were constructed in southwest Alaska they were typically temporary 
shelters (Lee & Reinhardt, 2003; Clark, 1984). Along the coast, it was common to build a summer house 
with a tipped over umiak, or whaleboat, propped at a 45-degree angle with oars and driftwood and 
covered with bark and animal skins. Grass huts were another type of summer home constructed, with 
either a hole dug in the ground or branches leaned against each other and covered with long grasses or 
animal hides. The types of homes were mainly used as shelter during subsistence activities, such as 
fishing, hunting or gathering.
Aleut and Alutiiq people inhabited the Aleutian Island chain, Kodiak Island, Prince William 
Sound, and the Kenai Peninsula in southwest Alaska. They lived in a similar type of subterranean sod
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house as the Yupiit and Inupiat. Early Russian settlers termed these homes barabaras (McCartney & 
Veltre, 1999; Rogers, 2012; Lee & Reinhardt, 2003). The barabaras were entered through the roof with 
ladders. They typically did not have the same entrance tunnel architecture as the traditional Eskimo sod 
homes had. The layout was round, oval, or rectangular for larger structures. Multiple additional cavities 
in the roof were used for ventilation and as smoke-holes. The wall material and insulation was primarily 
grass and turf layers coated on the outside with mud, earth, clay, or bark. The framing was whalebone 
or driftwood. Alutiiq homes had floors dug two to three feet below the surface and a total living area of 
300-400 square feet on average. Aside from the central room the dwellings had relatively large sleeping 
chambers carved out into nooks adjacent to the living room. Each nook was one family's sleeping area 
as barabaras typically housed several families.
Evidence of permanent homes built with stone foundations and stone walls instead of sod and 
turf was discovered on one of the Aleutian Islands (Rogers, 2012). The stone walls were around three 
feet thick lined in the interior with stone slabs. While temperatures in the Aleutian Islands aren't as low 
as in northern Alaska, these types of homes protected its inhabitants from icy wind and rain coming 
from the ocean. Furthermore, the subterranean aspect of the homes provided a natural architectural 
element of adaptation to the hazard of ash clouds caused by volcanic eruptions and earthquakes, both 
of which occurred frequently in the island chain. To protect themselves from tsunamis, most of the 
settlements were on the Bering Sea side of the islands versus the side facing the open ocean. The 
homes ranged in size, the largest housed around 100 family members and was 165 feet long.
Sea mammal oil was used as the primary fuel source for fireplaces used for cooking, heat, and 
lamps for light. The homes that included stone foundations often had stone slab hearths with stone 
channels funneling heat and steam through the floor of the house (Knecht & Davis, 2004; Rogers, 2012). 
Stone as a building material contains a lot of thermal mass and has the property of radiating heat long 
after the fire is extinguished. The hearth was built below floor level or directly into the stone walls for 
the purpose of heating up the stone walls and radiating the heat into the dwelling. Additional shafts 
leading from the hearth upwards through the roof or leading to the outdoor side of the wall were used 
as chimneys or flues for fresh air intake and as a force to push the hot air through the channels running 
through the floors into the interior of the house. Some of the homes built with stone walls were 
clustered together sharing walls. This may have also been a function of maximizing the stored heat in 
the stones from the fireplace built into the stone wall.
Food storage was essential for the Aleut, with a need to safely store anything from whale meat 
and other sea mammals to dried fish, roots, and berries (McCartney & Veltre, 1999). The cold storage
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pits w ere dug into the soil outside of the  barabara and som e of th e  dried item s w ere stored in subfloor 
pits covered w ith stone slabs fo r easy access from  inside th e  house (Rogers, 2012).
The  A leut w ere not in need of seasonal hunting m igration, and as such, th e ir barabaras w ere 
often occupied year-round and ow nership  passed dow n through generations o f fam ilies (Rogers, 2012).
Tab le  3.1: Key Design Features of D w ellings in Pre-Colonial A la ska .
Regions in Alaska
North Interior Southwest
Population
mobility
Seasonal migration along the 
coast, inland permanent 
dwellings
Seasonal migration Stationary
Dwelling style -Permanent sod home built into 
hills, river banks 
-Movable tent
-Permanent semi­
subterranean permanent 
sod home 
-Movable tent
-Permanent above 
ground sod homes, 
barabaras, semi­
subterranean stone home
Insulation -Sod home: sod bricks with grass 
turned inward, sand, earth, hills, 
ice, snow
-Tent: animal hides, air pockets 
created with fur turned in-or 
outward
-Sod home: bark, soil, 
moss, woven grass, snow 
-Tent: animal hides, grass, 
brush
-Sod home: Sod, grass, 
spruce, grass mats 
-Barabaras: grass, turf, 
mud, earth, clay, bark 
-Stone home: stone slabs
Entry w ay Sod home: Underground tunnel 
with cold trap
Sod home: Short tunnel, 
in summer smoke-hole 
acted as entry or covered 
walkway; in winter 
subterranean tunnel 
Barabara: Roof entrance
Heating method -Sod home: oil lamp 
-Tent: oil lamp, wood fire
-Tent: wood fire -Sod home & barabaras: 
body heat, oil lamp, wood 
fire
-Stone home: slab hearth 
with floor channels
Ventilation Roof opening -Tent: smoke-hole 
regulated with pole 
attached to flap in roof
Sod home & barabaras: 
smoke-hole in roof 
Stone home: chimney, 
flue
Fuel type -Sod homes: Blubber and sea 
mammal oil
-Tent: sea mammal oil, wood
Wood Sea mammal oil, wood
3.4.2 Settlers' Influences on Arch itectu re
Euro-A m erican  w ood fram e houses arrived w ith the first settlers in the Barrow  area in N orthern 
A laska. The  new  type of house construction  w as drafty, not w ell insulated, required large am ounts of 
fuel fo r heating and w as overall not w ell suited fo r th e  local clim ate (Stefansson, 1913; S laughter, 1982).
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The changes in the house construction and design were informed by a variety of factors; the most 
important ones being technological innovations, economic circumstances, and prestige associated with 
Euro-American designs and materials.
Specifically, the arrival of the sheet iron stove that used wood as a fuel source changed house 
designs and energy requirements (Stefansson, 1913; Slaughter, 1982). The European sheet iron was 
portable and lightweight. Compared to the traditionally used sea mammal oil lamps, the stove 
generated a larger amount of heat as well. The introduction of the sheet iron stove was one of the most 
influential factors in the elimination of the cold trap in pre-colonial homes, building homes above 
ground and shortening of the entrance tunnel length. However, due to a scarcity of trees in the arctic 
north, and an irregular and scarce supply of driftwood, lumber to build the new wood frame homes was 
scarce. Additionally, there was a lack of locally sourced wood to fuel the sheet iron stoves. The 
residents were forced to use imported lumber for construction and later imported coal and wood to fuel 
the sheet iron stoves for heat. Having to import and purchase lumber to stay warm in winter meant 
relying on economic and political influences. If a lumber delivery was delayed or a household could not 
afford to purchase wood to fuel their stove, their wellbeing was significantly impacted. Russian settlers 
arriving in southwest Alaska incorporated Western-style doors and windows into the barabaras. The 
lumber for this was also mostly imported from Siberia (Rogers, 2012).
The settlers had lower occupancy rates in their homes, reducing the added radiant body heat 
component (Stefansson, 1913; Slaughter, 1982). Additionally, the new type of home construction, 
which was popularized by government school teachers stationed in the region, had to be kept sealed 
tightly to keep the indoor temperature above freezing. While indoor air quality was arguably unhealthy 
in sod homes, especially for women tending the cooking fires and sea mammal oil lamps (see 
Zimmerman & Aufderheide, 1984), the lack of air ventilation in the settlers' homes provided a 
continuation of unhealthy indoor air quality in home design. Overall the house design the settlers 
introduced to Alaska was better suited for a European, rather than Alaskan, climate, natural resource 
availability and culture.
Economically, the local inhabitants became dependent on imported goods attained during the 
commercial whaling explosion in Alaska (Slaughter, 1982). However, with the collapse of the whaling 
industry in the early 20th century income opportunities were shifted from whaling to dealing in arctic fox 
fur. This translated into less time and manpower to collect sea mammal oil for heating and light since 
Alaskans spent more time trapping for profit than hunting sea mammals. On the other hand, the pay 
from trapping provided more income to purchase imported wood to be used for cooking and heating.
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In the interior of Alaska, log wood cabins were adopted with the advent of European settlers 
(Deer et al., 2008). Since trees were more abundant in the interior than in the north or southwest of 
Alaska, the wood did not need to be imported, it could be felled locally. However, since the native 
people still depended largely on subsistence hunting and fishing they continued utilizing the traditional 
tent dwellings in summer to live in camps near fishing sites and in winter for hunting trips.
Settlers influenced insulation material as well (Deer et al., 2008). Whereas before it would be air 
pockets between hides, dried grass, branches, earth, snow, ice or sod the settlers began using dried 
sphagnum moss, which was especially useful as chinking between logs in log homes. The saws brought 
by the Europeans enabled collection of sawdust as a byproduct, which became the other new insulation 
material, especially for wood frame houses.
3.4.3 Modern Era Homes
In the last two centuries, house construction changed even further in Alaska mainly due to new 
freight options. World War II necessitated the construction of airfields for military purposes, which also 
had the lasting effect of introducing airfreight options to Alaska (Deer et al., 2008). Simultaneously, the 
construction of the Alaska Highway opened an overland connection between Alaska and the Lower 48 
via truck freight. These new avenues of transportation allowed for increased ease and lower cost of 
imported construction materials, such as lumber.
In post-World War II, wood framed houses were the norm in Alaska instead of the exception. 
However they were still not well suited for most of the climate of Alaska (Seifert, 2011; Deer et al.,
2008). The types of homes were not very energy-efficient, due to poor insulation, design and required 
massive amounts of heating fuel. The importance of a highly-insulated home in relation to heating fuel 
efficiency was publicized for Western home design in the U.S. in the mid-1960s by a company that sold 
heat pumps. However, the cost of energy, mostly produced by oil, was still relatively low at the time, 
and the construction cost of super-insulated homes was high so these types of homes did not become 
popular until the oil embargo in the 1970s. After the prices for energy rapidly doubled, the concept of 
an energy-efficient house gained new momentum. In sheer need to adapt to this situation, the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in 1974 initiated the Arkansas Project, building 
35 homes with 6-inch walls, R-19 fiberglass insulation, which was considered high at the time. The R­
value of an insulating material relates to the capacity of it to resist heat flow, thus containing heat within 
a structure. Two years later a team at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign built a home with
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R-30 walls and R-40 ceiling including double-glazed south-facing windows that required one-third the 
heating fuel as homes built to HUD standards at the time. In Alaska, three pioneers built a similar 
version of a super-insulated house in Fairbanks in conjunction with the University of Alaska Cooperative 
Extension that featured 9 inches of wall insulation. This home was used as a prototype and closely 
monitored for energy efficiency. One of the findings was that round or sphere-shaped homes were 
more energy-efficient than square or rectangular ones. Later research in Alaska found that, in addition 
to increased insulation, a small surface-to-volume ratio of the house decreases its heating requirements 
(Rice, 1975).
In 1976, the double-wall house was patented, which can be described as two separate wall 
systems, one fitting within the other, leaving a continuous cavity between them for insulation materials 
(Deer et al., 2008). The house additionally included a heat recovery ventilation system that provided for 
sufficient ventilation while warming the outside air prior to its entry into the house, thus minimizing 
heat loss of indoor air and drastically improving the indoor air quality for the residents.
The second oil embargo in the second half of the 1970s further drove up the price of oil and 
reinforced the need for highly energy-efficient homes as an adaptation strategy. In the early 1990s, 
Alaska passed the Building Energy Efficiency Standard (BEES), mandating that all residential buildings 
funded by the government's Alaska Housing Finance Corporation subscribe to the energy-efficiency 
standard, which continues to be revised and updated periodically.
The continued high price of oil coupled with environmental concerns, such as resource 
depletion, climate change and the negative health effects of indoor and outdoor air quality from burning 
oil and wood have continued driving the building industry towards building energy-efficient homes in 
the 21st Century. Rural low income families spent up to 47% of their household income on home energy 
use in 2008, compared to urban families who spent as much as 18% (Saylor et al., 2008). The cost of 
energy in rural regions can be as high as $10/gallon of diesel and $0.35/kW for electricity (Hamilton et 
al., 2011). Increased fuel prices and consumption may even be linked to an increase in outmigration of 
rural residents to urban centers directly threatening village survival (Martin et al., 2008).
Utilities in rural areas receive high subsidies from the state, such as through the Power Cost 
Equalization Program, to be able to provide affordable electricity to their customers and to stay in 
business (Schworer & Fay, 2011). Government and private agencies have a large interest in investing 
resources into energy-efficient housing and renewable energy systems in rural Alaska to counteract the 
high-energy prices. For example, the Alaska Housing Finance Corporation offers a home energy rebate 
program including lower interest rates for energy-efficient homes (Davies & Dodge, 2012). The
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Department of Health and Social Services offers a heating-assistance program, offsetting fuel costs for 
low-income residents (Alaska Department of Health and Social Services, 2017). In 2010 the state of 
Alaska introduced an act intending to increase energy efficiency per capita by 15% by 2020 (Davies & 
Dodge, 2012). During the last decade, several builders in Alaska began replicating and improving upon 
the super-insulated home model from the 1960s in conjunction with incorporating features of pre­
contact homes (CCHRC, 2010; Marsik, 2014; Seifert, 2011). For example, a building designer in Interior 
Alaska utilizes masonry stoves and floor heating as the primary heating method (Seifert, 2011).
Masonry stoves are built with rocks and stone as the thermal mass, and the floors have stone slabs 
overlaid to provide radiant heat. Some of the homes are octagonal shaped, with each room sharing a 
wall with the central masonry stove to maximize the radiant heat from the rocks. This design uses 
principles similar to the pre-colonial homes found in the Aleutian Islands that had a stone hearth and 
stone channels funneling heat through the floor. The octagonal shape is reminiscent of the round shape 
of pre-contact homes of the northern and interior inhabitants as well.
3.5 Elements of Adaptation Strategies
3.5.1 Occupancy Rates
What constitutes overcrowding varies between cultures and even regions sharing the same 
culture. Overcrowding of a building is based on its occupancy rate sometimes in conjunction with 
square footage calculations. In Canada, the Aboriginal People's Survey classified a house as 
overcrowded if there was more than one person per bedroom (Tester, 2009). This led to the 
determination in 2001 that 54% of Inuit homes in Canada were overcrowded when compared to 7% 
across the rest of Canada. In the U.S., the Department of Housing and Urban Development set the 
overcrowding standard at anything below 165 square feet per person in a home (Blake et al., 2007). In 
2005, the median occupancy space in the U.S. was almost four times that square footage, at 675 square 
feet per person.
An average pre-colonial sod house in the north of Alaska would provide between 12-18 square 
feet per inhabitant— 10% of the current overcrowding threshold in the U.S. (Rogers, 2012; Lee & 
Reinhardt, 2003). The summer tents would typically house only one family, whereas the sod homes 
would be multi-family dwellings. As such, tents would provide more space per person at an average 28 
square feet. Houses on the mainland in western Alaska averaged nine square feet per person in a 
single-family winter house and 30 square feet per person for multi-family houses. Homes in Kodiak in
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the southwest of Alaska provided about 30 square feet per person and a home in the Aleutian Islands 
had roughly 20 square feet per person. Pre-colonial homes, therefore, would all have been considered 
starkly overcrowded by modern day U.S. standards. The concept of privacy within a dwelling that arises 
quite literally from having personal space is largely a concept of Western culture and was not inherent in 
Alaskan Native cultures (Partnow, 1985).
In 2005, a research study conducted for the Alaska Housing Finance Corporation (Rogers &
Lister, 2005) found that 12.5% of households in Alaska had 200 square feet or less per occupant. The 
same research study considered 200 square feet or less per occupant to indicate overcrowding. From 
1991 to 2005 there was a statewide average of an increase of 119 square feet of living space per person. 
The lowest occupant-square-footage in the state was found in northwest and southwest Alaska, in the 
Nome and Wade Hampton/Bethel borough regions with 251 and 212 square feet per occupant 
respectively. The highest square footage per person was found in the Anchorage/Matanuska-Susitna 
boroughs at an average 641 square feet per person.
In Alaska, 6% of homes are less than 500 square feet, 30% are between 500-1,000 square feet 
and 65% are larger than 1,000 square feet (Rogers & Lister, 2005). In every region of the state Native 
Alaskan households had more occupants per house than did non-Native households in 2005. The 
authors of the research study attribute this difference to a higher low-income rate for Native Alaskans, 
lack of separate housing facilities for Native Elders and the high cost of housing in rural Alaska. They do 
not, however, draw a connection to the cultural aspect of pre-colonial homes providing on average 25 
square feet per person, which may be a cultural explanation of the difference in resident occupancy 
rates between Native and non-Native households.
Whatever the underlying social or cultural reason may be for high occupancy rates per 
household, invariably the more residents in a house the higher the indoor thermal heat radiation 
(Badescu & Sicre, 2003). Adults on average emit 95W during waking hours and children roughly 60W. 
High occupancy rates coupled with thick insulation and air tightness can drastically increase the indoor 
thermal comfort of a household without relying heavily on an external heating source.
3.5.2 Indoor Thermal Comfort
Arguably, thermal comfort falls under the discipline of well-being (Fabbri, 2015). While it does 
relate directly to meeting the physical needs of inhabitants, having the ability to control indoor thermal 
comfort greatly affects mental and often emotional wellbeing as well. For this reason, it is considered
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necessary for social wellbeing. Indoor thermal comfort is an adaptive strategy employed by inhabitants 
to adjust to weather conditions. In pre-colonial Alaska, the adaptation strategies included modifying 
clothing, changing behavior, increasing the occupancy rate, or adding additional temporary insulation to 
the dwelling, i.e. additional animal hides. In the 20th century, with the advancement of architectural 
designs and the usage of electricity in the home, the indoor temperature could be controlled through 
heating or air conditioning systems (Fabbri, 2015). The mechanization of indoor temperature changed 
the adaptation methods in the 20th century. This development may have added to the drop of 
occupancy rates in Alaskan homes, since additional body heat was no longer a conscious adaptation 
strategy.
Indoor thermal comfort can also be a function of socio-economic conditions of households. In 
present day Alaska, the cost of living is higher in rural areas than in the urban centers (Fazzino & Loring, 
2009). Several rural areas are accessible only by plane or barge as they are not on the road system. This 
greatly increases the cost of building supplies, fuel and food that must be imported. The primary 
heating fuel used in rural Alaska is imported diesel. In 2005, over 21% of households in Alaska were 
unable to maintain an indoor temperature of 70 degrees Fahrenheit (Rogers & Lister, 2005; Hossain et 
al., 2016). Out of this 21%, 45% had a household income of $30,000 or less. Only 9% percent of 
residents indicated that the indoor temperature below thermal comfort was solely due to the condition 
of the house. The high fuel prices are forcing some low-income families to make the tough choice 
whether to purchase food or fuel, because they cannot afford both (Fazzino & Loring, 2009; Simon,
2009).
Psychologically, thermal comfort is a matching up of temperature expectations with indoor 
conditions (de Dear & Brager, 2002). In pre-colonial homes the expectations of the indoor temperature 
may have been different than inhabitants have who live in Alaska today, allowing for a wider range of 
fluctuation. Over the centuries, the trend has been to switch from self-adaptation (such as adding more 
clothing layers) to adapting the surrounding environment to the human needs instead (Mahdavi & 
Kumar, 1996). Regardless of this shift in perspective, the change of how homes are heated and the 
expectations that go along with that, having a consistent and reliable fuel source has remained a 
constant requirement to achieve indoor thermal comfort through the history of vernacular homes in 
Alaska.
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Drawing on elements in this overview of energy-efficient housing in Alaska, I propose that 
vernacular architecture demonstrates human adaptation to multifarious drivers of change. The homes 
of Alaskans have always provided a platform from which occupants respond to changing external 
conditions as well as changing needs, values, and ways of living from a cultural and behavioral aspect. 
T he term 'vernacular' in this context describes how adaptability of home features can over time create 
regional patterns that form a household adaptation strategy. In the context of Alaskan homes through 
history, the need for energy efficiency is a theme, even though it has not been a linear progression over 
time. Rather the evolution of energy efficiency in homes has been cyclical; beginning with pre-contact 
homes that were arguably energy-efficient, as they were a response to the stress of cold temperatures, 
as well as the availability and capacity of household members to acquire fuel. When Russian and 
Euroamerican settlers arrived, the external stressor of colonialization was predominant, thus changing 
the home designs to meet newly emerging socio-cultural needs and demands, i.e. for the settlers to feel 
a sense of place in a new culture. These changes to the homes were not in-line with energy efficiency. 
But in the 1970s when one of the dominant stressors was high fuel prices, home energy efficiency was 
re-emphasized. Today, with the advent of some builders incorporating energy-efficiency features from 
pre-colonial homes, the nature of the vernacular dwelling is shifting again and evolving, not into what it 
used to be, but rather taking into account all of the changes that have occurred over time, incorporating 
lessons learned and adjusting to modern occupant desires and needs. By this line of thought, vernacular 
homes are not an end goal to be reached, as a final adaptation technology. As long as humans are 
confronted with shifting conditions, homes will continue to reflect the adaptability of humans. 
Specifically, the energy efficiency features of homes in Alaska are a vernacular building feature in this 
case. The changing nature of homes, is- in itself- an adaptation strategy. Static home designs decrease 
the ability of occupants to adapt to external stressors. By this line of thought, vernacular home features 
are not only a response to external conditions, but also facilitate the ability of households to adapt.
Alaskans have faced not only changes in climate and environment, but also changes in culture 
and socio-economic conditions. Additionally, the influx of settlers and changes in government policies 
speak of the political influences on home designs. Economically, with the adoption of European and 
Russian building styles, Indigenous residents of Alaska became dependent on wood imports not only as 
a construction materials but also a fuel source. This was true in the tree-sparse regions of the state 
especially. Today in Alaska, especially rural Alaska, most households are still dependent on imported 
fuel and these days imported food as well. This adaptation to a global trade economy can lessen the
3.7 Discussion
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coping capacity of households to external forces, such as rising cost of fuel. It may also affect the sense 
of place inhabitants feel towards their home, especially if they are unable to maintain indoor thermal 
comfort standards due to socio-economic conditions or fuel import disruptions.
Whether planned or not, the changing features of homes from pre-contact to today that allow 
for co-habitation increases the heat load in the house without the use of a conventional fuel source.
The large occupancy rates of pre-contact homes, either living with extended family or co-housing or - 
cooking with other households helped residents adapt to the extreme cold climate and allowed them to 
increase heating and cooking fuel efficiency. The co-habitation and cooking arrangements also arguably 
contributed to social capital, facilitating a broad social network to rely on as a coping mechanism. The 
significantly lower occupancy rates of homes in Alaska today are arguably not conducive to adapting to 
changes in fuel supply or cost. Despite small occupancy to square foot ratios being reintroduced in 
some home designs in Alaska in the 1970s, it remained a small subsection of housing designs. However, 
the concept has not disappeared. Even today some builders are combining highly energy-efficient home 
construction techniques with small square footage, which is arguably reminiscent of pre-contact homes 
(Marsik, 2014). A small building footprint combined with thick insulation and few windows enable a 
relatively newly built home in Bristol Bay, in southwest Alaska, to be heated mainly by body heat of its 
inhabitants, and from electrical appliances, similar to pre-contact sod homes in the same region. This is 
a good example of how a response to high fuel costs can be combined with pre-colonial housing legacies 
to adapt to modern circumstances. The legacy of homes in Alaska from the time of the settlers onward 
can be considered a dismal trend of inefficient and climate in-appropriate housing. However, another 
tale that can be extrapolated from sociohistorical circumstances, such as the oil embargos in the 1970s, 
and continued high oil prices in the 21st Century, is that modern builders are incorporating some of the 
resourceful features of pre-contact dwellings with new energy-efficient adaptation innovations to 
current building designs.
Settlers were not the last group of outsiders to influence Alaskan architecture. Home designers 
who were trained in temperate climates are often not familiar with the vernacular home style required 
for Alaskan residents that is climate and resource appropriate (personal communication, Cooke, 2014). 
Considering the ancestral and cultural housing legacies of successful homes is not often a practice in for- 
profit businesses. However, especially in rural Alaskan Native villages, this knowledge can be crucial to 
designing a home that not only provides for all socio-economic needs, but is also able to maintain indoor 
thermal comfort and provide a sense of place to its inhabitants. An architect who builds homes in 
Alaska Native villages noted that because he is not Native he is not always in tune with the emotional
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connection his clients had to their home, he noted "how can you create a home for someone until you 
know what they think a home is like" (Cooke, 2014). For this reason, his approach to designing and 
building homes in rural Native villages in Alaska is a series of community meetings and discussions. 
During the first meeting with the community he listens to the community's history, their ancestors' 
building techniques, what is currently not working in terms of home design and what the community 
desires in a home.
The feeling of a sense of place can be derived from familiarity, emotional attachment, identity 
and social status (Hess et al., 2008). Local resources, both natural and social, of a place can lend 
themselves to facilitating an emotional connection. The cultural importance of homes is documented in 
an early anthropological report, Spencer (1959), for example, observed that the Alaskan Inuit nuclear 
family's activities centered around their homes, indicating that they had a very strong emotional 
attachment to them. In some tribes all houses were named, the names chosen either by the 
characteristics of the house or the inhabitants, thus conveying a strong emotional identification with the 
concept of a home. Any change in house design, space syntax or heating methods could disrupt the 
sense of place of its occupants. This leads to question how the sense of space has been affected by the 
adaptation of homes in Alaska. The wood-framed houses of the settlers may have been necessary for 
the settlers to feel culturally at home in a foreign place, but they were not well suited to the local 
resources or climate. Their impact on the Native Alaskans sense of place was detrimental in turn. 
Dawson (1995) describes how the government funded prefabricated homes for northern Inupiat, 
spanning Canada and Alaska, influenced the sense of place the inhabitants felt, as well as the gender 
roles. The European-style homes that the settlers first introduced had a kitchen space that was 
integrated with the living area of the home. This was a marked change from the separate kitchen area 
in sod homes. The kitchen was the domain of the female, exercising authority by controlling who may 
enter the kitchen area. This change in space syntax may be linked to an undermining of female 
authority in family structures. The separate bedrooms in these homes was another change from the 
shared sleeping area of family members. The bedrooms provided an opportunity for family members to 
isolate themselves socially from each other. This suggests that the space syntax of the newly introduced 
homes was suited to a European culture but not to an Inupiaq culture. This disconnect affected the 
sense of place Inupiat felt towards their homes. From a practical perspective, the home designs were 
not suitable for indigenous food preparation either, the way that pre-contact homes were. For example, 
meat was stored in the bathtub, animals were butchered in the living room (Thomas & Thompson,
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1972). As a result, families spent less time in their homes. Culture shapes the home but the home can 
also shape a culture.
Even in modern homes, the emotional connection to a home is important. Some homes built 
today may reflect the most up-to-date energy-efficient design and technology but may be lacking the 
local cultural aspects necessary for the inhabitants to feel a sense of place. Adapting homes to changing 
conditions can increase the coping capacity of a household, but it is important to consider the sense of 
place residents feel related to their home. According to Cooke, an architect in Alaska, homes must be 
loved by their occupants, unloved homes fall into disrepair and fail not just in building science but in 
providing a sense of place and belonging (Cooke, 2014). If the adaptation strategy negatively affects the 
sense of place, the overall success of the strategy is questionable. At the same time, having an energy- 
efficient home that increases indoor thermal comfort and lessens the burden on take-home pay, and 
this can play a large role in occupants feeling a sense of place and comfort.
A good example of a modern vernacular building style, while emphasizing a sense of place is 
exemplified in Cold Climate Housing Research Center's (CCHRC) Sustainable Northern Shelters Program. 
The mission of the program is to build energy-efficient homes in rural Alaska in close consultation with 
the Native populations, blending modern technology with traditional home construction (CCHRC, 2010). 
Examples of features of the buildings that have been built in rural Alaska by CCHRC are emulating the 
shape of sod homes, utilizing natural insulation such as earth-berming, sand dunes or snow banks. Parts 
of the buildings are subterranean and include cold storage in permafrost-lined ice cellars. A circular 
home layout and a long entrance tunnel are being incorporated in the buildings as well. Despite the 
incorporation of these traditional home features the designers keep in mind the desires of the 
community for modern homes. According to one of their architects, Native Alaskans he worked with on 
one housing project did not want to regress to the lifestyle of their ancestors, living in a sod igloo that 
floods every spring (Cooke, 2014). It would mean changing their lifestyle to move to a different summer 
and winter residence. Instead CCHRC takes the elements of pre-colonial housing and translates them 
into modern structures to accommodate present lifestyles not those of the past. For example, the pre­
colonial entrance tunnel would not be easily accessible for disabled inhabitants. Instead they suggest 
shorter, larger arctic entryways with a modern design, which are not as energy-efficient as the original 
ones but are a contemporary compromise. One of the buildings built through the program is located in 
an area with strong wind. The designers spent a lot of time modeling a building layout that would retain 
maximum indoor heat during wind and snow storms. They proposed an octagonal layout of the building 
to the village. The Elders in the village responded to their innovative design with nonchalance,
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explaining that their ancestors already knew this layout is the most energy-efficient design, because 
they used it in their sod homes.
3.8 Conclusion
Vernacular building style in Alaska is an ongoing reflection of societal and ecological histories 
and changes. Alaskan homes throughout history tell a tale not only of regional climatic conditions, but 
also of socio-economic conditions, politics, and the sense of place felt by residents. Common building 
components that are present in homes throughout the history of Alaska are insulation, air ventilation, 
arctic entryways, and the need for an external heating source. The approach to these elements differed 
depending on the available resources and socio-political influences of the era, such as settlers' 
influences, or the price of oil. It is interesting to note that some of the climate-conscious and energy- 
efficiency features of the pre-colonial homes are being included in modern-day home design in Alaska 
by some of the pioneers of energy-efficient, sustainable building designs. For example, if intentional or 
by chance, the stone hearth and sub-floor stone heating system from pre-colonial Aleutian Islands 
homes are being incorporated in the form of masonry stoves and floor heating overlaid with stone 
flooring in some of the newer construction homes in Fairbanks, Anchorage, and the Aleutian Islands. 
Furthermore, the round or oval floor plan of the tents and sod homes are being recognized as an 
energy-efficiency feature and incorporated in building layouts throughout the state. The insulating 
properties of sod and turf are also being explored by the Aleutian Housing Authority in their prototype 
home built with the rammed earth technology rammed earth prototype home (O'Connor, 2015). The 
arctic entryway, common to Alaskan homes, especially in the interior and northern regions, resembles 
the entrance tunnel used in the pre-contact winter homes throughout the state. While adaptability can 
mean incorporation of new designs in homes, in these cases, it can also lead to a resurgence of 
historically used designs.
The socio-economic needs of the Alaskan population are reflected in the historical struggle to 
achieve and maintain indoor thermal comfort, not only in the building energy features but also in the 
available options to acquire heating fuel. Or as is sometimes the case, the lack of having appropriate 
means to acquire sufficient heating fuel.
This review of the historic context of home designs in Alaska reflects, above all else, a societal 
culture that is constantly forced to adapt to change on the local, regional and global level. The home
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design features reflect not only an adaptation to environmental conditions but also the value and sense 
of place that its Alaskan inhabitants have felt over the course of history and continue to feel.
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Chapter 4
To Build or not to Build:
Highly Energy-Efficient Homes in Alaska5
Highly energy-efficient homes can be considered a climate-change-mitigation technology in Alaska. 
Their adoption has the potential for reducing carbon emissions as well as enhancing the adaptive 
capacity of households. Using the theory of diffusion of innovations, we explore what barriers currently 
exist to the continued uptake of this innovation. We conducted semi-structured interviews with 
seventeen individuals who fall into one or multiple interview categories; homeowners, designers, 
builders, real estate professionals, finance and lending industry professionals. We conclude that highly 
energy-efficient homes in Alaska are currently in between the innovators and early adopters' stages of 
innovation diffusion: the upfront costs are high and there are insufficient resources to value the energy 
efficiency features at true cost. Fluctuating oil prices and a hesitation of consumers to change their 
purchasing behavior are also additional barriers that these early adopters face. We conclude by tracing 
a connection between homeowners of highly energy-efficient homes and their increased adaptive 
capacity to cope with global change.
4.1 Abstract
4.2 Introduction
Reduced energy-consumption in Alaska has the potential to stabilize energy costs and strengthen 
the overall economy (1). During periods of high energy-costs affordable living in Alaska is affected. 
During the 2008 oil price increase, businesses closed and inhabitants left the state (2). For Alaskan 
households, investing in energy-efficiency not only reduces current energy demand but decreases their 
future demand (1). Currently, because many regions in the state do not have minimum energy 
standards a lot of the newly constructed homes are not very energy-efficient. The first weatherization 
programs in Alaska were introduced in 1976 appealing to a population battling high fuel-costs for 
heating homes that were designed inappropriately for the arctic and sub-arctic climate (3). By the
5 Hossain, Y.; Loring, P.A. In Preparation. To Build or not to Build: Highly Energy-Efficient Homes in 
Alaska. Energy Research & Social Science
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1980s, as a result of the high 1970s oil-prices and the publication of the Club of Rome book Limits to 
Growth addressing an impending energy crisis, a 'super insulated house movement' was born (4). This 
building-design innovation evolved over the years, providing homeowners an opportunity to drastically 
reduce their home energy consumption.
This paper is an ethnographic study of adopters of highly energy-efficient homes in Alaska. We 
use Rogers' (5) diffusion of innovations model to gain an understanding of this climate-change- 
mitigating technology; more specifically, what barriers exist and how can the spread and 
implementation be furthered? Highly energy-efficient homes are on the extreme end of the energy- 
efficiency spectrum, incorporating the super-insulated house design with other features, such as 
efficient-heating and ventilation technologies, thermal mass, passive solar orientation, arctic or remote 
walls, energy-efficient windows and doors, along with other technological innovations. As a direct result 
of energy-efficiency, households not only save on energy costs, but the savings also translate into 
carbon emissions abatement, with the potential to mitigate the exacerbation of climate change. This 
technological innovation also addresses the adaptive capacity of households in Alaska who are forced to 
adapt to the impacts of climate change and fluctuating oil prices.
4.3 Background and Framework
Carbon levels in the atmosphere have reached unprecedented levels, exacerbating climate 
change and the risks it poses to ecosystems, human health, and wellbeing (6). This escalation is 
attributed primarily to anthropogenic factors--increased fossil fuel emissions and emissions from 
changes in net land use (7). In response to climate change, two approaches have been identified, 
mitigation and adaptation (8). Mitigation reduces harmful fossil fuel emissions, leading to a decrease in 
the exacerbation of climate change. Adaptation adjusts society's response to climate change to reduce 
vulnerability to its effects and facilitate coping with it.
The building sector accounts for 41% of energy consumption in the U.S. (9). Energy-efficiency of 
buildings is recognized by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (6) as a key climate-change- 
mitigation technology that is not only among the most environmentally effective but is also among the 
most cost-effective mitigation strategies.
Climate-change-mitigation technology and climate adaptation are in some instances be closely 
intertwined (10). The same technology that facilitates adaptation to current or future impacts and
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reduces likely harmful outcomes (11, 8) can also lessen energy demand, thus mitigating climate change. 
Highly energy-efficient homes present the opportunity for both climate-change-mitigation and 
adaptation strategies. On one hand, the homes cut back on household fuel consumption, thus reducing 
carbon emissions and on the other hand, they may facilitate an increased adaptive capacity of 
households to navigate climate-change-stressors, such as increased natural hazards, fuel import 
disruption, or erratic weather patterns (5). While exposure to climate change is unavoidable, the 
vulnerability to its effects can be modulated by increasing the capacity to adapt (12, 11). The 
components that make up adaptive capacity are forms of capital, either individually possessed or 
collectively; social, cultural, natural, political, and economic capital, in combination with technology and 
infrastructure (13, 14, 15). The higher the diversity of these forms of capital, the higher the adaptive 
capacity. In this paper, we explore ways highly energy-efficient homes can contribute to the adaptive 
capacity of households in Alaska. The success of this technology as an adaptation strategy will depend 
on the rate and success of diffusion of this innovation.
Rogers' (5) theory of diffusion of innovations proposes a hypothetical adoption-curve that all 
new technologies ostensibly take. All consumers do not adopt new technological innovations at the 
same time. Rather, a series of consumer groups adopt new technology in a time sequence. The groups 
of consumers are classified into five categories, based on their willingness and ability to adopt new 
products. The first category are innovators, a small group of people at the forefront of change, the 
second group are the early adopters, those who follow the innovators once the benefits of the new 
technology have become apparent. The largest two groups of adopters to follow are the early majority 
and the late majority. These two groups are averse to taking risks and are cost sensitive. For the early 
and late majority to adopt a new innovation, the cost must already be substantially lower and the 
innovation must have been tried and tested by others. The last group to follow is the laggards, a smaller 
segment of the population. This theory acknowledges that differences in adoption behavior depend on 
socio-economic factors, communication behavior and personality characteristics in addition to market 
barriers (5, 16).
The rate of adoption is furthermore motivated by social and technological influences (5, 17). 
Communication methods, social systems, the timeframe of adoption and the quality of the innovation 
itself are all influences. Furthermore, the rate of adoption and cultural change is affected by societal 
sub-cultures, agents of change (such as non-profits or innovative builders and homeowners), institutions 
and economic structures that are in place supporting the adoption of the new technology (5, 18, 19).
The economic consideration in this case would fall to the financial lending agencies, as well as the
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construction material suppliers, as some of the building materials for highly energy-efficient homes is 
specialized, more expensive and sometimes difficult to acquire locally in Alaska.
4.4 Methods
Due to the limited number of highly energy-efficient homes in the state, we had a small interview 
pool. The goal of the interview method in this case is not to gather data from a large sample size to 
generalize findings, but rather to explore the unique characteristics of the initial pioneers. We 
contacted known experts in the field and used snowball sampling to widen our interviewee selection. 
Open-ended interviews were conducted during a three-year timespan, from 2014-20176. Themes 
addressed in the interview questions ranged and varied slightly based on the interviewee category, 
which were homeowner, designer/builder, finance/real estate industry professional. All interviewees 
were asked what their description of a highly energy-efficient house is and how they relate to energy 
security in Alaska. Homeowners were asked to describe their motivations for owning a highly energy- 
efficient home and any barriers they faced in acquiring or building it. All interviewees were asked if they 
experienced a direct increase in their personal or industry knowledge through their involvement with 
highly energy-efficient homes and/or if they needed to acquire special skills or training in relation to the 
energy-efficient features of the building. Everyone was also asked if they had any suggestions for 
process, design, or policy improvements.
The themes for this research paper were chosen because either multiple interviewees talked about 
it or their importance was stressed in the interviews. Interviewees talked a lot about the benefits 
achieved from highly energy-efficient homes and also the barriers they faced, or the industry is currently 
facing. Among the homeowners, interesting similarities emerged from their motivations, their 
knowledge base, and common difficulties they faced. These similarities allow us to make a conjecture of 
what stage of innovation diffusion these homeowners fall into.
6 See Appendix B for interview questions.
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We interviewed a total of eighteen key informants. The results of the interviews are laid out in this 
section. Six interviewees are in the finance and real estate industry, including independent appraisers. 
Ten are homeowners who also were either involved in the design or construction aspect of their home 
or both. Twelve builders and designers total were interviewed. As mentioned ten are also 
homeowners, and three are trained architects. One person is a homeowner, builder, and architect. See 
figure 4.1 for an illustration of the overlapping categories.
4.5 Results
Architects
Figure 4.1: Overlapping linkages between interviewee categories.
4.5.1 Adopter Group
Our determination is that highly energy-efficient homes in Alaska are between the innovators 
and early adopters stage. Innovators and early adopters make up only 16% of all adopters (see figure 
4.2). In Alaska, the number of highly energy-efficient homes is still relatively low, keeping the number of 
homeowners small. In fact, all homeowners reported being acquainted with one or more of the other 
homeowners.
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Figure 4. 2: Diffusion of innovation adopter groups. Modified from Rogers (5). Not drawn to scale.
Innovators are described by Rogers (5) as willing to step outside of their comfort zone. They are 
prepared to experience a financial loss on the innovation and are comfortable with a high level of 
uncertainty (5, 17). Due to their pioneering status, they typically already have, or are willing to acquire 
complex technical knowledge about the innovation. Three of the homeowners interviewed are 
concerned about the resale value of their house and know they will likely sell at a loss, because the 
energy-efficiency features of the house are currently not a value-added feature in appraisals. All of the 
homeowners were directly involved in either the design of their home or both design and construction. 
The homeowners reported that there were very limited options to hire knowledgeable designers or 
contractors, and often their desire to be involved in the design and construction process stemmed from 
a necessity to expand their personal knowledge base, to save money and because there weren't many 
professionals who were familiar with this building style.
The early adopters typically fill leadership roles in their communities, other people ask them for 
information or advice about the innovation (5, 17). Through social networks, and interpersonal and 
public information sharing, this group of adopters shares their subjective evaluation of the technology, 
which decreases uncertainty and acts as an incentive for more people to adopt it. All homeowners we 
interviewed reported that their primary motivations for building a highly energy-efficient home are
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concerns over the high cost of fuel, future price-increases, and/or a personal commitment to 
sustainability. No one mentioned making a financial profit as a motivation. A contractor who built 
himself a highly energy-efficient residence, said he was frustrated with the existing building styles in 
Alaska because they were not climate-appropriate. This motivated him to find ways to build more 
efficiently, sustainably, and better suited for the climate and human health. His motivation in building 
his own residence was to use it as a showcase example, to illustrate that high levels of efficiency can be 
reached even in extreme climates. Five other homeowners cited this reason as one of their motivators 
as well and are using their home, or future home, as an educational tool for university students, non­
profits, and other interested parties.
Rogers (5) makes a case that earlier adopter groups of a technology have attained higher education 
degrees and have higher income than later groups. We did not collect socio-economic information from 
the interviewees. However, in a recent study conducted by the Cold Climate Housing Research Center 
over 40% of respondents who indicated that they were knowledgeable of, or were living in, an energy- 
efficient home had completed a graduate degree (20). The survey showed a correlation between 
educational degree attained and homeowners willing to invest in energy-efficiency features for their 
residence. Some other factors that contributed were household income, availability of local builders 
knowledgeable in energy-efficient design, or awareness of state or federal programs that assist in 
financing energy-efficiency improvements.
4.5.2 Social Networks and Knowledge Sharing
In the early adopter stage, it is also common for people to utilize social networks as means of 
information transmission. In our interviews, a common theme is the central reliance on information 
gleaned from colleagues, other homeowners and in-person communication with experts.
When asked about knowledge acquisition, from the total of thirteen interviewees who are 
homeowners, builders, or designers; six cited learning vital information on highly energy-efficient homes 
from other people, by either gaining hands-on experience helping others build their house, picking the 
brain of an expert, consulting others who have built similar houses or reaching out to colleagues.
Outside the personal transmission of information, six could name an organization from which they took 
a workshop or course. The three trained architects cited they did not specifically have highly energy- 
efficient homes addressed during their academic studies, and needed to glean this information 
elsewhere. Everyone in this interviewee group mentioned learning on the job, improving upon mistakes
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made as they were made. Five mentioned learning information through books, magazines, and internet 
research. All of the interviewees in this group reported gaining their knowledge base from two or more 
sources, including their own construction experience.
Seven homeowners who were interviewed reported receiving phone calls and visits from 
neighbors and interested parties wanting information on their highly energy-efficient home. Four 
homeowners are actively using their home as prototype case studies, opening their home for tours, 
giving presentations and publishing articles and making information on their homes publicly available. 
One homeowner who is still in the construction phase of her house, is making Do-It-Yourself videos of 
the construction process, to educate others who would like to build homes in this style. A different 
homeowner used the retrofit of his building as an opportunity to offer a public class on retrofitting for 
energy-efficiency through a non-profit.
It is noteworthy to mention that people from all three interviewee categories (homeowners, 
builders/designers, finance/real estate industry) mentioned one specific contractor in Fairbanks, from 
whom they all either received information directly from, or were inspired by, or were knowledgeable of. 
The contractor, Thorsten Chlupp, designs highly energy-efficient buildings encompassing a range of 
energy-efficiency and sustainability elements (21). His homes, on the most extreme end of the 
spectrum, include a Passive House design, utilizing heat storage, remote wall systems, renewable energy 
installations, with an emphasis on air tightness. Originally from Germany, now a resident of Alaska, 
Chlupp adapted his knowledge of European buildings with energy-efficiency design to the Alaskan 
climate. He not only built homes for customers but also built a highly energy-efficient home for himself. 
Living in it was the best proof for him that this type of building design improves quality of life and well­
being for the inhabitants as well as for the environment. His philosophy is that no one should have to 
"reinvent the wheel." He spreads his knowledge and lessons learned widely in the building industry, in 
academia and in other public forums throughout Alaska, as well as nationally and internationally. He is 
part of a tight-knit community of builders and designers in the U.S. and Canada who share a passion for 
building highly energy-efficient homes and share knowledge with each other freely, problem-solving 
together on a project when the need arises. Chlupp's willingness to share his personal knowledge base 
with laypeople and experts along with reaching a wide audience with his presentations, articles and 
lectures played a significant role in the diffusion of highly energy-efficient homes to the early adopters in 
Alaska. Referring back to the theory of diffusion of innovation, Chlupp fits the role of an agent of change 
seamlessly.
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Jaffe & Stavins (22) and Jaffe et al. (23) compiled a list of most common market barriers that 
adopters of new innovations technology face, especially in the early stages of the adoption curve. The 
barriers are lack of information available and distributed effectively, no financial compensation for 
homeowners for distributing information, and spending time and energy spent to acquire the necessary 
information of suppliers, installation, and correct usage of products. Furthermore, the difficulty in 
recovering the investment financially or by reaping the benefits of reduced energy consumption is a 
barrier, and inadequate access to financing, or a financial market failure.
All of these barriers were mentioned by interviewees. The interview results are organized by these 
market barriers below.
a) Lack of information available and distributed effectively.
Five homeowners stated difficulty in hiring skilled professionals who were familiar with the 
specialty features of highly energy-efficient homes, such as remote walls, Larsen trusses, thermal 
storage systems, specialty plumbing to heat domestic hot water in masonry stoves, or radiant floor 
heating. Three interviewees thought there is a lack of information on the benefits of highly energy- 
efficient homes. Two homeowners said highly energy-efficient homes can be intimidating because of 
the advanced technology, and some potential buyers may shy away because they don't understand it 
and don't think they can effectively operate the energy-efficiency features. When one homeowner 
moved into her home, she had to hire a Heat Recovery Ventilation (HRV) technician to visit her home to 
demonstrate and explain how to use it properly. She was experiencing indoor moisture condensation 
because she was using the HRV sporadically. The technician explained that she needs to leave it on 24- 
hours a day to maximize its functionality. One contractor also mentioned a need to educate architects 
and building code officials, as he often gets push-back from them because they don't always understand 
his highly energy-efficient building design concepts.
An architect talked about the discrepancy that occurs when professionals attend design schools 
in temperate climates where they are not likely to learn about the specific challenges that Alaska faces, 
and about the building styles that are appropriate for a northern climate, including the high shipping 
costs of materials to Alaska. Furthermore, even designers who are from urban areas in Alaska, such as 
Anchorage or Fairbanks, often find their knowledge is not appropriate for building in rural Alaska. In his 
opinion, the reason there are many failed buildings, especially in rural Alaska is because the design team 
has preconceived ideas before visiting the rural community, without having knowledge of the local
4.5.3 Barriers
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culture, space syntax or personal preferences of community members. Homes are an emotional 
purchase and provide homeowners with a sense of place. According to the architect we interviewed, in 
order to build highly energy-efficient and sustainable housing the designer needs to understand the 
place and local people first, which can be a large time commitment. For example, he visits a community 
and takes time to hear their history and legacy of building homes, listen to the difficulties they face and 
then works with the community on designing culturally and environmentally appropriate homes.
b) The act o f adopting new technology can be a source of information to others, however the adopter is 
not compensated financially for it, including time and energy spent acquiring the necessary 
information o f suppliers, installation, and correct usage.
Some frustration was expressed by two homeowners who were involved in the construction of 
their house at having to train the skilled professionals they hired in the specialized building techniques. 
The homeowners themselves did not get direct monetary compensation for this training, instead the 
opposite was true, they compensated the professionals for the extra time it took to learn. One 
homeowner had a situation where the general contractor she hired pushed back when she asked him to 
build features of her house that strayed from the conventional approach. She also ran into resistance 
when she contacted a local builders' supply store for a custom order of Larsen trusses for her house. 
According to her, they declined the order because they were unfamiliar with the design concept.
To avoid duplicating specialized training, a Fairbanks contractor hires the same crew of skilled 
laborers for each highly energy-efficient house project. He emphasized that the crew should not only 
know how to build the energy-efficient-elements of the house but also understand the science behind it 
and how the features they are working on fit in with the rest of the house design. For example, in his 
crew, the person in charge of blowing-in insulation understands the role air-tightness plays in a highly 
energy-efficient building.
Another homeowner who used the remote wall system for his house, specifically hired a friend 
as the contractor. He wanted to provide his friend the opportunity to gain hands-on experience with 
this building technique so that he could use it for future projects. However, his friend told him it was so 
complex he wouldn't want to build remote wall systems again unless specifically requested to do so.
A homeowner, who is also the builder and designer of his home, felt that the non-standard 
construction techniques of highly energy-efficient homes pose a barrier to building code guidelines. 
Finding a way to abide by them adds another layer of time, energy, and financial investment for the 
designer.
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Eight homeowners, builders, and designers declared a big barrier to be a combination of factors, 
first finding building materials that fit within the construction budget, then factoring in high shipping 
costs to Alaska, and making sure the materials fulfill the highly energy-efficient standard. Frequently 
building materials are imported from out of state. As a consequence, the homeowner experienced 
construction delays. Mistakes made in ordering and filling the order meant returning the building 
materials and waiting for the correct ones to be shipped. Along the same lines, a builder told us, he 
often deals with impatient homeowners, since sourcing and ordering specialized building-materials 
requires extra time. Additionally, in his experience, not only are the material costs higher than in 
conventional buildings, but also the labor cost is also higher, because it takes extra design work and 
specialized labor skills for construction. An architect and designer who primarily works in rural Alaska 
calculated that as much as 40-50% of the construction budget in rural locations is allocated to the 
shipping of building materials. In his experience, skilled labor is expensive as well, as workers' lodging 
and per diem expenses need to be covered as part of the construction budget. He is often faced with a 
trade-off between the most sustainable building materials, affordability of labor, and shipping cost. For 
example, instead of using wood studs, which are appropriate for cold climate construction, they 
sometimes use steel studs because they are lighter and don't take up as much space on the cargo plane.
c) The adopter must recover the investment in the technology directly or by reaping the benefits of 
reduced energy consumption in the future. Homebuilders need to recoup their investment from the 
homebuyer or else the increased investment is considered a market failure.
This barrier was identified by all but one of the interviewees. The one exception was a 
homeowner who had built his highly energy-efficient cabin in the 1980s, with a minimal investment in 
materials, completing most of the labor himself. His property value has increased in the last thirty years. 
He is confident he will recoup his investment and make a profit if he sells the property in this real estate 
market.
Ten homeowners and builders who were interviewed agreed that a significant barrier is the 
higher upfront-capital-investment highly energy-efficient homes require. One of the homeowners 
recognized that if he retrofits his house to be more energy-efficient, he will not live long enough to reap 
the financial payback due to cheap natural gas prices in his area. Two interviewees mentioned acquiring 
appropriate financing for highly energy-efficient homes as a problem, but did not reference the 
appraisal system specifically.
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Eight homeowners, five professionals in the finance and real estate industry, and one 
homeowner who is in both in the finance and real estate industry and one other homeowner stated that 
the resale value of highly energy-efficient homes in Alaska is below its true value. These interviewees all 
talked about the difficulty of having an appraisal system that doesn't value energy-efficiency features 
appropriately. The need for an overhaul of the appraisal method used for highly energy-efficient homes 
in Alaska was particularized by fourteen of the interviewees from all categories. A real estate agent 
interviewee told an anecdote of touring a highly energy-efficient home in Fairbanks. She conferred with 
an appraiser and made a rough estimate that she could sell the house for $330,000, based on the 
neighborhood it was in and the value of the other homes nearby. When she asked the homeowner, he 
said he built it for $550,000 accounting for the cost of a number of highly energy-efficiency features. 
Three interviewees from the finance and real estate industry, four homeowners, and one person who is 
both a homeowner and in the finance and real estate industry specifically said not having comparable 
highly energy-efficient homes on the housing market is a barrier to appraising homes at their true value. 
One of the homeowners built his house in rural Alaska. He knew that without comparable homes in the 
area his house will not be assessed at its true value. Prior to building his home, he talked to an 
appraiser, who responded with incredulity that he would choose to build a house to these high 
standards knowing the risk of a low resale value. Without more of these types of homes on the market, 
the resale value will remain low.
d) Inadequate access to financing for significant capital costs, or financial market failure.
Four homeowners applied for a mortgage loan. The rest paid out of pocket. Some completed a 
large amount of the labor themselves, or saved money and built in stages spanning multiple years. 
According to the interviewees from the finance and real estate industry, mortgage banks typically do not 
increase the loan amount to build a highly energy-efficient home versus a conventional home, because 
most highly energy-efficient features are not included in the appraised value. Homeowners are not able 
to receive loans for the full investment of building or buying a highly energy-efficient house and need to 
make up the discrepancy in funds from other sources, or simply cannot afford to own this type of home. 
An interviewee, who is a builder, has experience with homeowners who are pre-qualified for a home 
loan. They design their home based on how many square feet they can afford with the pre-qualified 
loan amount, not considering the extra expenditure of energy-efficiency features. Rather than 
compromise for a smaller home but with more energy-efficient features, since they cannot increase 
their home loan amount, they often chose larger homes that are less energy-efficient.
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An interviewee in the finance/real estate industry referred to rising interest rates as one of the 
barriers. In her experience, the government lender in Alaska provides reduced interest rates for energy- 
efficient buildings as an incentive. However, despite this, the national lenders, Freddie Mac and Fannie 
Mae, are able to offer even lower interest rates for conventional homes. This low interest rate acts as a 
disincentive for homeowners to take advantage of the energy-efficiency rate the government lender in 
Alaska offers.
Five interviewees in the finance/real estate industry, described the primary issue that exists with 
appraising highly energy-efficient homes at their true value is the lack of comparison homes that exist 
on the market. The reason for this is because only a few of them exist in Alaska, and most of them were 
never on the secondary market--the original owner still owns it. An interviewee from the finance/real 
estate industry knows that her clients who are interested in building highly energy-efficient homes 
consider them their forever-home. They are not building it to sell it, rather as the last house they will 
live in. A real estate agent's experience is similar; there are not a lot of highly energy-efficient homes on 
the secondary market, as often buyers must pay well above the asking price for a highly energy-efficient 
house, because the builders spent more money than the appraised value. Having to make this 
additional upfront-investment is prohibitive to putting it back on the market. Two appraisers who were 
interviewed said that, in the event of not being able to find an appropriate comparison home, they 
would try to determine what the market reaction would be a for a house with highly energy-efficiency 
features. The market is based on the typical consumer. People who go the extra step for energy- 
efficiency features, are outliers. In one of the appraiser's mind, the extra features of a highly energy- 
efficient house are not valued highly if the majority of consumers would not demand it and therefore he 
typically only makes minor adjustments to the appraised value of a house for these features. He also 
considers how long a house is on the market. The appraiser told an anecdote of a highly energy- 
efficient house in Fairbanks that was on the market. He was keeping an interested eye on it to see how 
fast it would sell. Unfortunately, it didn't sell within 2 years, and when it did the builder lost money on 
it. In his opinion it was priced too high for the neighborhood it was in, which consisted of 40 to 50 year- 
old houses that were much smaller in square size and not energy-efficient. This told him that the typical 
consumer does not place value in purchasing this type of highly energy-efficient house. A barrier 
identified by two appraisers who were interviewed, is that homeowners don't always know what 
energy-efficiency features their house has. Unless the homeowners know the features, or they are 
written on the real estate listing, the appraisers cannot assign value to it. He said an appraiser cannot 
see the insulation in the walls, for example, to determine what the R-value might be. He also thought
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real estate agents are reluctant to put the energy-efficiency rating in the listing because of liability 
issues, as a homeowner could upgrade their rating with retrofits invalidating the originally recorded 
rating.
An interviewee from the finance and real estate industry described what in his opinion is a 
barrier to appraising highly energy-efficient homes at a higher value. Most appraisers in Alaska have 
been in the profession for a long time and are used to doing appraisals using the same methods. The 
American Appraisal Institute has three allowable methods that can be used when valuing property, but 
often only the traditional method of finding comparison homes that have been previously sold on the 
market is used. For appraisers to value highly energy-efficient homes they need to be technically- 
qualified through attending specialized training classes. Builders, homeowners, and lending companies 
can request specially qualified appraisers for energy-efficient home appraisals. However, in Alaska they 
often chose the most convenient appraiser who is available. For appraisers to use new methods that 
consider the value of energy-efficient features of a house, they need to invest in expanding their 
knowledge base. Furthermore, collaboration between realtors and appraisers is required; the more 
realtors know about energy-efficiency features and can quantify the benefits when listing and selling a 
property, the more information appraisers will have about valuing energy-efficiency features.
f) Using an inappropriate discount rate, based on the uncertainty o f oil prices in the future, the net 
savings o f the new energy-efficient technology and future market prices.
One homeowner acknowledged that making an upfront investment in a highly energy-efficient 
home with the hope of a 50-year payback is not ideal, because he doesn't know what the fuel cost will 
be by then. That makes it hard to calculate the payback rate and factor in inflation.
4.6 Discussion
The slow diffusion of energy-efficient technologies was first observed in the 1970s (23). It was 
termed the energy-efficiency paradox in the 1980s. The emerging theme from our research is that in 
Alaska there has been a decline in market demand for highly energy-efficient homes in the last decade. 
This decline can be traced to several factors.
Oil price fluctuations directly influence the discount rate and net savings of investing in energy- 
efficiency technology. As an example, the price of oil in Dillingham, a rural Alaskan community where
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one of the homeowners we interviewed built a highly energy-efficient home, fluctuated from 
$4.41/gallon in 2010 (24) to $5.97/gallon in 2014 (25), and within two years it sunk to $2.54/gallon by 
2016 (26). Furthermore, the upfront cost of purchasing or building a highly energy-efficient house is 
significantly higher than for a conventional house. Research conducted in the 1990s showed that the 
adoption of energy-efficiency technologies was more sensitive to up-front cost than to the benefits of 
long-term operational savings (23). These two factors cloak the financial payback-point in uncertainty 
and when it comes to economic analysis, uncertainty is a deterrent.
The high upfront-cost of highly energy-efficient homes, and the limited financing options 
contribute to the slow uptake of this technology. The problem of needing highly energy-efficient homes 
on the housing market in order for them to be valued at their true cost can be traced back to the 
affordability of the homes. The higher the cost and the worse the financing options, the more likely it is 
homeowners who do make the investment are considering it long-term. They do not plan to sell the 
homes because they know the market value will be below-cost. The dearth of these homes on the 
market provides appraisers with a lack of comparison homes; thus, further driving down the appraised 
market price. It is a self-perpetuating cycle.
The theory of diffusion of innovation can be applied on a microscale to the process of appraising 
highly energy-efficient homes as well. The innovation of developing a tool that places appropriate value 
on energy-efficiency features of a house is likely in the innovators' stage in Alaska. Further diffusion is 
facing barriers. The Alaska Housing Finance Corporation, a government mortgage lender, has developed 
an energy-efficiency appraiser tool and conducted numerous workshops and trainings to spread its use. 
The calculator can be used to determine the net-present-value of adding energy-efficiency features to a 
home in the amount of monthly utility-cost-savings. This tool is not, however, used consistently by 
appraisers in the state. The feedback from the interviewees who are appraisers is that the tool doesn't 
consider the market value of the house. It is based on the discounted-cash-flow calculation of how 
much money owners would save over time compared to owning another similar non-energy-efficient 
home. Since the tool is not market-derived, it is static and the appraisers we spoke to do not use it. 
When we spoke with an expert in the financing field who was involved in the creation of the tool, he 
suspected appraisers are reluctant to adopt a new tool, which would change the way they conduct 
appraisals. The willingness mindset is crucial in the early stages of the diffusion of any new technology, 
for it to move from the innovators to the early adopters group. Unfortunately, the stagnation of 
innovation in the appraisal process is slowing down the diffusion of highly energy-efficient homes in 
Alaska. Along with the high upfront-cost, the low resale-value is another significant deterrent.
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In th e  case of h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es, builders also struggle  to  increase th eir profit 
m argin. T h e ir profit shrinks because the hom es th ey build fo r sale are not valued at th e  true cost of 
labor and specialized build ing m ateria ls and are often sold fo r a lot less. Instead of build ing m ore of 
th ese  types of hom es, to increase th e ir prevalence in the housing m arket, th u s driving up th e  m arket 
value, th e y are build ing few er o f them .
On th e  oth er side o f th is phenom enon are th e  hom eow ners. Due to the lim ited num ber of 
h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es on th e  m arket in A laska, th ey are com pelled  to also have a hand in the 
design and construction  of th e ir hom e. The  lack of skilled  w orkforce, in A laska, know ledgeable  of h ighly 
energy-effic ien cy features, is a clear indication th at the innovation has not yet reached th e  early 
m ajority group of adopters. Rather, th e  fact th at all o f the hom eow ners w e interview ed w ere also 
d esigners and builders o f th e ir hom e, is exem plary of th e  early adopters' stage. The  innovators have 
broken ground on a new  w ay to build hom es, by having an open m indset and a w illingn ess to step 
outside of th e ir com fort zone as w ell as enough financial assets to afford it. Through w ord  of m outh and 
publicly d istributed  in form ation  about th is innovation in A laska, early adopters are now  engaged in 
build ing or retrofitting th eir ow n hom es using th is techno logy. Furtherm ore, since th e  h om eow ners w e 
spoke w ith did not m ind sharing in form ation  about th e ir hom e w ithout com pensation, th ey exem plified  
th e  role o f a leader. Early adopters are characterized  by assum ing a leadership  role, paving the path for 
th e  early m ajority. Th is ties into th e  p rim ary m otivations of th e  h om eow ners w e interview ed w hich are 
not w ho lly  profit-m otivated, rather th ey are philosophical in nature w ith a desire  to benefit th e  larger 
society.
A  barrier to adoption th at w e encountered, but th at is not included in th e  Ja ffe  & Stavins (22) 
and Jaffe  et al. (23) list o f com m on m arket barriers, is the m indset o f adopters. Five interv iew ees m ade 
it exp lic it th at the w illingn ess of potential adopters to step outside of th e ir com fort zone is essential w ith 
th is innovation. In hum an nature, one of the b iggest ch allenges w e face is an u nw illin gn ess to step 
outside of our com fort zone and try  som eth ing new, in th is case learning a new w ay o f build ing or living 
in a house, or appraising the value of a hom e. W ilk  and W ilh ite  (27) explored th e  d iscon nect betw een 
consu m er behavior and ration al-econ om ic-respon se  to high energy prices in 1985, during the sam e 
d ecade th at th e  energy-effic ien cy paradox w as recognized by researchers (23). The researchers 
surveyed hom eow n ers w ho considered  w eatherizin g  th e ir hom e fo r energy conservation . The 
w eatherization  options had a short payback period m aking th e  in vestm ent econom ica lly  attractive. The 
research show ed th at h om eow ners are less likely to  invest in energy conservation  if the benefits are 
purely econom ic. It is m ore attractive  if the application has one or m ore benefits, such as im provem ents
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in th e  aesth etic o f the hom e, energy independence, com fort of hom e, or a sign ificant contribution  to 
am eliorating  g lobal energy dem and. W hile  th is research w as com pleted  a lm ost three  decades ago, it 
appears, th e  hom eow ners' m otivations have not changed too  m uch. M arketing h ighly energy-effic ien t 
hom es to encom p ass m ultip le  benefits, in addition to econom ic savings, w ill be influential in th eir 
continued adoption.
Tracin g  th e  deve lop m en t of the social netw orks am ong our interview ee group show s that not 
only are the hom eow ners acquainted  w ith each other, but the builders/design ers and fin an cia l/rea l 
estate  p rofessionals tap  into th e  sam e netw ork. For exam ple, th e  appraisers know  the builders w ho in 
turn  w orked  w ith a hom eow ner, and now  an inform al know ledge sharing netw ork is beginning to be 
estab lished. The sm all size o f th e  innovators and early adopters' groups, no doubt helps facilita te  th is 
form ation  o f a social netw ork. Com m u n ication  plays a vital role in the d iffusion  of new tech nologies, 
from  utilizing m ass m edia fo r m arketing to personal and business referra ls (28). Inform ation gleaned 
from  personal contacts typ ica lly  lends itse lf to  h igher adoption rates than the oth er com m unication  
m odes (28), w hich  likely assisted the innovation to m ove from  th e  innovators to the early adopters 
group.
The  em erging social netw orks th at are form ing am ong th e  innovators and early  adopters 
d irectly  enhances th e  ad aptive  capacity o f households. A d ap tive  cap acity com prises social, econom ic, 
eco logical, and political capital. The  m ore d iverse and ab un d ant these  form s of capital are, the m ore 
vu ln erab ility  to external stressors is reduced. In th is research, th e  stressors not o n ly enco m p ass clim ate 
change im pacts, but also oil price flu ctu ations. A d ap tive  capacity can be described as th e  ab ility  to cope 
w ith or respond to  variab ility  and change in the external environ m en t (6). V iew ing vu ln erab ility  in the 
con text of build ing energy dem and, m itigation is achieved th rough  reducing th e  overall energy- usage
(11). The  reduced reliance on energy has additional benefits th at enhance adaptive  capacity as w ell. 
Due to th e  early stages o f the d iffusion  of h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es in A laska, the social netw ork of 
hom eow n ers and oth er stakeholders is strong. Th ey can gain practical inform ation from  each other and 
assist in spreading d etails of th is tech n o lo gy through w orkshops, presentations, classes, th u s w id ening 
th e  social netw ork even further, stren gthening th e  social capital. One of the n on-profits th at w orks in 
rural A laska, the Cold C lim ate H ousing Research Center, uses the o p portu n ity o f building a highly 
energy-effic ien t house to teach  a class on su stainab le, energy-effic ien t hom e construction  w hen th eir 
crew  builds a new  hom e. Th is d evelops a skilled, local labor fo rce  in rural A laska. T h e ir goal is to not 
patent or copyright any of th e ir building p roducts or tech niq u es, but rather spread the know ledge 
w id e ly  to  th e  public. Th is n on-profit can be view ed as another agent of change in th e  d iffusion of th is
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te ch n o lo gy and another node in stren gthening the social capital o f A laskan s try in g  to  adapt. Econom ic 
capital is addressed in th e  low ered operational cost o f living in a h ighly energy-effic ien t hom e. W hile 
th e  oil price m ay fluctuate , th e  total expend itu re  on heating fuel w ill alw ays be low er in a h ighly energy- 
effic ient house than  in a con ventional house. Low -incom e fam ilies in rem ote com m un ities in A laska 
spent up to  47%  of th e ir household  incom e on hom e en ergy use in 2008, and on the road system  
com m unities spent as m uch as 18%  (29). Freeing up th e  expend itu re  on heating fuel in a household  
budget has th e  potential to su b stan tia lly  w iden th e  econom ic capital base fo r a household. A  co-b en efit 
o f th e  h ighly energy-effic ien t hom e design, the tigh t build ing-enve lop e coupled w ith high am ounts of 
insulation and therm al m ass, keeps heat contained in the house fo r sign ificantly  longer periods 
com pared  to conventional hom es. In th e  event o f a pow er supply d isruption, such as im passable 
tran sp ortation  routes, or a p ow er outage if the electrical grid fails, households will have an increased 
cap acity to  cope w ith th ese  stressors, especia lly  in extrem e cold tem peratu res.
W hile  th ese  factors can be considered  a broadening of a h ou seh o ld 's adaptive  capacity, it only 
ad dresses th e  needs of th e  hom eow n ers w ho are th e  innovators and early  adopters. A rguab ly the 
clim ate-change-m itigation  effect of energy-effic ien cy benefits all segm ents o f society. But w hat about 
th e  rem ain ing A laskan  households w ho do not cu rrently  live in a highly energy-effic ien t hom e? W hat 
lim its are placed on th e ir ad aptive  capacity? First, financial capital. As e lucidated in th is paper, at 
cu rrent m arket prices, h ighly energy-effic ient hom es are expensive  w ith lim ited fin an cia l assistance and 
an uncertain  payback rate. Second, th e  know ledge-cap ita l doesn 't yet exist w idely, skilled p rofessionals 
both fo r d esignin g and build ing th is innovative  te ch n o lo gy are sparse in the state, at present. Not every 
com m un ity has access to th is know ledge base, and, if th e  hom eow n er does not have the tim e  or 
technical d isposition  to educate  th em selves about building tech niq u es, th ere  appears to be lim ited 
altern ative  options at the m om ent. The building m aterials, w hich  often are specialized to m eet the 
requirem en ts of h ighly energy-effic ien t con struction  techniq u es, are expensive  and hard to acquire, 
esp ecia lly  in rural A laska. Ecological capital, in th is scenario  ow ning land to build on, is also a financial 
capital in vestm ent and depen ding on th e  location o f the land can pose logistical or transportation  
h indrances to  build ing a hom e in th is building style. It appears, a household  requires a certain am ount 
o f ad aptive  capacity in order to build or procure a highly energy-effic ien t hom e, w hich w ould then 
enhance th e ir larger-scale  ad aptive  capacity. In these instances, it is often through policy th at a cycle  of 
th is kind can be broken. Environm ental policies d irectly addressing clim ate change by lim iting carbon 
em issions or setting a new  standard  fo r energy-effic ien cy are vital in determ in ing the success o f the 
d iffusion  o f energy-effic ien cy te ch n o lo g ies (23).
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W e received num erous recom m en d ation s from  interv iew ees on how  to effective ly spread th e  d iffusion 
o f th is innovation. Th e  m ost com m on recom m en d ation s are listed below.
• Banks should not o n ly restructure  th e ir m ortgage system  to  offer loans fo r the fu ll-am o u n t of 
capital in vestm ent in h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es but should also offer low -incom e loans. 
O ften paying th e  m onthly utility bills is a struggle  fo r low -incom e h ouseholds in A laska.
Reducing th e  heating cost could provide a relatively large fin an cia l break.
• H aving a larger variety  of h ighly e nergy-effic ien t hom es, from  size, style, num ber of room s, and 
so on, on th e  m arket could help d iversify  potential hom eow ners. A  realtor noted how  in her 
experience, builders are building h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es w ith large square footage, to 
increase th e ir profit m argin. How ever, first tim e  hom ebuyers interested in energy-effic ien cy 
cannot afford large hom es. If builders w ere to build sm all, h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es the 
m arket the dem and will be driven up.
• M ore locally m anufactured  build ing m ateria ls could help keep cost low and th e  m aterials w ould  
m ore likely be built c lim ate-app ropriate  fo r A laska.
• Educating other stakeholders in th e  build ing industry, such as realtors, appraisers, building code 
offic ia ls on energy-effic ien cy featu res of a house w as a com m on recom m endation. If these 
stakeh o lders are know ledgeable  o f the  benefits, both environm ental and health benefits, and 
th e  fin an cia l savings o f th ese  featu res, then the dem and fo r th ese  hom es w ould  increase.
• Broadening the reach of education  through detailed docum entation  o f the energy-effic ien cy 
featu res, benefits, costs, and carbon savings is im portant. H om eow ners need to have easy 
access to th is inform ation. For exam ple, living in a w ell ventilated  h ighly energy-effic ien t hom e 
has the potential to  d ecrease sick days o f household  m em bers, especia lly  fo r upper respiratory 
illnesses, d irectly  leading to less absences at w ork.
• Extensive tra in in g fo r new  hom eow n ers by the build ing com pany on how  to  effective ly use the 
energy-effic ien cy featu res o f th e  hom e w ould  increase consum er satisfaction . Potentially, even 
having a fo llow -u p  visit a year after purchase o f th e  hom e to an sw er any new  q uestions that 
m ay have arisen.
To build off th ese  recom m end ation s from  the stakeh old ers w e interview ed, w e fu rtherm o re  
recom m end th at tax credits or te ch n o lo gy su bsid ies w ould  facilita te  a h igher d iffusion-rate. For
4.6.1 Recommendations
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exam ple, if federa l or state policy subsid ized  m ass q uan tities of insulation -  w hich w ould  be required to 
build a h ighly energy-effic ien t house and w ould  help low er the upfront cost of building it. Taxin g  carbon 
em issions from  boilers and fu rnaces could provide another incentive to invest in a h ighly energy- 
effic ient house, m aking the upfront cost a w orthw hile  investm ent, since the carbon em issions from  
burning heating fuel w ill alw ays be th e  sam e, regard less o f oil price fluctuations.
A  research study conducted by M cM ichael & Shipw orth  (28) show s th at fo cu sing  on the 
d iffusion  o f in form ation  through social netw orks is the m ost effective  m arketing too l. Th is could be 
h ighlighted by p olicym akers to  increase adoption rates, even m arketing h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es as 
con trib uting  to national energy security, since th ey facilita te  less d ep en den cy on oil. Com m u n ication  
strategies and know ledge-sh arin g  seem s to be essential fo r th e  d iffusion of th is innovation as w ell. 
A p praisers need to be involved in the design o f a tool th at aids them  in assessing the value o f energy- 
e ffic iency features of a hom e. The tool needs to be com patib le  w ith th e ir needs, if it is not a m atch th ey 
w ill likely not use it, as is th e  case w ith th e  existing tool th at w as developed in A laska. A p praiser and 
real estate  agents can assist each other, in raising the va lue  of h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es. If real 
estate  agents acquire  know ledge of energy-effic ien cy featu res of a hom e th ey can add the featu res to 
th e  house listing. Th is w ill help h om ebuyers in th e ir education  as w ell as appraisers w ho can use th is 
in form ation  to value th e  property higher, th u s increasing the asking price and facilita tin g  a h igher profit 
m argin fo r the realtors in turn.
A rtific ia lly  raising th e  dem and fo r h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es, th rough  go vern m en t policies, 
such as go vern m en t housing fo llo w in g  h ighly energy-effic ien t building gu idelines, the num ber of hom es 
on th e  m arket w ould  increase. W ith increased dem and, con tractors and builders w ill be m otivated to 
receive tra in in g in th e  specific build ing features. C onstruction  w ould  becom e less specialized  allow ing 
con tractors to  low er th e ir fees, m aterials m ay becom e m ore accessib le  locally due to th e  h igher dem and 
and at low er cost th us getting th e  ball rolling fo r w id er and faster adoption  rates th ro ugho u t the state.
4.7 Conclusion
Highly energy-effic ien t hom es in A laska have a large potential to strengthen the adaptive  
cap acity o f households in A laska. A laskans are vu ln erab le  not only to the im pacts o f clim ate change but 
due to th e  h igh-energy dem and fo r heating also to oil price flu ctu ations. A  sign ificant portion of the 
household  budget is spent ye arly  on energy needs. Currently, th is c lim ate-change-m itigation  and
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adaptation  te ch n o lo gy is in the beginning stages of d iffusion in A laska. From our research and th e  key 
in form ant interview s, it appears th at in A laska, th e  innovators and early adopters have taken hold o f the 
te ch n o lo gy so far. How ever, th e  barriers th ey are facing, coupled  w ith the d eclin ing cost o f oil and 
p roblem s w ith th e  low ap praised-valu e  of the hom es, is slow ing the adoption rate. If the barriers are 
not addressed through policy intervention th ey  m ay prove to be a h indrance fo r the early m ajority and 
late m ajority to adopt th is tech no logy. To expedite  th e  adoption  rate a few  key com pon en ts are 
necessary; education  of potential hom eow ners and other industry stakeh o ld ers such as realtors, 
appraisers, and code officia ls on the benefits of h ighly en ergy-effic ien cy features, sp ecialized  skill 
tra in in g  fo r designers, builders and oth er skilled laborers, a policy intervention to appraise  highly 
energy-effic ien t hom es at th e ir true value, a llow ing fo r a h igher resale va lue  as w ell as h igher m ortgage 
loans. Im plem enting policies artific ia lly  driving m arket dem and fo r h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es w ould 
fu rthe rm o re  aid in breaking th rough  th e  m ental barrier som e prospective  hom eow ners m ay be facing, 
not w antin g to explore  options outside o f conventional hom es. O nce h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es 
becom e m ore m ainstream , th ey will be th e  new  norm al and h opefully w ith in  hom eow ners' com fort 
zones.
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C h apter 5
Conducting Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) to Determine Carbon Payback:
A Case Study of a Highly Energy-Efficient House in Rural Alaska 7
Build ings are responsib le  fo r a large portion of global greenhouse  gas em issions. W hile  energy effic iency 
featu re s can sign ificantly reduce the greenh ouse  gas em issions during a b u ild ing's operational stage, 
extra m aterials and processes associated  w ith th ese  featu res typ ica lly  involve h igher greenh ouse  gas 
em issions during the construction  phase. In order to study th is relationship, a case study o f a h ighly 
energy-effic ien t house in rural A laska w as perform ed. For the purposes of th is case study, a theoretica l 
cou nterpart hom e w as designed th at has th e  sam e interior space, but insulation values close to th e  code 
m inim um  requirem ents. Using com pu ter sim ulations, life cycle  assessm ent (LCA) w as perform ed fo r the 
case study hom e as w ell as its conventional counterpart. The extra greenh ouse  gas em issions associated 
w ith the construction  of the case stud y hom e w ere com pared  to  th e  annual savings in greenh ouse  gas 
em issions achieved th an ks to th e  energy effic iency features, and carbon payback w as calculated. The 
carbon payback w as calculated  to  be ju st over th ree  years, w hich  is only a sm all fraction  o f the life o f the 
building. The  results o f th is stud y show  th at despite  h igher greenh ouse  gas em issions during the 
con struction  phase, h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es can p lay an im portant role in addressing clim ate 
change.
5.1 Abstract
5.2 Introduction
Ab out 40%  of energy-related  greenh ouse  gas em issions in th e  U.S. can be attributed to the built 
environ m en t (U.S. D epartm ent of Energy, 2012). The  U.S. Census Bureau estim ates th at by 2030, 14.5 
m illion new hom es w ill need to be built to accom m odate  the expanding population  in the U.S. (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2005). The  increase in em issions from  th e  build ing sector w orldw ide is estim ated to rise 
from  8.6 Gt C O 2 in 2004 to  14.3 Gt C O 2 reached by 2030 (Levine et al, 2007). W hile  highly energy-
7 Hossain, Y.; M arsik, T. In Preparation. Cond u cting Life-Cycle  A ssessm ent to D eterm ine Carbon 
Payback: A  Case Stu dy o f a H ighly Energy Efficient House in Rural A laska. Energy and Buildings.
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effic ient build ings during th eir operational stage can have sign ificantly low er greenhouse gas em issions 
com pared  to th e ir conventional counterparts, th e ir construction  typ ica lly  involves h igher greenhouse 
gas em issions due to the extra m aterials and processes needed to  build the highly energy-effic ien t 
buildings. The  m ain purpose o f the research described in th is paper w as to evaluate  how  the initial 
greenh ouse  gas em issions associated  w ith h ighly energy-effic ien t featu res com pare to th e  greenh ouse  
gas em issions saved in the operational stage of the building th an ks to th ese  h ighly energy-effic ien t 
featu res. The term  h ighly energy-effic ien t house in the context o f th is paper denotes build ings th at are 
close  to  having zero fossil fuel requirem ents fo r heating ach ieved through m assive insulation, passive 
so lar design, tigh t building envelope, and other energy-effic ien cy m easures. Carbon payback w as used 
as the m ain m etric to q uantify th is relationship.
A  case study approach  w as utilized in our research and a h ighly energy-effic ien t hom e in rural A laska 
w as selected fo r the analysis. A laska is u niquely positioned fo r th is research. A laska not only sees 
pronounced im pacts o f clim ate change (H inzm an et al., 2005), but it also belongs to  leaders in energy- 
effic ient construction  due to th e  cold clim ate and associated  heating requirem ents (W orld Record 
Acad em y, 2013). A laska, rural A laska in particu lar, also faces ch allenges w ith respect to energy security 
due to high costs of energy, low  incom e, reliance on im ported fuels, and other factors (Hossain et al., 
2016) w hich led to several p ilot projects involving h ighly energy-effic ien t residential construction  in th is 
region. One of th ese  hom es w as selected fo r the case study in our research.
Th is research not only adds to  th e  d ialogue on th e  role h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es could play in 
reducing greenhouse  gas em issions, but it also helps address the to p ic  o f reliance on im ported fossil 
fu e ls in rural A laska.
5.2.1 Case Stu dy O verview
The  case study house used fo r th is analysis is located in South w est A laska, in D illingham , the hub 
com m un ity fo r Bristol Bay. D illingham  is a rural o ff-th e-road  com m un ity accessib le  only by air or sea. In 
2015, the population estim ate fo r the city w as 2,404 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). The  average 
tem p eratu re  is 1 degree C (U.S. C lim ate Data, 2015). The hom eow n ers built the case study hom e 
th em selves. The  hom e w as built as a prototype to explore the p ossib ilities o f a h ighly energy-effic ien t 
hom e in rural A laska w ith little to  no need fo r an external heating source. The hom e w as built to last at 
a m inim um  100 years into the future. The  case study hom e opens up a d iscussion  fo r how  m any square 
feet per occu pant is needed to  achieve the balance betw een com fort and high en ergy efficiency. The
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net living area of the house is about 54.8 square m eters built fo r a fam ily  o f tw o adults and one child, 
w ith tw o bedroom s, one full bathroom , and one and half stories tall. The second flo o r is an open loft to 
allow  fo r th e  open concept feeling. The outside d im en sion s are 7.3 m by 7.3 m w ith 71 cm th ick  w alls.
The  house fa lls  into the category of a net-zero energy ready building, consu m ing roughly 3,000 
kW h annu ally  fo r all en ergy needs. Th is am ount is suffic ien tly sm all, due to the energy-effic ien t nature 
o f th e  con struction , the applian ces and the h om eow n er's lifestyle, th at the energy dem and could easily 
be produced through renew able  energy. If th e  annual 3,000 kW h energy dem and is sourced from  
renew able  sources the  house w ould  be considered  net zero energy.
5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 Case Stu dy Hom e
The  case study hom e w as built based largely on the Passive House standard, w hich relates to 
hom es w here th e  internal heat gain supplies su fficient heat so th at th ere  is no need fo r a conventional 
heating system  (Passive House Institute, 2016). The case study house m eets th e  air tigh tn ess 
req uirem en t of th e  standard, but exceeds the heat load because th e  standard penalizes sm all houses 
w ith sm all footp rints. A ir tigh tn ess w as m easured at 0.05 air changes per hour (ACH) at 50 pascals and 
w ent on record w ith th e  W orld  Record A cad em y as the w o rld 's tigh test house (W orld Record Academ y, 
2013).
The  case study hom e w as built utilizing a "b ox-in -a-box" tech n iq u e  w ith a continuous 
p olyethylene vapor barrier surrou n din g the interior "box". Th is construction  m ethod allow ed fo r a 
con tin uou s vapor barrier w ith m inim al therm al bridging (see Figure 5.1). The vapor barrier is on the 
outside of th e  interior fram in g so th at the w irin g  fo r the interior of th e  house does not puncture the 
vap o r barrier. The  60 cm cavity betw een the interior and exterior w all w as filled  w ith b low -in cellu lose 
insulation. There  is fib erg lass insulation w ith in  the interior fram ing. The w alls have an RSI va lue of 
about 16 K-m 2/W . The ceiling o f th e  house has an RSI of about 25 K m 2/W .
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Figure 5.1: Case Stu dy Hom e, D illingham , Alaska
O ther energy e ffic iency featu res of the house are trip le -pane h igh-p erform ance w indow s, a heat 
recovery ven tila to r (HRV), low -flow  plum bing fixtu res, EN ERG Y STA R ap pliances and an indoor heat 
pum p w ater heater. The house is cu rrently  heated w ith an air source heat pum p th at uses about 600 
kW h electrical energy and supplies about 1,114 kW h heating energy in a typ ical year, as determ ined by 
sim u lation s (M arsik  et al., 2016). The sim ulation  results are in reasonable  agreem en t w ith th e  actual 
perform ance.
It should  be noted th at the heat pum p in th is house is used fo r research purposes and it is not a 
proven tech no lo gy fo r heating in th is clim ate. Instead, an oil-fired heating system  is used in m ost hom es 
in D illingham . Therefore, an o il-fired  heating system  will also be assum ed fo r the analysis in th is paper.
5.3.2 Life Cycle  A ssessm ent fo r Build ings
For th is analysis, w e chose to  use a Life Cycle A ssessm ent (LCA) approach, since th is q uantitative  
assessm ent tool can provide va luab le  inform ation on environ m en tal im pact trad e-offs th at assists in 
d ecision -m akin g (Blom  et al, 2011; D ahlstr0m  et al, 2012; Bayer et al., 2010; O rtiz et al., 2009; Kohler & 
M offat, 2003; M onahan & Pow ell, 2011). Th is m ethod provides users w ith a su m m ary o f environm ental 
im pacts from  the input and operation o f th e  entire lifespan o f a building, starting at resource extraction, 
m anufacturing, construction, operational phase to decom m ission ing and p ossib ly even q uantify ing the
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im pacts of m aterial reuse and recycling (Bayer et al., 2010; H uberm an & Pearlm utter, 2008; ISO, 2006, 
A ssefa et al., 2007; Bribian et al., 2009). For highly energy-effic ien t buildings, conducting th is analysis 
can aid in determ in ing the carbon payback and th e  overall im pact over the lifetim e o f the building. It is 
only in th e  last decade th at th e  application  of LCA has included build ings and constru ction  m aterials 
(Bayer et al., 2010). As such the application to the built environ m en t is not seasoned yet, and w e cam e 
across several gaps in th e  analysis m ethod, w hich are fu rther e laborated  on in section 5.6. There  are a 
variety  of im pact categories and units th at can be equated w hen condu ctin g  an LCA.
It is d ifficu lt to com pare  LCA build ing case stud ies to each other as build ings are site -sp ecific  and 
region -d ep en dent. Local conditions such as m icroclim ate, ecosystem  resilience, local in frastructure, and 
eco logical carrying cap acity w ill vary greatly and all play a role in estim atin g  th e  environ m en tal im pacts 
(Kohler & M offatt, 2003), as does occupant behavior. For th is reason, com parison  of case stud ies often 
uses th eoretica l m odels o f the sam e build ing in d ifferent conditions or the sam e conditions w ith 
d ifferent build ings rather than  using existing buildings.
The  defin ing ch aracteristics o f the case study hom e, w ith respect to its en ergy efficiency, are the 
super-in su lated  w alls and ceiling. W e m odeled a conventional house counterpart to the case study 
hom e, built to th e  sam e sp ecifications, in th e  sam e location, but w ith th e  w alls and ce iling R-values close 
to  th e  code m inim um  (International Code Council, 2012).
It is im possible  to create a less e ffic ient m odel house as a co unterpart to the case stud y house 
th at w ould  have exactly the sam e interior due to th e  energy-effic ien cy features. For exam ple, th e  case 
study hom e has large w in dow  boxes to encom p ass the 71 cm th ick  w alls (the w in dow s are flush  w ith the 
exterior side o f th e  w all). The less e fficient m odel house cannot have such w indow  boxes due to its 
re lative ly th in  w alls. Therefore, th e  goal w as to create  a less e ffic ient house th at has an interior very 
sim ilar to the case study house and has about the sam e am ount of useful space. The  conventional 
cou nterpart hom e m odel has th e  sam e interior d im en sion s of 5.9 m by 5.9 m. The  w all structure  is a 
fram e w ith 38 mm x 140 mm studs (referred to as 2x6 fram e in th e  U.S.) w ith RSI of 3.7 K-m 2/W  
fib erg lass insulation and 25 mm polystyrene foam  board on th e  inside, g iving th e  w alls an RSI 4 K-m 2/W  
value. The ceiling is a fram e w ith 38 mm x 286 mm ceiling jo ists  (referred to as 2x12 fram e in the U.S.) 
w ith RSI 6.7 K-m 2/W  fib erg lass insulation and 25 mm foam  on the inside g iving it an RSI 7.2 K- m 2/W  
value. The air tigh tn ess o f the house w as m odeled at 1.0 ACH at 50 Pascals. The con ventional m odel 
has a 45.7 cm craw l space to create  room  fo r the p lum bing structures. The  case study hom e has no 
craw lsp ace  because none is needed; th e  p lum bing is located in th e  inside fram in g o f the exterior wall 
w ith o ut a risk of freezin g  due to the 60.1 cm th ick  insulation on th e  outside of the plum bing.
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A n alyzin g  data from  both houses allow ed the exploration  of how  C O 2 em issions com pare 
betw een a h ighly energy-effic ien t house and its conventional cou nterpart house specific  to rural A laska.
5.4 Calculation
The  softw are used fo r the LCA w as S im aPro  8. For th is case study, w e calculated  the clim ate-change 
im pacts using th e  Intergovernm ental Panel on Clim ate Change (IPCC) global w arm ing potential 100-year 
tim e  horizon im pact assessm ent m ethod. The  global w arm ing potential is m easured as kg e qu iva len ts of 
C O 2 (also referred to as C O 2 em issions in th is paper), m eaning the relative im pact potential of 
greenh ouse  gases com pared to  C O 2 . Sequestration  of C O 2 and th e  release o f b iogenic carbon is not 
included in th is m ethod. Because th is stud y looked at one im pact category, the clim ate-change  im pacts, 
it is classified  as a single  attribute  LCA. The libraries used are the European eco invent 3 and the Industry 
data 2.0.
5.4.1 Details o f LCA
For th e  LCA o n ly  th o se  com pon ents of the  case study house and its th eoretica l cou nterpart house 
th at are d ifferent w ere included in the Sim aPro m odel. W alls and ce iling m aterials are d ifferent and 
th u s w ere includes in the analysis. S ince th e  th eoretica l house does not have a double w all system , the 
overall fo o tp rin t is sm aller and thus the roof and foun d ation  areas d iffer from  th e  case study house. 
Therefore, roof and foun d ation  m aterials w ere also included in th e  analysis. How ever, item s th at w ere 
assum ed to be identical in both houses, such as the w indow s, heat recovery ventilator, heating system , 
non -envelope  fram in g and so forth  w ere not included in th is analysis. Furtherm ore, w hen calcu lating 
th e  operational greenh ouse  gas em issions, only th e  heating energy w as considered, as the heating 
energy use is the only d ifference  w hen com paring th e  case study house to its conventional counterpart. 
E lectricity required fo r ap pliances and lighting w ould  be th e  sam e in both houses and w as th u s not 
included. Heating requirem ents fo r the theoretica l cou nterpart house w ere determ ined using th e  sam e 
sim ulation  as fo r th e  case study hom e (see section 4.3.1.), except th e  p aram eters w ere changed to the 
ones of th e  th eoretica l cou nterpart house.
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5.4.2 Param eters and System  Boundaries
The  LCA includes the im pact of th e  build ing m aterials, from  cradle to w arehouse, and th e  d isposal of 
th e  m aterials at th e  end of th e  life cycle  o f th e  houses. It does not include transp ortation  of the building 
m aterials from  th e  w areh ouse  to the build ing site in D illingham , nor from  the building site to the tow n 
landfill or incinerator. W e chose to exclude tran sp ortation  of both the construction  m aterials as w ell as 
th e  heating oil, w ith the assum ption  th at in ca lcu lating th e  carbon payback th eir im pacts ap proxim ately 
cancel out. The analysis addition ally  does not include m aintenance of the house or the heating system . 
D ifferences in on-site  energy use during the construction  o f hom es w ere also not included.
5.4.3 M aterials
W e used seco n dary data from  the  life cycle  in ventory libraries fo r all o f th e  processes in the 
analysis. It m eans, as an exam ple, th at instead of a sheet o f p lyw ood from  a given m an ufacturer used in 
th e  house, a sheet o f p lyw ood from  a d ifferent m an ufacturer availab le  in the library w as used fo r the 
analysis. In th e  m aterial list fo r both houses, item s of very sm all q uantities such as sill sealer w ere not 
included, assum ing the d ifference  in th e  am ount of sill sealer betw een the houses to  be negligible.
5.4.4  D isposal Scenario
The  w aste  scenario  used fo r th is analysis w as based on present day disposal options, rather than 
m aking a prediction as to w h at w aste  d isposal m ight look like 100 years into the future. In 2014, th e  city 
o f D illingham  had a perm it to incinerate  all lum ber and buried all o th er construction  m aterials in the 
landfill (C ity o f D illingham , 2014). There  w as no official system  in place fo r recycling or reusing 
con struction  m aterials.
5.5 Results and Discussion
5.5.1 LCA Results
The  build ing m aterials, not cou nting the d isposal of them , in the h ighly energy-effic ien t hom e 
are respon sib le  fo r 14,728 kg C O 2 eq. The  conventional house is responsib le  fo r ju st over 60%  of th at 
w ith 8,844 kg C O 2 eq.
Th is fin d ing relates to a research stud y Sartori and Hestnes (2007) conducted  to  com pare  the
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em bodied  and operational energy requirem ents fo r 60 houses from  lo w -energy green build ings to 
con ventional buildings. The  stud y did not include recycling or d ecom m ission ing o f th e  build ings and 
focu sed  on energy consum ption. The authors d ivided up th e  cases by low -energy houses - defined as 
requiring less than  7 0kW h /m 2 annu ally  fo r heating - and con ventional houses. The fin d ings show  a 
trend  of low -energy houses having h igher em bodied  energy than  conventional ones in each case, and 
low er operational energy needs. The houses built accord ing to  th e  Passive House Standard  also 
required only 1/3 th e  total e nergy needs of a conventional house w ith only slightly m ore em bodied 
energy. In our case study the h ighly energy-effic ien t hom e w ould  use th e  equ iva len t o f 132.5 liters of 
heating fuel per year, w hile  the conventional cou nterpart hom e w ould  use 609.5 liters per year, so ju st 
under 5 tim es m ore heating fuel usage in the conventional hom e. The  building m aterials fo r the energy- 
effic ient hom e are responsib le  fo r ju st over 1.6 tim es m ore kg C O 2 eq than  the conventional hom e. O ur 
research fin d ings are roughly in line w ith the Sartori and Hestnes research study findings.
A fter calcu latin g  the  life cycle  assessm ent results of all o f the building m aterials together, we 
separated  out th e  carbon em issions th at each hom e su b -assem b ly is responsib le  for. In the highly 
energy-effic ien t house, th e  m ajority of kg C O 2 eq is attributed to the insulation at 46% , fo llow ed  by 
exterior w alls at 25%, th e  roof at 20%, and th e  interior w alls and th e  foun d ation  both at 3%. In contrast, 
in th e  con ventional cou nterpart hom e, the largest carbon em issions share is a close tie  betw een the 
exterior w alls at 40%  and the roof at 39% . The  insulation is responsib le  fo r 15% and fo u n d atio n  5%. 
Since the h ighly energy-effic ien t build ing incorporates a double  fram e system , th is d istribution  of kg C O 2 
eq is in line w ith the large am ounts of extra insulation th at th is house encom passes.
5.5.2 Carbon Payback
Carbon payb ack ca lcu lations can be used to assess how  m uch a b u ild ing's envelope influences 
th e  heating or cooling of a build ing (W ilson, 2010; Hacker et al, 2008). W e apply th is m ethod to 
evaluate  how  m any years it w ill take  to save the extra C O 2 eq em issions associated  w ith the building 
m ateria ls- from  crad le  to  w areh o u se- of a m ore efficient hom e w hen m atched against th e  C O 2 eq 
savings from  burning less heating oil. W hen calcu lating th e  carbon payb ack point w e had tw o th ough ts 
about including th e  d isposal phase. As show n later in the results, carbon parity is reached during the 
lifetim e of th e  house and not after it has been d ecom m issioned. For th is reason, w e chose to calculate 
th e  carbon payback w ith out including the disposal of the m aterials.
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W e utilized a sim ple  payback calcu lation  fo r the C O 2 payback point. The sam e m ethod, IPCC 
G W P 2013 (100a), as fo r the building m aterials w as applied to the heating fuel usage per year fo r both 
th e  case study house and the th eoretica l house. The d ifference  betw een C O 2 eq of th e  m aterials and 
th e  heating oil usage o f th e  h ighly energy-effic ien t house and th e  th eoretica l house w as obtained. To 
arrive at the carbon payback point, the CO 2 eq. em issions associated  w ith th e  extra m aterial fo r the 
m ore efficient house w ere divided by th e  annual savings in C O 2 eq. em issions th an ks to d ecreased  use of 
heating fuel. The results are detailed  in Tab le  5.1. See A p pend ix C fo r the lifecycle  in ventory data used 
fo r the LCA.
Tab le  5.1: Carbon payback fo r the additional build ing m aterials used in th e  highly energy-effic ien t house
5.5.3 Calculation and Results
Heating Fuel Use/Year Building Materials,
exclud ing d isposal (cradle- 
to -w arehou se)
H ighly Energy-Efficient 
House
502 kg CO 2 eq 14,728 kg C O 2 eq
C onventional House 2,308 kg C O 2 eq 8,844kg C O 2 eq
Difference -1,806 kg CO2 eq 5,885 kg CO2 eq
Carbon Payback point = 3.3 years
The  d ifference  in m aterials used betw een the highly energy-effic ien t house and the 
con ventional cou nterpart is responsib le  fo r 5,885 kg CO 2 eq. The heating fuel th at is saved by adding 
th ese  extra m aterials to the house is responsib le  fo r 1,806 kg C O 2 eq per year. The carbon payback for 
th e  additional build ing m aterials required to build a highly energy-effic ien t house is reached in only 3.3 
years after the house is operational.
The  carbon payback fo r th e  highly energy-effic ien t house o f 3.3 years is a very short tim e, 
rough ly 1/30 th of th e  lifespan of the build ing of a m inim um  of 100 years.
Ram esh et al. (2010) conducted  an analysis o f LCA case stud ies of conventional and energy- 
effic ient hom es. The  su rvey results indicated th at th e  operating  energy use o f a building typ ica lly  falls 
into 80-90%  of total life cycle  energy use and the energy related to m aterials accounts fo r 10-20% . Thus,
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th e  life cycle  energy o f a build ing can be sign ificantly  reduced by cutting back on operating  energy needs 
th rough  passive and active energy effic iency features, despite  increases in building m ateria ls th at these 
featu re s m ay hold. In our case study exam ple, th e  building m ateria ls and th e  d isposal o f them  are 
respon sib le  fo r 18,687 kg C O 2 eq. The  heating fuel usage over th e  house's projected lifespan of 100 
years is responsib le  fo r 50,200 kg C O 2 eq. The m aterials and th e ir d isposal then m ake up only 37%  of 
th e  total C O 2 eq of both th e  m aterials and the  heating fuel over th e  lifetim e o f the house, and the 
heating fuel a lone m akes up 63% . C om parative ly , the breakdow n in th e  conventional co u nterpart house 
is as fo llow s. The m aterials and th e ir d isposal m ake up 9,083 kg C O 2 eq and the fuel over the theoretica l 
lifespan o f 100 years is responsib le  fo r 230 ,800kg C O 2 eq, therefore  the m aterials m ake up only 4%  of 
th e  total C O 2 eq, and the fuel usage o ver the lifespan of th e  house is responsib le  fo r 96%  of the total CO 2 
eq. Th is is a purely th eoretica l com parison, as it does not con sid er clim ate change scenarios, or any 
m aintenance to the house. How ever, based on th is calcu lation , th e  conventional hom e occupies a 
sign ificantly  larger percentage o f C O 2 eq em issions on heating fuel than the highly energy-effic ient 
house, and as such im proving upon en ergy e ffic iency o f th e  house is w ell w orth it in th e  carbon balance 
equation.
5.5.4  D isposal of Build ing M aterials
The  d isposal scenario  fo r the build ing m aterials is a th eoretica l construct, since w e are ca lcu lating 
th e  lifetim e of the house to be a m inim um  of 100 years, and it is hard to gauge w hat type of d isposal, 
reuse or recycling system  will be applied in D illingham  th at far into th e  future. As noted above, at 
present all lum ber is incinerated  and all o ther w aste  is buried in a landfill. How ever, in the  fu ture  the 
landfill m ight be converted to a co-gen eration  plant, w hich w ould alter the life cycle  assessm ent o f th is 
case study sign ificantly. W e chose to m odel th e  d isposal scenario  based on th e  current w aste  system  
th at the city utilizes. In our d isposal scenario  if the ce llu lose  insulation is d iverted into the landfill, the 
d isposal of th e  h ighly energy-effic ien t house's m aterials is responsib le  fo r 3,959 kg C O 2 eq, alm ost 17 
tim es w hat th e  m aterials fo r th e  conventional house are responsib le  for, 239 kg C O 2 eq. O ne of the 
m ain d ifferences betw een th e  h ighly energy-effic ien t house and the conventional cou nterpart is the 
addition o f 6 ,364kg of ce llu lose  insulation. In the d isposal scenario, the ce llu lose  alone is responsib le  for 
3,645 kg C O 2 eq. Landfills in th e  U.S. are th e  th ird  largest an th ro p o cen tric  producer of CH 4 , a large part 
o f it is a byproduct o f the an aerobic breakdow n of organic m aterials, such as paper (EPA, 2016).
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M ethane gas, or CH 4 , has 28 tim e s the G lobal W arm ing Potential (GW P) w hen com pared to C O 2 (IPCC, 
2013).
5.6 Reflection on Analysis
Com m on concerns w ith the in terpretation  of LCA results is th e  inherent uncerta in ty and 
variab ility  (H uijbregts, 1998). The u ncerta inty stem s from  th e  d ifficu lty in con verting  real life situations 
to  LCA data and param eters. Especially fo r buildings, w hich are typ ica lly  m ade up o f over 2000 products 
and over 60 basic m aterials (Kohler & M offatt, 2003), it is d ifficu lt to  m aintain a high level of accu racy in 
an alyzing each single com ponent, utilizing availab le  data. In m ost instances, w e assum ed global 
h eterogen eity using gen eric availab le  data fo r the m aterials th at present lim itations to the local 
application  o f th e  stud y to rural A laska.
Th is an alysis only considered  th e  face va lue  of carbon savings. W hen considering th e  v iab ility  of 
a h ighly energy-effic ien t house th ere  are a num ber of other factors to  be taken into account, such as 
econom ics, occu pancy rate, design and layout, indoor therm al com fort of residents, th e  ease of 
obtain ing th e  build ing m aterials -  w hich  in rural A laska is not stra ightforw ard, and oth er factors th at are 
hard or im possible  to q uantify in an LCA.
A n o th er challenge w e considered w as how  to treat the potential fo r carbon sequestration  th at 
th e  ce llu lose  insulation com ing from  recycled new spaper could be responsib le  for. A  case could be 
m ade fo r a carbon credit, as it locks in carbon fo r 100 plus years -  the lifespan o f the house, instead of 
d isp osin g o f th e  w aste  new spaper, p otentia lly  in a landfill creating a large contribution  to G W P gases. 
Due to th e  lim itations of th is analysis w e chose to shelve th e  idea o f including carbon sequestration  fo r a 
fu tu re  research study.
5.7 Conclusion
The  build ing industry, as w ell as the associated  stakeholders, is in creasing ly paying attention  to 
th e  negative environm ental con sequ en ces of build ings (Bayer et al., 2010). The im m ense im pact a 
build ing can have on th e  environm ent, from  regionally to globally, is an im portant con sideration  during 
all building stages. In th e  artic and sub-arctic, concerns over w in ter heating, air q uality and overre liance 
on oil brings into focu s th e  role energy effic iency in hom es can p lay in reducing th ese  perils and in som e 
in stances th reats to survival.
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This analysis expresses the building materials required and responsible for the energy efficiency 
of a residence in carbon savings, instead of monetary cost, to highlight the possibilities of reducing the 
overall carbon contribution of buildings in sub-arctic climates.
In our analysis of the case study house, the carbon required for the additional building materials 
of the highly energy-efficient house is paid back in just over three years, after which the home owners 
essentially reduce their operational carbon footprint by 1,806 kg CO2 eq per year when compared to 
living in a conventional house. While there is an additional upfront cost when viewed through the lens 
of carbon savings, the decision to build a highly energy-efficient house versus a conventional house 
seems to be a direct route to improved energy and climate resilience. Determining the carbon payback 
point as well as comparing the carbon emissions in all building phases of the house to a conventional 
counterpart house provides researchers, homeowners and building professionals alike information on 
building homes to meet modern sub-arctic and arctic conditions and concerns. While highly energy- 
efficient homes are on the extreme end of the spectrum, this case study sets an example of what is 
possible in Alaska, even in a rural setting.
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"We have a choice: between an energy-efficient low carbon path and an 
energy-intensive high carbon path, which at an unknown point o f time 
ends catastrophically. This doesn't seem like a very hard choice."
M ichael Spence, NYU Stern School o f Business, Italy 
W orld  Econom ic Forum  Annual M eeting 
D avos-Klosters, Sw itzerland, 21-24 Jan u ary 2015
Clim ate change is likely one o f the b iggest challenges facing  h um an ity in th e  21st century. The 
sticking point is that it is not som eth ing th at is happening to us, w e cannot blam e an external force  and 
raise our fists to  heaven. W e, as a species, are d irectly responsib le  fo r the m agnitude of th e  change w e 
are not only an tic ipating in the fu ture  but are already experien cin g in our present. The  anth ropogen ic 
cau sa lity  of clim ate change is undeniab le  from  a scientific v iew po int (IPCC, 2014). W hile  it is im portant 
to  analyze  th o se  behaviors of ours th at has brought us to  th is point -  and to d iscontinue such behavior -  
it is equ ally  im portant fo r us to  research our options in th e  present to  am eliorate  the  present im pacts 
and prepare fo r the future. The w ay forw ard  seem s clear; cutting back on greenh ouse  gas em issions is 
param ount.
Tech n ological in novations have com e far in m itigating harm ful effects o f our dep en den ce  on 
fossil fuels. O ne of th e  first W estern  explorers to publish research on A laska, in 1913, identified that 
energy tech no logies are a possible  source o f resilience to cu ltures in the North (Stefansson, 1913). The 
tech nologica l innovation th is research focu ses on, h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es, not only m itigates the 
exten t of fu tu re  clim ate-change  im pacts, but aids in adapting to  the ch anging conditions. It fee ls 
strange, calling energy-effic ien t featu res o f a hom e, a 'new ' innovation. The  review  of pre-colonial 
hom es in A laska in th is d issertation  m akes a case th at en ergy effic iency is not a new concept by any 
m eans. How ever, the re-introduction  of the featu res adapted  fo r m odern arch itectu re  and m odern 
lifestyles can be considered a new  re-em ergence of old concepts. As the research in th is d issertation  
show s, the existence o f the innovation itself is not enough fo r w idespread  d issem ination  and use. 
H um ans are com plex creatures, and any innovation needs to exhib it m ultip le  benefits. In the exam ple 
o f th is research, h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es need to be econom ica lly  sound, aesth etica lly  pleasing,
Chapter 6
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provide a sense of place, and have a sm all payback point (financial or carbon). M oreover, the user 
needs to  have an open m indset and be w illing  to change ingrained behavior.
M y research goal w as to investigate  the com ponents th at d eterm ine v iab ility  of a tech no lo gy 
th at has the dual benefits of m itigation and adaptation. V iew ed purely from  a stand p oint o f w hat can 
be gained, it begs to question w hy th e  entire North is not populated w ith highly energy-effic ien t hom es 
at present. C learly  th ere  are m ore factors at play: W hat are th e  reasons fo r- or against adoption and 
d iffusion? W h y m ight a hom eow n er not be cap ab le  of adoption  even if the w illingn ess is present? My 
intent in p resenting th is research to the  w orld  is to not only deepen our und erstan din g of w hat barriers 
exist but to use th is know ledge to effect change. W hile  it m ay never be possible  fo r every single 
household  on the g lobe to inhabit a h ighly energy-effic ien t hom e, th ere  does appear to be a sound 
argum ent to enable  the d iffusion of th is innovation to the greatest extent possible.
Alaska faces a unique set of challenges, including not only the im pacts of clim ate change, but its 
rem ote nature and th e  reduced accessib ility  o f rural com m un ities w ith in  the state (G erlach et al., 2011). 
Furtherm ore, th e  extrem e w in ter clim ate necessarily  m akes residents d ependent on one form  o f fuel or 
an other fo r survival. The price o f oil fluctu ates, but on average fuel prices in A laska are sign ificantly  
h igher than in m ost o f th e  con tigu ous U.S. states. The socio -h istoric legacy of co lon ization  and the  foray 
o f settlers and gold  seekers adds to the com plexity. The com bination  and interaction of th ese  issues 
th at fo ster energy in security in the state can be likened to the interrelated influences o f w arfare  in 
com plex em ergencies. The term  com plex em ergen cy is typ ica lly  applied to  regions of conflict caused by 
environm ental, econom ic, dem ographic, and political in stability  (Keen, 2008). Regions in A laska w ith 
heightened energy insecurity are arguab ly affected by in stability  in all of th o se  areas. The co-occurring 
in stabilities in A laska are enforced th rough  fee d b ack  loops: econom ic in stability  affects food security, 
poverty rates and u nd erdevelopm ent, and th ese  in turn influence health risks and environm ental 
degradation.
W hile  th e  causes fo r instability are co-rooted, energy-effic ien t build ings can have co-benefits. 
The  5th A ssessm ent report of the Intergovernm ental Panel on C lim ate C hange (IPCC) addressed th e  co ­
benefits o f m itigation and adaptation  th at carbon reduction in build ings offer:
"Most mitigation options fo r buildings have considerable and diverse co-benefits in 
addition to energy cost savings (...). These include improvements in energy security, 
health (such as from cleaner wood-burning cookstoves), environmental outcomes, 
workplace productivity, fuel poverty reductions and net employment gains. Studies
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which have monetized co-benefits often find that these exceed energy cost savings 
and possibly climate benefits (...)". (IPCC, 2014, p.23)
Energy-efficient building technology is related not only to carbon mitigation and adaptation in 
Alaska but contributes to energy security by reducing reliance on imported fuel. The threats to fuel 
supply and grid interruption due to natural hazards or technological reasons are occurrences that 
Alaskans are familiar with. If an event happens in winter, survival is at stake. Highly energy-efficient 
homes not only conserve fuel resources but also have the capacity to sustain indoor thermal comfort in 
this event. Healthier indoor air quality through utilization of effective ventilation technology 
significantly reduces the occurrence of illness, from the common cold to chronic respiratory diseases. 
This translates into fewer sick days, increasing economic opportunities, or if earnings are based on an 
hourly-wage - a direct increase in take-home pay. External air quality is improved, and, if the designer 
considers the emotional connection homeowners have to their home, a sense of place can be 
significantly fostered. I cannot imagine having a particularly positive emotional connection to a home 
that is drafty, cold in winter, or that takes most of my household income to heat, leaving me with 
reduced flexibility in my spending.
These benefits strengthen the adaptive capacity of individual households. Kwok and Rajkovich 
(2010) frame adaptive capacity in the context of buildings as a reaction to current stresses, requiring the 
ability not only to learn from past experiences but also to apply lessons learned to future situations. 
Utilizing highly energy-efficient home designs will be vital to furthering the adaptive capacity of Alaskan 
residents. Especially the designs that allow for inhabitants to reduce their carbon footprint and also be 
affordable, and in line with providing a sense of place to a household in an ever-changing world.
Building highly energy-efficient homes, or rather laying the groundwork for them to not only be built but 
also be accessible to a wider segment of the population, is laying the groundwork for an effective 
climate-change mitigation and adaptation technology.
6.1 Key Findings
The picture drawn in this dissertation is of flailing energy security in Alaska and numerous 
obstacles and barriers to reducing dependence on energy consumption. Yet the research results point 
towards much hope and potential for energy efficiency and specifically highly energy-efficient buildings 
to alleviate some of the pressure, and provide an investment that will pay off for generations to come.
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Energy Security
• W hen defin in g energy security, it is im portant to take  into consideration  at w hat geograph ic 
scale energy secu rity is applied. For exam ple, the defin ition varies betw een national and 
com m un ity energy security. On th e  household  and com m un ity level, energy secu rity can be 
defined as a situation in which people have reliable access to socially acceptable energy 
generation or provisioning services, at a level sufficient to conducting a sustainable life (see 
Ch apter 2, p. 10).
• Energy security has fo u r com pon en ts- availability, access, stability, and utility. These 
com pon en ts can be used to evaluate  the vu ln erab ility  of energy use in th ese  categories- food 
production  and harvest, household  activities, m unicipal activities, and
m an ufacturing/com m erce. A  sign ificant segm en t of the A laskan  population is energy insecure, 
sp ecifica lly  w ith in  th ree  of th e  fo u r categories- food system s, household  activities, and 
m unicipal activities.
Energy Efficiency
• Due to th e  rich indigenous h istory of th e  state and the  colonial legacy, it is im portant to  ap ply a 
h ealthy dose of skepticism  to energy e ffic iency techno logies developed outside of A laska. Not 
only is th ere  the possib ility  th at th e  te ch n o lo gy is not c lim ate-app ropriate  but it m ay also clash 
w ith the local culture, needs, and life-style  desires.
• It is vital to the su ccess o f a hom e fo r arch itects and d esigners w orkin g  in rural A laska to 
fam iliarize  th em selves w ith the land, culture, and ancestral h istory prior to laying out the 
b lueprints o f a hom e. Cultural and social acceptab ility  o f a hom e is arguab ly as im portant as the 
econom ic and eco logical features.
• Pre-contact hom es of Indigenous A laskan s featu red  a consid eration  of both energy conservation  
and energy efficiency. To sum m arize  hom e e lem ents from  the north, interior and southw est 
regions of A laska, the hom e featu res in th is category w ere:
o an entran ce  tunnel
o a cold trap  leading from  the tu nnel to th e  living area 
o using natural landscape featu res as insulation 
o su bterran ean  build ing style 
o a circu lar layout
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o th e  ab ility  to m odify w all insu lation based on the season 
o passive so lar orientation 
o ventilation  m echanism  
o skylights as light source 
o food  storage nooks carved into perm afrost 
o co-h ab itation  and large occu pancy rates 
o using stone as therm al m ass to store heat 
o shared stone w alls betw een houses 
Som e of th ese  features are reintroduced to m odern energy-effic ien t building designs in A laska, 
fo r exam ple:
o sm all square fo o t to occu pant ratio
o passive so lar design
o arctic entrance
o round or octagonal building layout
o using earth berm ing, sand dunes, and snow  banks as natural insulation
o p erm afrost lined cellars
o su bterran ean  build ing style
o therm al m ass
o shared stone w alls betw een room s
• Education on energy literacy fo r h ouseholds not only provides m em bers m ore control o f th eir 
energy secu rity but also facilita tes adoption o f m ore en ergy effic iency m easures.
Highly Energy-efficient Homes
• W hen Rogers (2003) th eo ry of d iffusion  of innovation is applied to highly energy-effic ien t hom es 
in A laska, the ad opters' groups th at have em braced th is te ch n o lo gy so far are the innovators 
and early  adopters, m aking up only ap proxim ately 16% of the  population. Th is is based on 
Rogers estim ation  o f group size, not a statistical survey conducted  of hom es in A laska.
• Barriers to the adoption  of h ighly e nergy-effic ien t hom es in A laska are econom ic, psychological, 
m arket drivers, and lack of in form ation  and/or education. Specific  barriers identified  in th is 
research are:
o lack o f skilled con tractors and laborers fam iliar w ith specialized  build ing tech niq u es
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o in su fficient in form ation  on energy-effic ien t featu res of hom es, both operation and 
m aintenance, as w ell as the related benefits 
o com plian ce  w ith build ing codes
o in su fficient em phasis placed on cu ltural and social featu res of h ighly energy-effic ien t 
build ings and th e ir connection  to provid ing a sense of p lace fo r th e  occupants 
o d ifficu lty sourcing sp ecia lty building m aterials, and/or in ab ility to have them  custom - 
m ade locally
o high cost o f the sp ecia lty building m aterials and sh ipping costs
o high labor costs, due to unique design and build ing techniqu es
o an appraisal process th at does not va lue  h ighly energy-effic ien t featu res at tru e  cost
o low  resale value on th e  housing m arket, usually below  capital investm ent
o sm all or neglig ib le  profit m argin fo r builders
o hom es not qualify ing  fo r m ortgage loans th at cover the entire upfront cost of th e  hom e 
due to low appraisal value 
o long fin an cia l payb ack tim e due to e ither flu ctu ating  oil prices or cheap natural gas 
w hen ju xtap osed  w ith th e  high upfront capital cost 
o com petition  o f low m ortgage interest rates from  national lenders w ith energy efficiency 
m ortgage interest rates from  state lender 
o flu ctu atin g  oil prices leading to  an inaccurate calcu lation  o f d iscou nt rate of the 
in vestm ent and the  financial payback point
• The  m indset o f hom eow ners, builders, and oth er stakeh o ld ers is an im portant determ inant of 
th e  uptake of h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es. Th is building style  is out-o f-th e-o rd in ary and is 
associated  w ith a learning curve. The  involved parties gen era lly  m ust be open to  m oving 
beyond th e ir com fort zone.
• Th ere  is a large potential fo r h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es in A laska to strengthen the adaptive 
cap acity o f households to cope w ith -clim ate  change im pacts, im port reliance, and o il-price  
flu ctu ations. A t the sam e tim e, th ere  appears to be a need fo r an a lready expanded adaptive 
cap acity o f a household  to be able to achieve living in a h ighly energy-effic ien t hom e, for 
exam ple, the know ledge base required o f the h om eow ner and builders, sign ificant capital 
investm ent, and an expanded social netw ork fo r skill sharing and acquisition  o f sp ecia lty 
build ing m aterials.
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• Life-cycle  assessm ent can be used as a m ethod to d eterm ine th e  carbon payback point o f a 
h ighly energy-effic ien t hom e. A  case study exam ple o f a hom e in D illingham , A laska show ed 
that, w hen com pared  to a con ventional cou nterpart house, th e  carbon payback is achieved in
3.3 years. At th at tim e, the am ount of carbon em issions from  heating fuel saved w hen 
com pared  to th e  cou nterpart hom e heating fuel requirem ents is equal to the carbon em issions 
equ iva lent of th e  build ing m aterials of the house.
• In th e  case study hom e th at w as used fo r the life-cycle  assessm ent in th is d issertation , the 
p rim ary in su lating m aterial used is cellu lose. The ce llu lose  com es from  recycled new spaper. 
Despite this, the carbon em issions equ iva len t th e  ce llu lose  is responsib le  fo r is re latively large in 
con text of th e  entire life-cycle  of the house. W hen organic m aterials are disposed o f in a 
landfill, a byp rod uct o f th e  an aerob ic breakdow n is m ethane, a greenh ouse  gas th at has 28 
tim es th e  global w arm ing potential com pared  to carbon (IPCC, 2013). It is thus especia lly  
p ertinent to consid er d isposal w hen calcu latin g  th e  carbon im pact of a m aterial.
6.2 Recommendations
The  question rem ains: Are  h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es viable  in A laska? G iven th e  present 
research, th e  answ er is a conditional yes -  if certain conditions are m et and barriers are overcom e. I 
learned from  research ing th is to p ic  th at any to p ic  involving susta in ab ility  is in variably intricate. There  is 
not one "right" answ er, but th ere  are m any "w rong" answ ers. Sustain ab ility  is by design based on 
co m plexity as it spans th ree  m ain areas -  econom ic, ecological, and social realm s. W ithin  th ese  realm s 
are m any m inute su b -com p artm ents. It only m akes sense th at th e  interplay, feedback, and 
in terd epend ency o f th ese  linkages are involved. I believe m itigating clim ate change and ad apting to its 
e ffects are tw o of th e  sub -com p on en ts of su sta inab ility. H ighly energy-effic ien t build ings exem plify  
susta in ab le  d eve lop m en t by ad dressing  not only eco logical issues but also the social w ellbe in g  o f its 
occu pants (Fiksel, 2003). W h ile  designing ideal environ m en tal conditions or societies is not w ith in  our 
reach, ad apting and m odifying the con tro llab le  ch aracteristics o f our engineered  system s can 
sign ificantly  im prove our socio -econ om ic and ecological c ircum stances. The results in th is d issertation 
m ake th e  case th at the energy dem and and su p ply scenario  in A laska does not foster susta inab ility  or for 
th at m atter hum an-, ecosystem -, or anim al w ellbeing, not as a w hole. W h at can be done to  fo ster the 
grow th  of energy e ffic iency and h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es in A laska?
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The  first category fo r im p rovem ent is in th e  fie ld  of education. Th is research indicates a lack of 
know ledge is one o f th e  cu lprits of several problem s. As stated th ro ugh o u t th is research, energy 
e ffic iency is not o n ly  a m itigation te ch n o lo gy but also an adaptation  strategy. How ever, its m ere 
existence is not enough. Current, and fu ture  hom eow ners need to be aw are of and understand the 
benefits e nergy effic iency offers. Provid ing a public class, fo r exam ple  to high school students before 
th ey  enter the w orld  as potential new  hom eow ners, w ould  aid in building a solid know ledge base in the 
state. The class w ould  cover not only the im pacts energy e ffic ien cy te ch n o lo gy has on clim ate change 
but also on health, w ellbeing, and econom ic savings. To u ting  only one o f the benefits o f energy-effic ient 
hom es is a m arketing flaw ; m ultip le  benefits are a h igher se lling point. For exam ple, in addition to saving 
m oney, household  m em bers experience im proved indoor therm al com fort, reduced upper respiratory 
illness, reduced sick days at w ork, potential fo r increased em otional attach m en t to hom e, and energy 
independence. Th is m arketing approach  should be m ore w id e ly  d issem inated  than to high school 
students. Real estate agents, p rofessionals in the lending and finan ce  industry, appraisers, building code 
officia ls, builders, skilled laborers, go vern m en t officials, educators th em selves, all o f th ese  groups (and 
others) could help fu rth e r the adoption of energy-effic ien t build ings if th ey have the appropriate  
know ledge base. People in public service  positions can use th e  know ledge fo r policies to not only 
increase the  adoption rate but to  decrease national reliance on im ported  oil, thus m aking a case for 
national security. The  spread of education  could take  m any form s, including the aforem entioned  high 
school course, m an datory hom eow n er education classes, a subset of licensing requirem en ts for 
professionals in the  fie ld , continuing education  credits fo r professionals, or post-con su m er education  for 
people w ho have already bought an energy-effic ien t hom e. As chapters 2 and 3 detail, A laska has a rich 
h istory o f Indigenous hom es su ccessfu lly  utilizing energy e ffic iency featu res and energy conservation  
lifestyles. W h y reinvent the w heel if w e do not have to? A dding inform ation about pre-co lon ial building 
styles to the education  courses could be very inspiring. It is equ ally  im portant fo r d esigners to educate  
th em selves on th e  cultural and social p references of the hom e's occupants. Som e occupants m ay have 
a very specific  idea of w hat layout th e ir hom e should have, and it m ay not be in line w ith th e  round 
layouts used in p re-contact hom es. Energy e ffic iency is an ap plication  th at m ay m eet technical 
requirem ents. How ever, if the  design contradicts the aesthetic value, social or cultural m eaning of the 
hom e the benefits m ay be negated. A  balance m ust be struck.
The  appraisal system  and lending industry need to  be overhauled  to be m ore inclusive of th is 
specialized  construction  style. Though ap praisers are independent, th e ir licensing agency, the Am erican 
A ppraisal Institute has som e clout as to w hat requirem en ts need to be m et. For exam ple, as stated
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above, mandating a course on energy efficiency would certainly be beneficial for Alaskan appraisers. 
Furthermore, if appraisers developed a tool for themselves to aid in putting a monetary value on energy 
efficiency features of a house, without using the conventional method of looking for comparison homes, 
it may prove to be more useful than if external agencies create the tool for them. A collaboration 
between the appraisal, real estate, and lending industries seems imperative to raise the value of highly 
energy-efficient homes in Alaska -  thus increasing the profit margin not only for homes on the market 
but for related industries as well.
The final recommendation is to not underestimate the psychological aspect of adopting new 
technology. The mindset of adaptation can be very powerful and is linked with the knowledge base or 
exposure to education about the benefits of energy efficiency. Social acceptability of a home often 
relates to how it compares to neighboring homes. Does it measure up, or is it a step above or below the 
others? Humans have an aversion to change, to exploring a concept or a lifestyle we are not 
accustomed to (Sheth & Stellner, 1979). Especially the early stages of adoption of highly energy- 
efficient homes fall into this category. Of course, if we are all educated about the urgency of climate 
change mitigation and adaptation, the choice would not be a difficult one to make. Government policies 
could significantly help break through the mindset barrier by mandating energy efficiency standards in 
all new construction and retrofitted homes, or to lead by example and convert all government buildings 
and government housing to highly energy-efficient standards. This strategy would in turn lower the cost 
of these homes and increase their market demand, thus breaking through some of the financial barriers 
currently faced in the market.
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A p pend ix  B: Interview  Q uestions
D esigner/Builder
1. W h at do you con sid er a "h ighly" energy-effic ien t house? How w ould  you define it?
2. Tell me about th e  h ighly energy-effic ien t house(s) you built.
a. W h at are th e  energy-effic ien t features?
b. W hen w as it built?
c. W ho designed it?
d. W h at w as th e  overall cost?
3. How did th e  tim efram e, cost and skill level com pare to oth er hom es you have built?
4. W ere  you a lread y know ledgeable  o f h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es prior to build ing th is one?
5. Did you need any external train ing, or expertise  fo r th e  energy e ffic iency featu res?
6. W as th ere  a know ledge base or industry know ledge increase d irectly related to you r 
in vo lvem ent w ith th is house, th at you oth erw ise  w ould  not have gleaned?
7. W h at w as th e  p rim ary m otivation  to build th is type  o f house fo r you?
8. W ere  th ere  any roadblocks or hurdles in th e  process? How did you so lve  them ?
9. W h at role do you see th ese  hom es p laying in relation to energy security in A laska?
10. W h at w ould  you do d ifferently  if you w ere to redo the entire process, if anything?
11. Do you have any recom m en d ation s of oth er people I should speak w ith?
H om eow ner
1. Tell me about yo u r h ighly energy-effic ien t house(s).
a. W h at are th e  energy-effic ien t features?
b. W hen w as it built?
c. W ho designed it?
d. W h at w as th e  overall cost?
e. How does it com pare to other hom es in th e  neigh borh ood /h om es you have lived in 
previously?
f. W ho w as the construction  com pany?
2. Had you seen/read of or heard about oth er h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es before you started 
build ing/b ou gh t/m oved  into yours? If so, w here w ere th ey and how  did you find out about 
them ?
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3. Prior to ow ning you r house, w hat w as yo u r defin ition of a "h ighly" energy-effic ien t house? Did 
th is ch ange after you bought/lived in th is house? If yes, w hat is it now ?
4. W h at role do you see these  hom es p laying in relation to energy security in A laska?
5. W h at w ere you r p rim ary m otivations to build a h ighly energy-effic ien t house?
6. How did you fin an ce  yo u r house, did you take  up a m ortgage or oth er loan?
a. If yes, did you experience any prob lem s w ith th is?
b. Is th ere  som eth ing about the process/po licies you w ould w ant im proved upon or 
changed?
7. W as th ere  a know ledge base or industry know ledge increase d irectly related to you r 
in vo lvem ent w ith th is house, th at you oth erw ise  w ould  not have gleaned?
8. Did you need any external train ing, or expertise  fo r the energy-effic ien t featu res?
9. W ere  there  an y roadblocks or hurdles in the process? How did you solve them ?
10. W ere  th ere  any unanticipated
a. benefits from  build ing and living in a h ighly energy-effic ien t house (aside from  a low er 
heating bill, p lease include intangib le benefits)?
b. d raw backs?
11. W h at w ould  you do d ifferently  if you w ere to redo the entire process, if anything?
12. Do you have any recom m en d ation s of oth er people I should speak w ith?
Financing/Real Estate Expert
1. W h at do you con sid er a "h ighly" energy-effic ient house? How w ould  you define it?
2. Tell m e about yo u r experience w ith  highly energy-effic ien t hom es.
3. From  th e  fin an cin g/ap pra isin g/rea l estate perspective  w hat is you r experien ce  w ith th ese  types 
o f hom es?
a. Do you th in k  there  are any roadblocks to finan cin g them ?
b. How does th is com pare to conven tional hom es?
c. If you could m ake im provem ents to the system  of fin an cin g h ighly energy-effic ient 
hom es, w hat w ould  th ey be?
4. Have you heard of and/or used A H FC 's Energy Efficiency fo r A p praisers too l? Or any oth er too ls 
to help appraise  the value o f en ergy effic iency in hom es?
5. W h at role do you see th ese  hom es p laying in relation to energy security in A laska?
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6. Has your know ledge of th is type  o f house in A laska changed or influenced you r v iew  on you r 
own hom e, or a hom e you'd  like to live in, in the fu ture?
7. Do you have any recom m en d ations fo r oth er people I should speak w ith?
A p praisers only
8. How do you calculate  th e  value o f energy e ffic iency features in hom es?
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A p pend ix  C: Life Cycle  Inventory Data
Tab le  C-1: Life Cycle Inventory Data fo r H ighly Energy Efficient House
LCA Case Study: Highly Energy Efficient House
Process Amount Unit LTS modeling Notes Library
Exterior
Walls
21.95 kg Steel, low -alloyed, hot 
rolled {GLO}| m arket for 
| A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Exterior
Walls
443.36 kg PVC (suspension 
p olym erisation) E
Industry data 2.0
Exterior
Walls
14.55 kg HDPE resin E Industry data 2.0
Exterior
Walls
756.64 kg Plyw ood, fo r outdoor 
use {RoW}| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Ecoinvent 3
Exterior
Walls
850.9 kg Saw nw ood, softw ood, 
kiln dried, planed 
{RoW}| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Ecoinvent 3
Exterior
Walls
317.79 kg plyw ood, vacuum  
pressure treated, 
inorganic salt, outdoor 
use - ecoinvent3 alloc 
rec u
Custom  m odeling: 1kg - Plyw ood, fo r outdoor 
use {RoW }| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U - in 
m ass, 0 .0074257kg - W ood preservation, 
vaccum  pressure m ethod, inorganic salt, 
con tain in g Cr, outdoor use, ground contact 
{RoW }| w ood preservation, vacuum  pressure
Ecoinvent 3
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Table C-1 continued
m ethod, inorganic salt, contain ing Cr, 
outdoor use, ground contact | A lloc Rec, U
Exterior
Walls
2683.12 kg Saw nw ood, softw ood, 
kiln dried, planed {RoW }, 
vacuum  pressure 
treated, in organic salt, 
outdoor use - 
eco invent3 alloc rec u
Custom  m odeling: 1kg - Saw nw ood, 
softw ood, kiln dried, planed {RoW }| m arket 
fo r | A lloc Rec, U - in m ass, 0 .0074257kg - 
W ood preservation, vacuum  pressure 
m ethod, organic salts, Cr-free, outdoor use, 
ground con tact {RER}| w ood preservation, 
vacuum  pressure  m ethod, organic salt, Cr- 
free, o utdoor use, ground contact | A lloc Rec, 
U
Ecoinvent 3
Exterior
Walls
0.78 kg oriented polypropylene 
film  E, w ith acrylic 
binder, w ith out w ater 
{RoW } - eco invent3 alloc 
rec
Custom  m odeling: 0 .75kg - O riented 
p olypropylene film  E, 0.25kg - A crylic  binder, 
w ith o u t w ater, in 34%  solution state {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Exterior
Walls
147.87 kg Steel, low -alloyed, hot 
rolled, enam elling  | 
A lloc, Rec, U
Custom  m odeling: 1kg - Steel, low -alloyed, 
hot rolled {GLO}| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U, 
0.26169859m 2 - Enam elling {RoW}| 
processin g  | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Foundation 16200 kg Gravel, round {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U 
- w aste  type cem ent
Custom  m odeling: w aste  type  'cem ent' Eco invent 3
Foundation 5.35 kg Concrete, sole plate and 
foun d ation  {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U 
- in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Ecoinvent 3
Foundation 119.82 kg Reinforcing steel {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
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Table C-1 continued
Foundation 75.45 kg Bitum en adhesive 
com pound, cold {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U 
- w aste  type PP
Custom  m odeling: w aste  type 'PP' Eco invent 3
Insulation 198.18 kg G lass w ool m at {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Insulation 6363.64 kg Cellu lose  fibre, inclusive 
b low ing in {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U 
- w aste  type  insulation
Custom  m odeling: w aste  type 'insu lation' Eco invent 3
Insulation 161.45 kg Expandable  polystyrene 
(EPS)
Industry data 2.0
Interior
Ceiling
131.82 kg G lued lam inated tim ber, 
fo r indoor use {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U 
- m ass unit
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Ecoinvent 3
Interior
Ceiling
168.41 kg Plyw ood, fo r outdoor 
use {RoW}| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Ecoinvent 3
Interior
Ceiling
320 kg Saw nw ood, softw ood, 
kiln dried, planed 
{RoW}| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Ecoinvent 3
Interior
Walls
776.51 kg Saw nw ood, softw ood, 
kiln dried, planed 
{RoW}| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Ecoinvent 3
Interior
Walls
531.14 kg Plyw ood, fo r outdoor 
use {RoW}| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Ecoinvent 3
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Table C-1 continued
Nails and 
Sinkers
68.19 kg Steel, low -alloyed, hot 
rolled {GLO}| m arket for 
| A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Roof 316.36 kg Glued lam inated tim ber, 
fo r indoor use {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U 
- m ass unit
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Eco invent 3
Roof 1274.01 kg Saw nw ood, softw ood, 
kiln dried, planed 
{RoW}| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Eco invent 3
Roof 884.36 kg Plyw ood, fo r outdoor 
use {RoW}| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Eco invent 3
Roof 75.45 kg Bitum en adhesive 
com pound, cold {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U 
- w aste  type PP
Custom  m odeling: w aste  type 'PP' Eco invent 3
Roof 11.9 kg Steel, low -alloyed, hot 
rolled {GLO}| m arket for 
| A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Roof 559.83 kg Steel, low -alloyed, 
enam elling  {G LO } - 
eocinvent3 alloc rec U
Custom  m odeling: 1kg - Steel, low -alloyed, 
hot rolled {GLO}| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U, 
0 .22558936m 2 - Enam elling {GLO}| m arket 
fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Roof 72.73 kg G lass fibre, bitum en 
seal, polym er EP4 flam e 
retardant, production 
{RoW } - eco invent3 alloc 
rec U
Custom  m odeling: 0 .55kg - B itum en seal, 
p olym er EP4 flam e retardant {GLO}| m arket 
fo r | A lloc Rec, U, 0.45kg - G lass fib re  {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Window 
and Door 
Boxes
359.27 kg Plyw ood, fo r outdoor 
use {RoW}| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted unit to m ass Ecoinvent 3
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Tab le  C-2: Life Cycle Inventory Data fo r Theoretica l Coun terpart House
LCA Case Study: Theoretical Counterpart House
Sub­
assembly
Amount Unit Process Modeling Notes Library
Exterior
Walls
2265.4 kg Saw nw ood, softw ood, kiln 
dried, planed {RoW }| m arket 
fo r | A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted 
unit to m ass
Ecoinvent 3
Exterior
Walls
645.9 kg Plyw ood, fo r o utdoor use 
{RoW }| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, 
U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted 
unit to m ass
Ecoinvent 3
Exterior
Walls
272.4 kg plyw ood, vacuum  pressure 
treated, in organic salt, outdoor 
use - eco invent3 alloc rec u
Custom  m odeling: 1kg - 
Plyw ood, fo r o utdoor use 
{RoW }| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U 
- in m ass, 0 .0074257kg - W ood 
p reservation, vaccum  pressure 
m ethod, inorganic salt, 
con tain in g Cr, outdoor use, 
ground con tact {RoW}| w ood 
preservation, vacuum  pressure 
m ethod, inorganic salt, 
con tain in g Cr, outdoor use, 
ground con tact | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Exterior
Walls
492.7 kg Saw nw ood, softw ood, kiln 
dried, planed {RoW }, vacuum  
pressure  treated, in organic salt, 
o utdoor use - ecoinvent3 alloc 
rec u
Custom  m odeling: 1kg - 
Saw nw ood, softw ood, kiln dried, 
planed {RoW }| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - in m ass, 
0 .0074 257kg - W ood 
preservation, vacuum  pressure 
m ethod, organic salts, Cr-free, 
outdoor use, ground contact
Ecoinvent 3
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Table C-2 continued
{RER}| w ood preservation, 
vacuum  pressure  m ethod, 
organic salt, Cr-free, outdoor 
use, ground contact | A lloc Rec, 
U
Exterior
Walls
12.4 kg HDPE resin E Industry data 2.0
Exterior
Walls
0.6 kg oriented p olypropylene film  E, 
w ith acrylic binder, w ithout 
w ater {Ro W } - eco invent3 alloc 
rec
Custom  m odeling: 0.75kg - 
O riented polypropylene film  E, 
0.25kg - A crylic binder, w ithout 
w ater, in 34%  solution state 
{GLO}| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Exterior
Walls
17.6 kg Steel, low -alloyed, hot rolled 
{GLO}| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Exterior
Walls
369.5 kg PVC (suspension 
p olym erisation) E
Industry data 2.0
Exterior
Walls
123.2 kg Steel, low -alloyed, enam elling 
{G LO } - eocinvent3 alloc rec U
Custom  m odeling: 1kg - Steel, 
low -alloyed, hot rolled {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U, 
0 .22558936m 2 - Enam elling 
{GLO}| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Foundation 12150 kg Gravel, round {GLO}| m arket 
fo r | A lloc Rec, U - w aste  type 
cem ent
Custom  m odeling: w aste  type 
'cem ent'
Ecoinvent 3
Foundation 2.4 kg Concrete, sole plate and 
found ation  {GLO}| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted 
unit to m ass
Ecoinvent 3
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Table C-2 continued
Foundation 76.2 kg Reinforcing steel {GLO}| m arket 
fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Foundation 66 kg Bitum en adhesive  com pound, 
cold {GLO}| m arket fo r | A lloc 
Rec, U - w aste  type  PP
Custom  m odeling: w aste  type 
'PP'
Ecoinvent 3
Insulation 312.3 kg G lass w ool m at {GLO}| m arket 
fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Insulation 131.8 kg Expandable  polystyrene (EPS) E Industry data 2.0
Nails 34.1 kg Steel, low -alloyed, hot rolled 
{GLO}| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Roof 225.0340909 kg Glued lam inated tim ber, fo r 
indoor use {GLO}| m arket fo r | 
A lloc Rec, U - m ass unit
Custom  m odeling: converted 
unit to m ass
Ecoinvent 3
Roof 1119.9 kg Saw nw ood, softw ood, kiln 
dried, planed {RoW }| m arket 
fo r | A lloc Rec, U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted 
unit to m ass
Ecoinvent 3
Roof 690.9 kg Plyw ood, fo r o utdoor use 
{RoW }| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, 
U - in m ass
Custom  m odeling: converted 
unit to m ass
Ecoinvent 3
Roof 290.9 kg G lass fibre, bitum en seal, 
p olym er EP4 flam e retardant, 
p roduction {RoW } - ecoinvent3 
a lloc rec U
Custom  m odeling: 0.55kg - 
B itum en seal, polym er EP4 
flam e retardant {GLO}| m arket 
fo r | A lloc Rec, U, 0.45kg - G lass 
fibre  {GLO}| m arket for | A lloc 
Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
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Table C-2 continued
Roof 226.4 kg Bitum en adhesive  com pound, 
cold {GLO}| m arket fo r | A lloc 
Rec, U - w aste  type  PP
Custom  m odeling: w aste  type 
'PP'
Ecoinvent 3
Roof 9.7 kg Steel, low -alloyed, hot rolled 
{GLO}| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
Roof 447.1 kg Steel, low -alloyed, enam elling 
{G LO } - eocinvent3 alloc rec U
Custom  m odeling: 1kg - Steel, 
low -alloyed, hot rolled {GLO}| 
m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U, 
0 .2255 8936 kg - Enam elling 
{GLO}| m arket fo r | A lloc Rec, U
Ecoinvent 3
A p pend ix  D: Case Study: A ffo rd ab ility  o f A  H ighly Energy-Effic ien t House in Rural A laska
Th ere  are m ultip le  factors th at com e into play w hen con sid ering  financial affordab ility  o f h ighly 
energy-effic ien t hom es. In the trad itional housing m arket, th e  affordability  o f a hom e is based on the 
qualify ing  m ortgage (Sm ith & Jones, 2003), w hich  is in turn  d eterm ined in large part by th e  appraised 
va lue  of the hom e. O perating costs are typ ica lly  not included, such as m aintenance, repair, or utility 
costs. These  costs should, how ever, be included to  give  a m ore com plete  p icture o f th e  life-cycle  cost of 
hom eow n ersh ip  (Rettig & M addan, 2016). In th is section, w e focus on the hom e e nergy requirem ent 
fo r heating in A laska as th e  p rim ary hom e operating costs.
A ccou ntin g fo r th e  cost of heating fuel w hen purchasing a hom e is d ifficu lt to calculate, due to 
oil price flu ctu ations. For exam ple, in 2008 the price of oil w as $140 per barrel. Because o f th is high 
price, m any residents in A laska to o k  ad van tage of a state program  to w eatherize  th e ir hom e, w hich 
increased th e  hom e's energy e ffic iency (Rettig & M addan, 2016). H ow ever, by 2016 th e  price sunk to 
$50 per barrel and enro llm ent in the program  dropped sign ificantly.
H ow ever, w hen considering the v iab ility  of h ighly energy-effic ien t hom es, stability  and security cannot 
be underestim ated  (Hossain et al., 2016; Rettig & M addan, 2016). H aving a hom e that has m inim al 
heating fuel requirem ents, m eans th e  utility costs fo r the h om eow ner will be relatively stable even if oil 
prices increase drastica lly  at a fu ture  point in tim e. Stab ility  in energy use and supply is a m ajor factor in 
energy secu rity considerations.
As an illustrative  exam ple  of affordability  and calcu lating long-term  payback points, I use a case 
study hom e in D illingham  Alaska. D illingham  is a hub com m un ity in rural W estern  A laska, accessib le  by 
w ater and air only. The National C lim atic Data Center averaged D illingham  to have 11,210 heating 
degree days over a 30-year tim esp an  from  1981 to 2010 (A laska C lim ate Research Center, 2017). The 
case study hom e w as designed and built by the hom eow ners th em selves in 2010. O ne of th eir 
m otivations to build th e ir hom e w as to sh ow case a prototype of a h ighly energy-effic ient, affordable  
hom e in rural A laska. It is a 2-bedroom  hom e, 590sqf, w ith 28" th ick  w alls in a double wall system  filled 
w ith b low n-in  cellu lose. The house is largely based on th e  Passive House standard and is considered  net 
zero energy ready. In 2010 w hen the hom eow ners com pleted  construction  and to o k  up residence 
heating fuel in D illingham  cost $4.41/gallon  (DCCED, 2010). The cost rose to $5.97/gallon  in 2014 
(DCCED, 2014), and w ith in  tw o years it sunk to $2.54/gallon  by 2016 (DCCED, 2016). Illustrating the 
rea lity of flu ctu ating  oil prices. The hom eow n ers built th e ir hom e w ith the goal in m ind fo r it to  last at a 
m inim um  100 years.
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The  hom e requires m inim al heating in th e  w inter, as the therm al insulation and air tigh tn ess 
retains heat from  electrical app lian ces and body heat to  such a degree th at it m akes up 62%  of the 
annual heating dem and. Fourteen percent of th e  heating dem and is attributed  to so lar gain and 24%  
com es from  an e lectric  a ir-source  heat pum p. Annual e lectricity dem and of the case study house is 
3,200 kW h, fo r an average house in D illingham  it w ould be 5,930 kW h. A verage  heating fuel usage fo r a 
house in D illingham  is 700 gallon s a year, and the case study hom e uses zero, since it is heated m in im ally 
w ith the air-source heat pum p. In 2017, th e  e lectric ity rate w as $0.24/kW h plus account charges 
(N ugashak Cooperative, 2017) and as indicated above heating fuel costs $2.54/gallon . The d ifference  for 
e lectricity and heating costs w hen com paring th e  average house in D illingham  to the case study house at 
th e  2017 rates w ould  be $2,433, as th e  case stud y house requires only $768 annu ally  fo r heating and 
e lectricity in th is scenario.
Consid erin g  the m aterial costs to  build the highly energy-effic ien t house, not including th e  labor 
since the h om eow ners built th e  house largely th em selves, aids in calcu latin g  a sim ple  payback point.
W e created a m odel o f a conventional counterpart hom e th at has th e  sam e specification s except built to 
th e  D epartm ent o f Energy's m inim um  R-standards. W e converted th e  case study hom e's heating 
requirem en ts to heating fuel if the  house had an efficient oil boiler, burning roughly 35 gallon s per year. 
In th is scenario , th e  conventional cou nterpart hom e w ould  burn 161 gallon s per year. See tab le  1 for 
sim ple  payb ack ca lcu lations, using th e  fuel oil price from  2010, 2014 and 2016.
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Tab le  D-1: S im ple  Payback Point - H ighly Energy-Efficient Hom e in D illingham , AK
Build ing
M aterials
Heating fuel 
-  2010 price 
($4.41/gallon)
H eating fuel 
-2014 price 
($5.97/gallon)
Heating fuel 
-  2016 price 
($2.54/gallon)
H ighly Energy-efficient 
hom e (35 gallon s/yr 
heating fuel requirem ent)
$37,690 $154.35 $208.95 $88.90
C onventional Hom e 
counterpo int (161 
ga llon s/yr heating fuel 
requirem ent)
$19,390 $710.01 $961.17 $408.94
Cost Differential $18,300 -$555.66 -$752.22 -$320.04
Simple Payback Point 32.9 years 24.3 years 57.2 years
W hen com paring th e  highly energy-effic ien t hom e to its th eoretica l counterpart w e can 
determ ine  the rough payback period fo r th e  extra building m ateria ls th at are required to  upgrade a 
hom e to be h ighly energy-effic ien t. The  d ifference in m aterial costs in th is case is $18,300. D epending 
on th e  price of oil, th e  d ifference  in m aterial cost is paid o ff in heating oil savings anyw h ere  from  24 to 
57 years -  based on th e  heating oil price flu ctu ations over a recent tim esp an  of 6 years. Th is is a 
relative ly big d ifference  in payback tim e. If hom eow ners purchase a house and plan to live in it until 
retirem ent, th ey m ay be satisfied  w ith th e  projection o f a payback tim e  of 24 years. H ow ever, if the 
price of oil changes and now  the  payback point isn't reached until 57 years into th e  fu tu re  that m ay 
present less m otivation  to invest th e  additional upfront cost in the extra building m aterials. This 
uncerta in ty from  an econom ic p erspective  is a d eterren t to the uptake of th is c lim ate change m itigation 
technology.
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